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Abstract
#
The llanitoba Government and the Winnipeg Schooi Divìsion

I has

for sometime expressed support for' the prirrciples that culLurai
diversity is an ìmportant and valuable aspect for adding to
enriching the quality of
Education

sl
day

life in the province.

tlulticulturai Policy

and

The new lYanitoba

and that of Winnipeg School Division

are a case in point. Teachers as

well as struggling with the day try

difficulties in the classrocrm must also corne to an understanding

of their ethnically diverse student populatiorr in relation to policies,
program, teaching practices, and their own behaviours; all of which

exist within a wide range of interpretations within this bewildering
social context teachers are expected to tend to the practical day by
needs of

all the students within a ìargely immigrznt

schooì

enroìlment.
The study draws attention to how a group of teachens perceive and

resp6nd to one set of issues relative to immigrant education.

lt points

to how teachers view their r0le during the placement, assessment
prOgram development

for immigrant children. Drawìng

and

uport

quaìitative research methodology and ethnographic techniques, the
study focuses on bringing attention to individual teaching behaviours
in order to better understand why teachers do what they do- The

findings consider teacher autononry, isolation. and survivaì, related to
the powerlessness of teachers in establishing some control and

integrity related to their individual teaching behaviours.
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Rationale for the Study

Thr.oughout

its history

Canada has been a country

ethnic diver-sity. Many Canadians (

it

of immigrants, rich in

cannot be said the majonity) shane the

belief that a commitment to the understanding and preservation of

oun

cultunal diversity is what evokes the best of Canadian tradition. The
attempts of the past decade to transferthe neality of Canada's plunalistic
society into education pr'actice has met with a degnee of mixed results. The

implications of immigrant children entering Canadian schools have
signif icant impl'ications on the whole of education.
0n the last Census Day, June

lst l98l

there wene 3.8 million

immigrants in Canada, making up I 6% oî the population. The Canadian

Statisticaì Review states that out of the 84,253 immignants who came to
Canada

in 1986, 3,415 of them

total population of 578,625,

came to llanitoba. Out of Winnipeg's

the l98

I census

shows

l98l

that I 10,915 U9.2

T")

wene immigrants;Statistics Canada def ines an immigrant as a resident of
Canada who

to llarch

is not a citizen by birth. ln the ìatest quanterly report (January

of l9B7) Statistics

Canada reconds a

total of 32,354 new

immigrants to Canada. 0f this totaì 1,097 declared llanìtoba as their
intended destination.

0f the total number of 1,097 immigrants coming to

Manitoba, g5 wene tisted as dependent childnen and 2O2as students. The

significance 0f imniigration pattei'ns such as this is important when they

fina¡y

comes face to face

with the reaìity of children entering schools.

At this point each statistic becomes an individual human being who
rnust adapt to a new political, economic, and sociaì environment. Often

it

2

wlìl

be tne scn00t and tne classroom teacner wno determlne tne long term

outcome 0f the child's

f

ìrst encounters in Canada.

A structuned, graded curriculum and a norm of age-grade promotion is
based upon the assumption that at each grade ìeveì chiìdren

wiìì

have been

exposed to and acquired (in varying degrees) the knowledge, skiìls, vaìues
and attitudes, embeddecl in the preceding year's curricuìum. Within an

existing school system (panticularly one that is highìy heterogeneous in
terms of ethnicity, class and so on) there will be problems, and when
children arrive into the system part way through thein school careers, as
immigrant chiìdren often do,the problems become increasingly traumatic.
The school curriculum is generaìly not based on the assumption that
chiìdren come to schooì devoid of experience 0r without some skilìs; nor

that what children will be tested on, is only that which is actually taught
and ìearned in schooì. Rather, schooì expectations and evaìuations are based
on the child's

total experience. A schooì curriculum is also based on a degree

of commonality and uniformity of experiences, in and outside of the schooì
environment. For any chiìd these assumptions can create diff iculties The

immigrant child whose experiences may be incongruent, is placed in a even
exceedingly

difficult situation. ln the proceedings of tne Annuaì Conference

of the 0ntario Association for Curricuìum Deveìopment heìd in l977,5amuda
and Crawford ( l9E0)

write:

" Students from ethnic minoritv backqrounds
ane unduly penalized by... invalid mbtfroOdof
evaluatioir, which fail'to recognize or take into
account patterns of cognitiveänd affective
functioninq derived fndm non- Canadian
backgr-ound.. lnformation on the nature of
academic assessment and placement of ethnic
minority qnoup students would provide a
svstemàtic basis for addressino and dealinq
effectively with a major area oT discontenÜ' tp.uul

The

first

concrete experiences that a child has when he or she confronts

the school is ìikely to have have ungent and significant implications for the

rest of the schooì career. The critical junctune of the initial period of
adjustment is the process of reception, assessment, and placement of the
new child. These

first encounters with

regards to the integration of the

child are likely to inf luence positively or negatively, the continuing
educationaì and developmental needs of the child. How classnoom teachers
respond to the challenge is the focus of the study.

The Problem Statement

The purpose of

this study is to examine the way in which selected,

elementary teachers from one particulan schooì in Winnipeg School Division

#l

perceive and respond to the issues and difficulties reìated to the

reception, assessment, and program development for immigrant children.
The study contextualizes these issues at both the governmental and division

leveìs but recognizes the influence of the classroom teacher as the primary

4

rocus 0r tne researcn. Speclrlcally, tne study l00Ks at tne followlng
questions:

l. How do cìassroom teachers
tast<

of the reception, orientation,

make Sense out of, and respond to, the
and assessment

2.How do cìassroom teachers reassess and Plan

of the immigrant child?

for the continuing

educationaì needs of the child?
J.How do classroom teachers interpret and meet the continuing program
needs

of the child?

Aìthough teachers have

a degree of autonomy within thein classrooms

they do operate within a wide system relating to policy, resource

allocation, and support staff for example, which provides a context for the
action and behaviour of individual teachers.

l. What is the role of both the centraì

School Division and the

principal's administration with regards to the placement, assessment

and

program development of the child?
2. What is the nole of the ancìllary school personnel reìative to the
issue?
Methodoloov

The research was guided by the principles of quaìitative research

methodology with an ethnographic orientation. This perspective seeks to
understand behaviour from an individual teacher's panticulan frame of
refenence. For- this reason

it

was decided to conduct the research ìn one

school with a smaìl numben of participants in orden to provide a more

detailed context in which to explore the experience of teachens. Spradley

5

(

1983), specif ies that the methodoìogy pt'ovides the means with which to

study expenience:
Ethnooraphv is the work of describinq a
cultune. the bsäential core of this activily aims to
understand another way of life from the native
point of view. The goal'of ethnography, as
l1aìinowski put it is to" qnasp the the natives'
point of view, his relation to ìife, to realize his
vision of his wot ltl (922:2Ð...The essential core
of ethnoqraphy is this concern with the meaning of
actions ãnd events to the people we seek to
undenstand. Some of these meanings are directly
expressed by lanquaqe, and many are taken for
granted and'comtñunicâted only'indirectly through
wond and action. (p.l )

Aften a three month period of entry and participant observatiûn

an

interview schedule ( follows at the end of this chapter) was designed and
the interview process begun which occurred over a peni0d of two and a haìf
months.This interview process was the primary means of colìecting the data
and was conducted in the teachers' own wonk environment

of the schooì and

cìassroom. The researcher colìected as rich and detailed data as possible

th¡ough in-depth interviews and participatory observation in the classroom

to develop an interpretive understanding of the meaning teachers attach to

their behaviour. Thene was at first a period of entry and participant
observation in the school, prior to the formal interviewing process for the
purpose of becoming familiar with the environment in which the teachers

worked and to estabìish a degree of rapport and trust necessary for
successful, candid interviews. All twelve of the teachers who, by choice,
became involved were interviewed

at least fout'times. The interview

scheduìe was used for each of the following two circumstances:

l.lf

the opportunity arose to follow one particuìarchiìd along with the

receiving teachen through the actual process of recepti0n,assessment and

6

program development ln a longltudlnal manner the scnedule was employed ln

the folìowing sequence:

l. lntroductory observation followed

by an

interview to become acquainted with the
panticular teachen's bacl<gt^ound, teaching ideoìogy,
and general views on

multiculturaìism.

2. An interview immediateìy foìlowing the

first

day of schooì

for a new child to discuss the

initiaì assessment, placement and orientation
c0ncerns
3. A subsequent interview approximately one

week later to discuss ìong term plans for
academic, program, and social developmental
c0ncerns
4. A f inaì

follow up interview

one month

ìater

to discuss the evaluation of the progress to date.

2. lf the opportunity did not arise to actualìy

foìlow a child and teacher through the process of
reception,assessment,and program deveìopment

the same interview schedule was employed but the

timing and pacing remained f lexible because
teachers were responding from memory and past
experience and not immediate circumstance.

7

ParticiPants and Setting

Participants in the study were twelve teachers fnom grades thnee, four
and f ive at R.D. Usher, an lnner City school. This school

Winnipeg School Division

of immignant children.

#l

and was chosen because

62% of R.D. Usher's population

is located within

of its large ennollment
of nearly 900 wene

born outside the countny (R. D. Ushen Handbook,l986). This percentage

includes Fitippino, Portuguese, Vietnamese, Chinese, Laotian, East lndian,
Cambodian, 6neek, Genman and Polish childnen. This panticular school is one

of the larger elementary school in llanitoba and has one the langest teaching
and

ancillary staff (64 pensons). Teachers from the elementary level of

gr.ades thnee, four and f ive wene invited to participate

after a written

and

oral overview of the planned study has been presented to the entire staff

for clanification. (Appendix I ).Only the grade thnee, four,

and

five teachens

were selected as the focus because within the school as pant of Division

policy the eanly childhood pnogram has in place a quite distinct placement
and assessment prognam (Early ldentif ication Pnogram) and the gnade six

classes are pneoccupied with preparation for Junior High and were not able

to provide the time commitment at the time of year the study was being
conducted. This did not mean that the remaining teachens were not

intenested in the study and wene consulted on an infonmal basis providing

a

vaiuabie sounce or bacicgrounci information. ln addition there were iníormaì
interviews and consultation with teaching aids, ethnic liaison officers,
Heritage Language teache¡'s,and the Engìish as a Second Language consultant
plahnfatinn
r^n
òFrn ñ¡r^^^õ^ nf
nnnrrirlinn quur!¡vr¡ar
ar{¡{iÌinnal irnnnntqnf
infnnmaf inn
hrl
rrt'yv¡
Lrl Pl vvlulltY
Lllg
lul
-I
'-"
--.''J
PL¡l PUJç

o
(}

upOn

the acilvtiles and practices ralsed by tne classr00m teachers. Agencles

such as the Child Guidance Cìinic and Core Area

lnitiatives were also

contacted for additional information.

Limitations of the Study

The purpose of

this study is cìearly not to develop generaìizations

reganding Winnipeg School Division

# I poìicy

and programs

relating to

immigrant children but rathen to provide an in depth look at how this

particular issue affects the daily lives and behaviour of teachers in

one

specif ic school.This study does not deal directìy with the chiìd's personal
experience.such a concern,while obviously cruciaì to the impact of
schooìing, raises complex ethical questions of research design, and lies
beyond the scope of

this study. lt is considered important, however, to

conduct a study such as thìs because the way in which a teacher structures

his 0r her classroom ancl responds to the issues provides the framewort< in
which the child is liicely

to

perceive the classroom experience.

Slgnlf lcance of the Study
Teaching is a complex

activity

multiplicity of problems.There is

and every teacher must f ace a

rar^ely time available

for teachers to

be

able to conduct "action nesearch" in their individuaì classrooms. lt is hoped
that this study will contribute to professionaì deveìopment by providing a
focus fon reflection upon program planning and evaluation with regard to

immigrant children. The study may develop an appneciation of the ways in
which teachers make sense of their everyday life wort<. There will aìso be

I
an opportunity for an exchange

of ideas and the sharing of expentise found in

the ìiterature. The interpretation of the data

will

be made available to the

participating school and wilì pnovide a basis for further discussion

and

anaìysis.

Def

initions

Ooerational Def inition of the Provinciaì Govennment and the WinniDeg
School Division

€l

l. lmmignant (as def ined by The llanitoba Regulation l/86 Section 26
s
and as adopted by The Winnipeg Schooì Division l)
"immigrant pupil" means a PuPil:
a) whose status in Canada is that of a refugee, landed immigrant, 0r a
Canadian Citizen who has not attended school in Canada

b) who is unable to receive regular classroom instruction because of

limited prof iciency in the English ìanguage
c) who has been receiving instruction in the English language in Canada

for two years or less at the eìementary grade level, or three years or less at
the secondary leveì
d) who is enrolled in Kinderganten or grades 1 to

l2

This def inition was designed by the government to provide a funding
mechanism for E 5 L programming.
2. Recent immigrant: As def ined by the Division and Government

for

funding and program purposes as a child who has been in Canada two years
on ìess.

l0
5. lmmigf'ant chlìd as Operational t0 researcher: chlldren who are newly

arrived to Canada and whose previous school experiences(if any) have been
in a non-Canadian setting.

lmmigrant Child as Understood by llany Teachers Within

R.D. Usher

School(this def initi0n emerged as the study develooed)
An understanding by many of the teachers and Principal includes aìl

those children who are born outside Canada and are funded as E S L students,
those students who have received E S L instruction but are now in regular

classrooms, those immigrants born outside of the country who do not
require E S L instruction(United States,West lndies), those immigrants who
are born outside Canada and are newly arrived but are not placed in an E S L
cìassnoom, and those children who were born in Canada of parents who were

born in anothen country (for example, at
back as the

first

R.D. Usher

School this goes as far

Portuguese chììdren who came along with their parents in

the early 1960's).
5. Reguìar Classroom at R. D. Usher Schooì: An age-grade pìacement

situation with accountability to the existing provincial curriculum
guidelines. The students appear on the home loom registen and are the

primary responsibility of that teacher. The majority of the children remain

wlth the teacher for the entire day except for library, gym,0r Heritage
language instnuction. ln some cases an immigrant child may be in a regular

class for one half of the day and an E S L class for the other half.
4. E.S.L. Classroom (abbneviation for "English as a Second Language"):

a

cìassroom where chiìdren deemed to have a limited proficiency in English
are taught the ìanguage, most often with a particuìar methodology and
($660 per
leanning materials.There is special funcling for these chiìdren
annum for Grades

I to l2 and $330

per annum for the kindergarten yean)

tl
These students are referned to the Central registry of the Winnipeg School

Division s I Superintendent's department by principals, teachers and agency
personnel.

At

R.D.Ushen

the immigrant chiìdren pìaced in the

E

5 L cìassroom may

receive instruction full-time for the entire year, or half time for the entine

year. There are n0 standard measurements that determine when a child
leaves one situation fon another. The decision is made 0n an discretionary

basis by the

Principal

E S L teachen and

factors such as enrollment, determined by the

.

5. Ooenational Def inition of Pìacement at R.D.Usher:

(this definition developed as the study progressed)
Pìacement refers to what happens to the chiìd within the

first

day or

days upon entering the school. Teachers def ine placement as the paper worK
and decisions

that are generated in the office by the secnetary, migrancy

teacher and the Pnincipal. When the chiìd arrives at the classroom door the
teachers considen that aspect complete and refen t0 the orientation of the

child at this point. Each new child (except for those who have been
immediately placed in an
as

little

ES

L classroom) goes to the migrancy teacher f or

as an hour or up to and including several days for that part of the

placement process reìated to reception to the school and

if requested

Principal, some informal testing.

6. OperAtional Def

inition of Assessment at

R.D. Usher School:

(this

definition deveìoped as the study developed)
Assessment is a broad tenm that has both expedient and long term

implications aS related by teachers. Teachers See the first level of

by the

L2

assessment as tnat procedure done by tne Prlnclpal and lllgrancy teacner
necessary in placing the child. Classroom assessment for teachers includes

standardized tests, teacher made unit tests, anecdotal records, specialized

tests fnom the Resource teacher, and reports fnom the child Support
agencìes.
7. Ooerational Def

inition of Program Develooment at R.D.Usher School:

(this definition devetoped as the study progressed) Program has a
composite def inition relating to individuaì cìassrooms as one category and
then to the broader definition related to the school, and Division. Teachers
refer to the term program in aS nanrow a Sense aS "my reading program" 0r
"new effective
as broad as the "muìticuìtural program of the school" or the
schooìs program " brought about by the Division.

lntervìew Schedule
Reception. Assessment and Reassessment

l. What will you do to prepare for the anrival of the new child?
2. What do you perceive as the common diff

iculties when the new child

arrives?
J. How

willyou begin to integnate the child in to your classroom?

4. What immediate cniteria

willyou take into account

as you assess the

child's skills and abilities?
5. What assistance may you

solicit

duning the orientation period and

what reasons?
6. How

initial

willyou determine the degree of success you have had in the

and later, the ongoing, assessment of the child?

for

n3

7. What things

will

you do,that you normaìly would not do, during

this

period of orientation?
8. What kinds of documentation may you expect to receive? Which of

these do you f ind most useful?

Academic and Social Program Deveìo0ment

l.

How might you adapt your program to meet the needs of the new

chiìd?
2. How

will

you assist the chiìd in deveìoping the social

skills necessary

for the new environment?
3. ln what ways can you individualize yout'program and in what ways
may you determine that

this is not feasibìe 0r appropriate?

4. What outside resources may you use

?

5. What involvement may there be in your program for parents?
6. Which multicultural penspective do you adhere to when you plan your
program?

n4

Chapter ll

Literatune Review

How Teachers Penceive and Respond to the Reception, Placement,

Onientation, Assessment, and Continuous Prognam Development fot'

lmmigrant Children

ln the now extensive literatu¡-e describing the education of immigrant

children in both Canada and the United States, the issues of neception,
placement and onientation have received only limited attention. 0n most
occasions where the concerns ane mentioned they are treated in a generally
cunsony and

superficial mannen. ln addition the thnee issues of reception,

placement and onientation are not integrated but treated largely as distinct
and separate aspects.

llost literature investigates the issues fnom the bnoad context of
immigrant education, on cnoss-cultunal studies, and is relevant to this study
in terms of the development of a contextual perspective (Bhatnagan 1976).
Prognam development related

to immigrant concerns appears in the

Iiteratune as a small heading under the topic of curriculum development
(Stenhouse, I 976, Tanner & Tanner I 980, Schubert, I 986) or
a chapten in a general anthology

it is included

0f immigrant issues (l'lcDianmid,l975,

Robinson,l984).
Plany

of the psychological implications that relate to immigrant
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cultunal penspective (l1aseman,l979), to learned helplessness and the
immigrant child (Penry,l976), implications of nonverbal behaviour fon

as
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immigrant children (Wolfgang,l9E I ) to the importance of self esteem in
acquiring the English language (Bemyman,l9E4). whlle
premised by each author that a g00d beg¡nning is

lt

ls generally

critlcal for

each lmmlgrant

child,this psychological aspect of the litenature, usually focuses 0n the
child aften the difficult period of placement, orlentation and assessment
has ended.

Pìacement

The issue of orientation and pìacement of immigrant childnen is treated

in general terms by the ìiterature under themes of "adjustment", "cultural
adaptati0n" 0r "cuìtur-e shock.' Placement appears to be the process of
pìacing the child in the appropriate academic environment. Orientation is
the weìcoming and initlal adjustment stage and ls often discussed as part

of placement. Orientation and pìacement ane f'egarded as important issues
based on the folìowing assumptions:
made about pìacing the

finst of all that crucial decisions are

child into an appropriate pr"ogram, and, second, that

placements are made in response to the need for appropriate resources to be
made available for that child's education. The Tononto Board¡IldueaLlon

lssue Paoer 0n lYulticulturaìlsm. 1974. expresses a viewpolnt that how

a

child is received into the school wiìl have academic and social implications
for the child's future. ln generaì terms, couched among other general
psychologicaì implications, the literature speaks of the need for immigrant
chiìdren to feel welcome in order to deveìop positive self esteem as a
prenequisite to academic success (Berryman,lgE4). Under the broad category

of adjustment, the literature generally agrees upon tne descriptive and
natune of the

difficulties many immigrant chiìdren face. The following

account is typicaì:

t6
"The cultune of the home and community - incìuding the
attitucles, vaìues, style of life, and behävioral patt*erns

the child learns in the family environment - is totally
alien to what the child is presented with in the school
environment... they have to adjust to the Canadian way of
life: thev have to adiust to an urban and industrial
environrñent in whiih the norms and values are in the
main in contradiction to their own learned behaviour
patterns ... upward social and economic mobility for
immigrant children more often than not entaìls leaving
behinö the ethnic community, reiectinq the ethnic
ìanquaqe,customs, values, ahcl acloptinq the values and
tanfiuafie'of the host society." (Rarhchaian,l975, p. 99)

ln relation to culture shock the literature contains many accounts such
as this one:
"...the child is usually quite unprepared for his upt-ooting
and his f irst reaction in this country is invariably a
feeling of shock and bewilderment. His eyes and ears are
assailéd by a welter of new siqhts and söunds, as well as
expeniencinq physical shocks oT the rigors of an alien
climate. Onde iríschool he has to comdto term with yet
another set of conditions, where differences will affect
him mone intimately, and where the mastering of a new
lanquaqe is only one of the problems he has to face."
(EoËon,"l 966, néwsl etter)

Currently there is no difficulty in locating research investigating the
raciaì attitudes of both teachers and students, although much 0f this

literature stiìl has as its origin the inner cities of Britain

and Black

America. (Cohen & llanion,lgBJ) Generally this research tatces a broader

social science perspective 0n the issues directly related to
racism,prejudice and stereotying and their implications such as
underachievement and social relationships among peers.
l"lore specif icaìly, in the Canadian context, individual studies relating

particular ethnic groups to particular adjustment and transition diff icuìties
have been carried out (Sealey,l9B0, Perry, Cìifton & Hryniuk,

lgBl,ljaze,lg82,Freisen 1985). The literature investigates the need for new
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immigrant children to deveìop self esteem quickly. Aìthough this will be an
ongolng concern throughout tne chlld's scnool

llfe tne llteratune

suggests

that this aspect may be of primary importance during the initial placement
and orientation period. lmmigrant children enter the school door

medium and low levels of self esteem. Eeing able to function

with high,

effectively in

two languages is believed by educators such as Berryman ( l9B4) to
contribute positively to the educational and personal development 0f higher
levels of self esteem but there is no investigation in the ìiterature on how

self esteem may be affected by the positive or negative nesuìts of a
placement anrl orientation process.This large portion of the litenature,

which sees tne entire problem of immigrant adaptation largely as a ìanguage
problem, does not however, always emphasize the importance 0f the
placement and onientation process other tnan

its specif ic relationship t0

the ESL classroom. ln comparison to language development, less attention
has been ascribed to the other aspects of adjusting to a new envinonment.

Assessment
One

of the few exceptions to the lack of specific refenence in the

literature to a comprehensive analysis of assessment, is the appearance of
a detailed diagnostic and prescniptive investigation such as one
an Amerlcan educator Karen Chlnn ( l9E0). She

written

by

wrltes that assessment of

immÌgrant students is one of the most controversial and politically
sensitive issues in today's education of culturally diverse people and
pnoceeds by developing an individual approach to instruction based on

assessment of student perfonmance (diagnosis) in order to detenmine an

educational plan (prescription). Chinn beìieves this pl-ocess is delineated by
three variables: culture, the degree of anglicization, and s0Cio-economic

TE

status and that these generaì criteria are those immediate factors which
create the space ls which the child

will

be assessed. She beìleves these

criteria important as they are the original factors by which children are
discriminated against, 0r are labelìed as diverse. The space, does not
include the character of the individual schooì, its policy,

ancl

administration

or the attitude of teachers in thelr classrooms. Chinn's model does however,
raise the issue that alternatives othen than standardized testing for
assessing'immigrant chiìclren are necessary.
The literature contains large quantities of material identifying

standardized testing as the main assessment tool, currently used for

immigrant children and subsequently challenges the credibility of such

testing procedure. For immigrant cnildnen one important question the

ìiterature investigates concerns the choice of goaìs.

Samuda and Crawfot'd

investigate the issue of whethen testing will continue as the servant of
racism, in the sense that

it will

by being labelled wrongly, ot-

keep children from realizing their potential

is in fact the means of diagnosing the

difficulties immigrant children face,

and as a nesult open up equitable

educational opportunities for all chiìdren. Samuda and Crawford state:
"Testinq in effect, bolsters a predominant philosophy of
racism endemic in the puritan ethic and implanted in the
curricular structure of the schools ... in oun view testing
can serve a useful purpose if it will help to ensune the
delivery of quality education to all students." (Samuda &
Crawford,l978, p. 39)

There are others, such as Jensen ( I 969, I 973) who believe that group

differences 0n intelligence type testing should be viewed as a matter of
genetic not cultural or environmentaì factor-s. Jensen proceeds to develop
the theory that schools and testing are not responsible for the difficulties

t9
bìack children face. Apoìogists extend this theory to other minority groups
as weìl as blacks and state that the

fault ìies to some degree, within the

groups themselves. standardized testlng remalns as

the prlmary method 0r

realizing a chiìd's innate ability. Environmentalists, however, will argue

that

it is not the child's genes which ane at fault, but family background,

cuìture, and cultural conf lict on rlistance from the cultut-e of the dominant
gr'oup, which are the major contributing

factors to academic success

and

weìl being. SinceJensen there has been no paucity of research to dispute his
analysis. The llterature leaves

little

doubt that recent immlgrant chlldren

wiìì have lower test scores and achievement levels than children who were
born in Canada, or who have resided here for many years (Ehatnagar,l970,

Ashworth, 1975). Samucla and Tlngìin summarized the lncreasing sensitivity
and

fulì extent of how testing has been viewed In the more recent literature:
"Assessment, if it is to be educationally viable or
supportive, must adhere to the the pninciple that it must
serve the qood of individuals in auqmentinq the
effectivenäss of the teaching - leaîning pr"ocess. By the
same tot<en where assessment can be shown to be
detrimental to the teachinq - learninq process it
necessarily abroqates the principle of sociaì justice ancl
ipso facto'contributes to the vio'lation of the ôivil rights
of individual citizens. There is overwhelming evidence
that psychological tests have a deleterious effect upon
certain'membêrs of certain minority groups, both in
terms of their educational effects and the social and
economic consequences f lowiqg fro¡n such a conditioning
process." (Samuda &Tingl in I 978, p.39)

While recent literature demonstrates a more sensitive approach to

testing, the policy makers appear reìuctant to respond with complete
agreement. At this time there appears to be no mandated procedure within

the School Division that could neplace standardized tests nor does there
seem to be agreement that the oniginai premise on which they were

originated is true or false. That premise being that standardized testing
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rem0ved any sense 0f unfairness in terms of educational fairness 0r

prlvilege. Due to incneasing publlc and school trustee concerns Winnipeg
school Division

sl

has recenily suspended testing for

all childnen

throughout the Division for one year in order t0 review its current policy,

while most of the school boards in l'letropolitan Toronto have suspendecl
testing 0f immigrants until they have been ln the country for two years.
Cummins sees the necessity for change but continues

with this caveat:

"... howeven

there is abundant evidence that this knowledge
about the dangers of testing culturally and linguistically
different students does not readily translate into
educational practice and that a disproportionate number of
bilingual students are still being deponted into special
education and vocational classes as a combined result of
the indiscniminate use of mental tests and the cultural and
linguistic orientation of school programs." (Cummins, 19E2,

p.2)
One

solution offered by educational researchers who believe that

standardized testing remains the only viable tool for testing ability, is to
design "culture free," "bias free", "or" culturaìly relevant", tests and then

determine at what level of linguistic development tests of vanious types
can be considered valid (Cummins, l9B0). However, thene is nesearch that

states standardized testing should not be adapted, modifled, transferred, or
even translated but lootced upon in a completely new perspective. tsemy

advocates this position

:

" ... where cultunal discontinuities are qneat, there is a
strong likelihood that behavioral diffeñences will be
qneat; and in this case the development of oriqinal
ösycfroloqical tests is essentiaì i'f we are to ñatch a
test(both conceptually and empiricaìly) to the behaviour
to be sampled." (Perry, 1975, p.152)
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Program Develooment
The lìterature exploning program development for immlgrant chlldren is
abundant. Program deveìopment is seen as having several eìements and can

exist under several categories. The elements related to immigrant
education, for example include cross culturaì cumiculum, multicuìtural
program development, multicultural curricuìum, multicuìtural 0r cross-

cultural education and program development. Studies of multicultural
education, in general, delineate the appnoaches in several ways. The

definition generally falls into either one of two categories; one concerned

directly with the classnoom, and the other as support for the classroom.
Classroom concenns are dlrectly related to the day by day actlvltles of the
teachens and children and the processes of teaching and learning. Support

would lncìude areas such as

E

5 L Programs,Henltage Language Programs,

Ethnic Liaison Pnograms and llulticultural Resource Centres. Although there
are as many def initions of curriculum as there are researchers, Lawton has
one

that sets the stage for the discussion of program development for

immigrant children by def ining curriculum

as:

"Essentially a selection fnom the culture of a society.
Certain aspects of out- way of life, certain tcinds of
knowledqe, certain attitudes and values are regarded as
so imporlant that their transmission to the next
oeneration is not left to chance in our societv but is
ðntrusted to speclally tralned professionals (teachers) in
elaborate and expensive institutions (schools.)"
(Lawton,l975, p. 6)

To understand and organize program deveìopment

for immigrant

education researchers have constructed organi zati onal typol ogl es, or
paradigms which are meant to conceptualize the design. (Gibson, 1976, La
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Belle & White,l9B0). The typology designed by Gibson is organized around
these five approaches: (see Table I )

L education of the culturally different or benevolent multiculturalism
2. education about cuìtural differences 0r cultural understanding
3. education for cultural pluralism
4. biculturaì education
5.

multicultural education as the normal human experience

(6ibson,l976, p. 7)
Typologies occur often in the literature, and provide a varied

perspective and useful parameters for the discussion of the expectations
and evaluation

of the community, the school, and the teacher in relationship

to program development and currlculum models for lmmlgrant chlldren.
(Kehoe, I 98 I , Jef fcoate ,1982, Cohen & llanion, I 985) For the purposes of

this study teacher attitudes

and approaches

to immigrant education are the

primary focus and typologies such as the one Gibson advocates provide
fnamework for the study by pnoviding a comparative structure. (Table

a

l) 0f

further interest will be how teachers in particular manifest these
categories in their teaching behaviour. Gibson's typology has clearly
inf ìuenced both the School Division and the Government's I'lulticultural
Educatìon policy and can be seen in the adopting of a provlncial

muìticuìtural pìatform called, "tsuilding the Bridges" which considers
several direct references to this particular typology.

Summary

There is litenature either dinectly or indirectly related to the issues of

placement, assessment and program development for immigrant children in
general theoretical terms. While schools have been featured prominently in
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the overaìl investigation less attention has been directed to what teachers
d0 ln thelr classrooms and why they d0 lt.(Young,l9E3) (Barrow,l9E4). Thls

omission was artlculated some twenty years ago by Phlllp Jackson:
"The school attendance of children is such a common
experience in our society that those of us who watch
thäm qo hardly pause to'consider what happens to them
when they qet there. 0f counse, our indifference
disappeansbccasionally. When something goes wrong or
when we have been notìf ied of this remarkable
achievement, we might ponden, for a moment at least,
the meaninq of the experience for the child in question,
but most of"tne time we simply note that our Johnny is
on the way to school." (Jac[<s0n,1968, p.I )
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Chapter

lll

llethodoìogy

lnf luence of Ethnography

This study is guided by the principles of quaìitative methodology, and

specifically with the techniques of ethnography. Ethnography is considered
the hallmark of cultural anthropology and is the work of providing

a

description and analysis of human social behaviour; the central aim being to
understand anothen way of

ìife or culture from a native point of view.

Ethnographic methodology, in both form and content, lends

itself to the

terms of reference for the study which are an attempt to understand the
meaning of teacher's behaviour in relation to a particular issue. The f irst

significant fact in this regard is that rather than studying people,
ethnography seeks to learn from people (Spradley, I 979, I 980). The
techniques provide the potential for a finst hand analysis of the issues with

teachers from their own reality. Ethnographic techniques afford the
researcher the opportunity to recond "what actually happened and how
people penceived thein langer environment, despite the fact that at finst

blush, to be excessive and commonplace." (Everhant,l976, p.lE) Ethnognaphy
presupposes that the researchen

will

deveìop a process thr-ough a series of

intenviews and panticipant observations that pnovide the opportunity fon
ordinary teachens to become excellent informants. Participant obsenvation

is "a period of time where the neseancher becomes pant of the situation
being studied in order to feel what

it is like for the people in that situation"

(Sanday,l979, p. 5J7). The process is delineated by Spradley (1980) as
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invoìving levels of participation and involvement. a wide observational
focus, a sense of being an insider and outsiden simuìtaneously, and f inalìy
over the duratl0n that researchers become research instruments
themselves.

lf the idea is accepted that ordinary teachers, through experlence and
daily classroom agendum have acquired a knowledge and a perspective that
is specialized and unique in nelation to others, ethnography is, then, an
appropriate methodology. The assumption is made that much

will

be ìearned

if teachers are in fact considered to be informants and not subjects
(objects to test hypotheses), respondents (objects for survey or queries
where the language comes from the nesearcher and social science) or actors

(object of observation in natural setting). lnformants differ from all of the
above

for several

neasons (Spradley, 1979,19E0). Ethnography depends

largely on the language of the infonmant and not that of the researcher or
the discipline being studied. lnstead of only observing actors in the setting
researchens activeìy par'ticipate in the environment and this can prevent

distortion by not only witnessing behavioul'but also actlvely

and

simultaneousìy seetcing the meaning behind it. Finally, informants

wilì

guicle

the neseanch process by defining important directlons for the lnvestigator

to move towards. Subjects, actors and respondents are unable to do this
because the questions and answers are not integrated lnto one persOn and

his or her environment, but kept isoìated as for example in the case of the
respondent

- questionnaire - researcher triad.

The literature regarding ethnography and school research clearly

acknowledges that educators are in fact borrowlng and adapting from the
anthnopological tradition (Rist, I 975,Wolcott, I 975). Wolcott( 1975)
Sanday (1979) both cauilon that

at least

ancl

one year ls necessary to produce a
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thorough, authentic ethnography. However, encouragement for studies of

shorter duration is provided in the literature for those with some degree of

indexicality such as teachers studying teachers for example.(Rist,l9E0)
lndexicality refers to the amount of shared bac!<ground tcnowledge necessary
to understancl a message. (Agar,l960) When discussing the objectivity and

subjectivity Kaplan refers to intensubjectivity which he def ines as "a
scientific observation that could have been made by any observer

s0

situated: nature plays no favorites, but exposes herself promiscuously."
(Kaplan, l 964,

p. I

28) A central tenet of ethnography is that freeclom from

bias is impossible ancl a personal analysis from the researcher is cruciaì.
The recent reappearance of a more "research
made

its presence felt

for meaning approach"

has

and the educational community is beginning to

consider ethnognaphic methodologies as an additional means for acquiring
and interpreting clata

for research.

One such case in

point is the recently

published report on professional deveìopment activities for teachers which

advocates'action research' to be done by teachers in the field in
colìaboration with the university (Osborne,l986). ln essence, action
research for teachers centres upon what is happening now, why is this

problematic in any sense, and what can I do about it? (Osborne,1986). ln
addition, the questlon related to behaviour may be added; why do I do what

I

do?

After establishing a rapport, selecting informants

and continuing the

participation process the ethnographer will record, categonize and code all
the collected data. This is often called "thick description" 0r when
elaborated further refers to the collection of rich, verbatim, cletailed, often
lengthy accounts from informants. Wolcott describes this process as meant

"to hold

it [informant - reseancher interchangelstilì, long enough to take a
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sketch 0f it." (Wolcott, 1975, p. I l2) To do this effectively, the researcher
must place the informants ln thelr cOntext at large and tneln benavlour must
be understood

within the natural envhonment.

There is no single standardized paradigm for ethnographers, 0r as stated
by Young ( 1983) no "standarcl methodological package". ln order to make
sense of the behaviour of teachers in the school setting,the researcher
needs to become a methodological pnagmatist; to some degree creating

methodology as the process of research continues. This, however, does not
mean that the approach is allowed to deteriorate to an attitude

of laÌssez

faire but rather that the researcher is allowed to choose and collate the
techniques that best suit the situation. This

wilì alìow for flexibility of the

informants to direct the study, and to account for the continuous, evasive,
and modifying aspects

of culture which do not remain f ixed but are always

changing and adapting. For Wolcott,( 1975, p.121) the degree of success of an
ethnographlc study ls measured by "the ability of a stranger to the culture
(who may be the ethnographer) to use the ethnography's statements as

instructions for appropriateìy anticipating the scenes of that society."
Anothen aspect for success is measured by the

ability of the researcher to

respond to and respec[ Llre responses of the informant as a whole person.

This criterion corresponds to Spradley's belief that the researcher is
slmultaneousìy an "lnsider and an outsider."
The Study at R. D. Ushen School
Locating and Collecting the Data
The collection of data at R. D. Usher School occurred between January 5,
'15
and.hrnp
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with the entire staff the research proposal which informed

them of the nature of

the

intended study, the implications for participants,
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what age levels were being targeted and why. The staff was informed that

for the nest of the week the researcher would be in the staff room at
recess, and lunch brea[<s, and was prepared to discuss the study with

individuaì teachers in some detail. At that time such matters as time
commitment and conf identiality were discussed.

lt was also emphasized at

this time that the researcher was interested in a reciprocal arrangement
which meant a willingness to assist in the classroom in a manner the
teachers saw as appropriate such as by gathening materials, camying out

smalì projects or conclucting small group remediation .This strategy was
employed in orcler to establish some degree of rapport and trust befone the

interviewing process began. The researcher came to school every day from
January

l5

and stayed throughout the sch0ol day

observing a wide range of

for four days a week

activities throughout the school, but at the same

time being available to talt< to interested participants.Grades three, four
and f ive were chosen as the research sample
no longer as concerned
begun

for the gnade six teachers were

with the issues of the study because their focus had

to shift to preparing children for the Junior High expenience during

the time the interviews were scheduled and therefore time was at

a

premium. The early primany grades (k-2) were also excluded because they
have a standardized program fon assessment and program development

called the Early ldentif ication Program which has been implemented
throughout the Division.
By the beginning of the second week

all thirteen of the teachers, who

represented the grades three to five, had been surveyed for interest. llore
than half of these teachers contacted the researcher on their own initiative,

while the other haìf were sought out by the researcher. Out of this number
there was only one teachen who decided not to participate in the study
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stating that as a first year teacher he felt unable to pnovlde the necessary
tlme commltment. After ldentlfylng the twelve lnformants for the study,
the interview times were scneduled.
The 0ppor"tunity fon establishing a primary base for participant

observati0n came from one teacher who extended an lnvitation for the
researcher to enter her classnoom at anytime. This continuous access into
her cìassroom provided an advantageous position to observe one cìassroom

in relation to the rest of the school. This teacher also became a lcey

informant and interview material was continually checked and balanced

with her on a theoreticaì basis. A key informant is an individual informant
selected to provide a way to check for serious errors durlng the data

collection and to provide an insight into the accunacy of the recording

and

interpretation of the data. ThÌs person was consulted almost daily as well
as participating in the regular interview scheduìe.

lt was not the

authenticity of descriptive data that was chectced but the conceptualizing of
what was occurring. For example the key informant was asked
believed

if she

it to be true that teachers pald littìe attention to what assessment

the migrancy teacher did on immigrant children. Her own interview was not
however, treated any differently than the others. As a furthen check the
researcher met with the Principal on a regular basis to discuss generally
the collectlon 0f data and matters of protocol for the school. Whlle the

intervÌews were taking place, over the f ive and one half month period, the
researcher continued the process of panticipant observation. The invitations

to come into classrooms were often spontaneous and expedient such as,
'come 0n up after recess and see the bootcs we're making" 0r, " we're making
bannock, why don't you give us a hand."
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As time went on the teachers began to identify with the study to the

extent of bninging things t0 the attention 0f the researcher that were seen
as significant. For example, teachers would call attention to proJects in

their classrooms, information they had collected at an inservice or insights
about children they believed relevant to immigrant children. ln addition,

data was collected from staff meetings, school records and ancillary staff
persons such as the Ethnic Liaison Officer, Teacher Aides, Office

Staff,Janiton, School Nurse and Crossing Guard.
Collecting the Data

After the informants wene identif ied a schedule for interviewing was
begun. lnterviews too[< place
hours. They occurned in the

at lunch breaks, spare periods and after school

staff room, empty classrooms, whiìe walking

around the school gr'ounds, in the library on in the local coffee sh0p.

All of

the formal interviews were scheduled for one hour but in reality this was

often difficult to do and interviews were often cancelled and rescheduled

two ol' three times befone the hour could be found. As well as the formal
interviews, infonmal conversations were f itted into whateven time the
teacher had to spare and were often pieced together with fifteen minutes of
yard duty, on the last twenty minutes of the spare peniod. Aften one on two

attempts at using a tape recorder

it

was decided not to continue because

it

was distnacting and served to draw attention, which broke any semblance of

privacy that could be obtained in this very crowded school. As well, many of
the teachers adamantly expnessed the desire not to be recorded; so for the
sake of consistency the idea was abandoned entirely.

Field Notes
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During the five and one half months of the study the method for

recording tne data was written field nOtes which too!< into account severaì
aspects, and evolved into several distinct types of notes. The

first aspect

was that whenever the researcher sought to understand why a teacher was
responding to the issue as she did, the response was

written in the language

of that particular teacher: there was no translation, no deletion of sìang,
repetition or col loquial isms.
For example, the researcher asked one teacher

if she would or would not

aclapt hen behaviour or program tn any way upon the

child:

lf

arrival of an immigrant

6osh ... I don't know ... l've never thought about it like that
... you know what I mean ... it's the kid I thint< of not what I
do... gosh now that you ask maybe I do ... I guess I say to
myself here we go again ... Put on some sort of face.... you
know what I mean... for awhile that is... just till he gets
settled ... What I might do is slow down a bit.

the teacher was indirectly discussing a general theme, or widely

accepted principle, the researcher would incorporate that statement by
paraphrasing it. For example, one of the responses to the question of how
teacher viewed multiculturalism was "Well for me

it all comes

a

down to how

you tneat them as human beings f irst." This was paraphrased along with

several others as multiculturalism= human nesponse. lt was found that
people rarely spoke in compìete sentences but in phrases and words strung

together with pauses and exclamations. To preserve the language of the
informant while easing the sometimes cumbersome nature of the transcript,
a system

of ellipses was used. When three dots (...) occurs, it meant that

there has been a pause in the train of thought and when four dots (....) occurs

it

meant that a new and complete thought is emerging.
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At the three critical points in the interview of placement, assessment
and program development, lengthy tnacts of verbatlm

transcript were

recorded. The researcher used a previously deveìoped shorthand technlque
coupled with a method of asking a "to be recorded verbatium " question

first, followed

by a simpler, less cl-ucial question allowing the attentìon to

remain on the recording of the

totally unedited
f

f

irst

question. This transcript was ìeft

and no attempt was made to cut out passages

irst have not seemed relevant. At some

leading up to and leaving the issue was

that may at

expense of brevity the context

left intact

and remains s0 in the

later chapters. The transcript was left as intact as possible to allow for
connections and linkages to be made which would provide the widest

posslble context. Flnally, whereven posslbìe, concrete language was used in
the recording of an incident to avoid the formation of generalities. For
example one child was seen "bolting" from the Prlncipal's door, not leaving

it.
For the other portions of the interviews and infonmal discussions not
recorded as verbatim transcripts, othen methods were employed where the
emphasis was meant to be an exercise in listening, not verbatim recording.

This was done for example in the
sense of what was to come 0r

initial stages of the interview to get a

after an informal chat in the lounge. These

notes consisted of a few key phnases and words. Later on in the day, after
the completion of the interview, the notes were elaborated from memory.
A Field Journal

Besides f ield notes a f ieìd journal [<ept an eclectic account of personal

thoughts, things to follow up 0n,observations to pursue and connections
being made. This is one pant of the entry for Tuesday flay

12:
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"llulticultunal concert today for primary !<ids ... takes
long for them to get into the gym as progr'am lasts ...

as

Gerry IPrincipal] diOn't attend... made some comment as
we passed in hall that this sort of thing was okay but
the kids would be better off doing math and reading ...
was consistent with our interview ... saw a lot of pride
in the immignant teachens, they did the most interesting
stuff, others did the Virginia reel thing ... Social Studies
Consultant was thene from the Division ... seems to be
big push on ... says there is new poìicy.

x Get policy

everyone with spit and polish today,
wearing costumes, food passed around, fun... Alice
cancels interview ... too much going on, third day with no
...

interview."

At the

bact<

of the book an analysis record kept tnack of initial insights.

An entry dated April

l6

read "Seems t0 be categories of teachers comlng out,

"l treat them all the same types,""the
let's get on with

it

hug em and ìove em types,"and the

,"school of hard knocl<s types"-- however does this get to

ma[<e sense.

lnteroreting the Data
The fundamental reason fon

this study was the attempt to undenstand

why teache¡s do what they do in relation to a particular issue. Thls was
done

primarily through the first stage of colìecting the dataThe second

stage was the intenpnetation of data received from the informants. To

faciìitate this process an initial attempt was

made to design a taxonomy

(Table 3) based on the responses of the informants to three basic questions

regarding the issue in question. This was to provide a system for imposing
orden and classification on the collected data. The three fundamental

questions were:
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l.

What do you do when a new immigrant chiìd comes to your classroom door
Why do you do the tnings you do?

2. What do you do to assess the new immigrant child that comes into your

classroom?
Why do you do the things you do?

3. What do you do

with regards to program development fot- the new

immigrant child?
Why do you do the things you do?

For the most part, there was

little

pnompting from the researcher

unless the interview waned, lost the focus, or

if

the lnformant

left the area

of study for too long or entirely. Direction from the researcher came in the
form of recapping and breatcing the larger questions into smaller ones.
The next step was

to isolate from the field notes those areas related to

the pìacement, assessment and program development of immigrant children.
Each verbatim response was removed from the notes and simply color coded

to identify which of the thnee aspects the tnformant was responding to. Each
coded response was

lifted out of the field notes and listed categoricalìy

as

placement, assessment or program development. Then each response was
given a semantic interpretation which "is a tnanslation or paraphrase, a set

of words having a meaning equivalent or simiìar to those being explained but
mor'e easiìy understood." (Kaplan,l964, p.327).Once

this process was

complete the search began for similarities based on the semantic

relationshlps. For example the following is a verbatim response from

a
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teacher articulating her view regarding the placement of immigrant
cnlldf'en. Her account ls one 0r tne ones lncluded ln tne placement chapter.

"l don't believe in coddìing in general ... if you expect
nothino vou oet nothino ... kids here know what I want ....

Kids iri'rhy röom will aTapt themselves to my proqram
but I do nialce some changes... adapt a bit so'kidstan
handle the proqram ... if fhey happbn not to be on the
standard ... or the norm ... whateven ... I don't see
immignant kids.having special problems-re?Jly . ngt a
separäte issue in my room .. except for English .... l'll
màke some allowanóes for differbnt languäge abilities
and with math, you can do it or you can't ... my goal for
all new kids, immiqrants on not is to mal<e them as
independent as possible as s00n as possible ... immigrant
kids I tneat the same as the othens ... same behaviour
expectations... same curriculum ... same high
ständards,those kind of thinqs... kids ane tõo reliant on
the teachér... should be more"active in their own learning
.... The onlv thino that I do other than the obvious thinqs
is to set úp a pe"er tutoring system so the strong kidstan
help the weak ones ... then-again it really doesn't matter
if you're an immigrant or not for that to work does it ...

The semantic interpretation given to this particular passage is "except

fon some minon adaptations immigrant childnen do not need any special

treatment". The same process was also applied to aìì the otherresponses:

the I I remaining responses related to placement and the l2 responses
related to the assessment and program. (There were l2 informants in the
study X 3 questions = 36 general responses of three sub-sections each).
Knowing the general numben of responses enabled the reseancher to conclude

that there were several, the majority, a few, one, ab0ut half and s0 0n when
accounting for the responses collectively. Each of the responses was given a
semantic interpretation but not all the responses are incìuded in the text.
Although the chapter accounts were always verbatim they wene sometimes
broken into smaller pieces fon organizational purposes. This acc0unts for

the fact that some of the chapters have mone or less than l2 resp0nses.
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lligrancy, resource and

ES

L teachers responses were not considened to be

regular classroom teachens and their role in the study was to provide the
connectÌve and comparative materiaì necessary in understanding the

relationship 0f support persons and reguìar teachers within the school
context.

Folìowing this exercise the resuìts were fonmulated on charts: one for
each aspect (see Table 2 f ar the placement example). The three charts were

brought together and a search began for similarities based on the semantic

relationships. The end result is seen in the taxonomy chart in Tabìe 3. The
charts ane included because they contributed to the initial analysis of the
data by establishing some categories from which to proceed.
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Chapter lV

Subjects and Setting

The punpose of

this chapten is to examine the schooì f ir-st in nelation to

the inf luences of the Pnovincial Gove¡'nment and the School Division, and
then to relate the school's own individual natune and character to the
broaden context. The Division is accountable unden the l-lanitoba Education

Act and to the llanitoba Department of Education, recently renamed
Education llanitoba and draws

its students from a large geographic

with dÌvense economic, social

and cultunal chanacteristics. The most salient

area

feature of the Division is the fact that, included within its geognaphic
boundaries is the area known as the Cone Area on the lnner City. R.D Usher is

located within the boundanies of the lnnen City and as such is of one of

a

categony of schools specially desìgnated as lnner City Schools,with a unique

set of issues,one of which is immigrant education. The nature of the lnner
City and the role of immignant education cannot be discussed as a separate
issue. To undenstand the diff iculties and dilemmas of immigrant education

at

R.D

Usher

because as

it

is necessary to undenstand the context of the lnner City

well as having a unique set of problems, immignant education at

this school must contend with those nelated to the

lnnen City as a whole.

Establishing the school within its context is also crucial to ethnographic
methodology.

Poverty, unemployment, pol itical al ienation, fami ly status, mi grancy,
qffa¡t
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all
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immignants alike. llost of the immigrant population send their childnen to
lnner City schools where

all the chanacteristic problems

may not be

-

3E

experienced equally or as intensely by

all immigrant children but the nature

of their education cannot help but be affected to some degree or another.
Table 4
Winnipeg School Division lnformation Figures

Total Enrollment (January l9E7)

34,018

Elementary Enrolìment

20,983

Total Number of Schools in the Division

B5

Number of Designated lnner City Schools

5l

Total Teaching Staff

2,ÆO

Totaì Support Staff

2,125

(Winnipeg School Division s

I Statistics Report, l9E7)
The lnner Citv Context

One

of the most significant aspects of

R. D Usher

school is

its

lnner City

character.0f the 85 schools in the Division,5T are designated as lnner City
schools because of their specif ic geographical location within the cone area
boundaries of the

city of Winnipeg, and because they share severaì

common

characteristics in varying degrees of intensity. These criteria are cited in
the winnipeg School Division report lnner city cniteria: Local Data
Collection. January 1981. The report also points out how the Division
began

first

to develop these criteria in 1977 and eventualìy dropped what was

then the sixth criterion, public housing, as
be no longen signif icantly viable.

it was at the time ,considered

to

ln 1984, another criterion was added that

acknowledged the growing immigrant population; that criteria being

whether there was a first language spoken other than English. The Reoort of
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the Superintendent's Committee for the lnner Cltv.l984 now cites the

tollowlng slx cl'lterlâ

âs:

l. a very high migrancy 0t'mobility rate
2. low family incomes
3. low leveì of higher education among the adult popuìation
4. frequency of single parent families
5. high unemployment rate

6.

first language other than English

The Division has formaììy adopted these

criteria

and adds and deletes

other criteria when change in the nature of the lnner Cìty is penceived to

warrant it. The Division uses the criterla in an effort to provlde what

it

considers as an objective and equitable means of comparing the level of
needs of school communities according to the degree

economic factors (Davies,

l98l).

0f impact of s0cl0-

These cnitenia ane tal<en into consideration

for purposes of staff ing, progr^am development and when appìying fot'
funding from other agencies. The Division has developed a method of

categorizing all schools fnom category one (high need) through to category
four (low need) based 0n a cumulative rank derived from census data and

mobiìity numbers. The ranking is based on a Canonical Correlation Analysis.l
The analysis found that a signif icant relationship existed among the six

crltenia and the l9E5-84 Division wide testlng results. The ranking that
resulted determines the level of socio-economic need based on these six
lnnen City

schools

if

criteria. Fundamentally, schools are designated as lnner City
they serve areas with one 0r more of the chanacteristics.

I Tfris correlation

=.88, d.f.=14, p=.oool, a mathematical formula
determining the relationship between two vaniables.
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Based on the

lgBl

first
were related to the first set of

census data, ancl school reconds, the very

statistics published on lnner City schools

criteria (lnner City Criteria: Local Data Collecti0n ) and

ane lncluded in the

following table.

Table 2

l98l

Report: lnner City Criteria

Percentage of the Total Population of the Area Based on the
lncome of Anea tselow lledian Family lncome of City
Student

llobility

Unemployment

Rate

Census

ZS%

JS%

-

lA%

-

of Families With Below Grade l0

Public Housing

-

-

Single Parent Households
Heads

lgEl

lOî¿-

-

-

50%
S0%

Since this repont was published, public housing is no longer cited as

a

cniteria and first language other than English was added. However, the other

criteria have remainecl constant. Plignancy remains one of the most serious
problems affecting lnner City schooìs. Dr. Lionel Orlikow, a well publicized

for lnner City schools, cites migrancy as the largest cause for the
instability in the area. (0rlikow,l986) The concern is funther demonstrated

advocate

by the tabìing of the recent Evaluation Reoort: l"ligrancy Program (l"larch

l986). The lligr-ancy Committee that was originally established in I g7B was
responsible for initiating migrancy programs as the mobility rates
continued to climb. (See Table 6 & 7)
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Table 6
I

984-85 (0ctober/l1ay) lligrancy Statistics

* I - l0 are lnner City æhæls

ln &rt
r07
I t5
77 79

not namd

Total llovers

Av. EnrollmenL

llobility

222

380

5E.5tA

156

2t9

71.4î4

208

174

362

626

46.174

r43

121

264

394

67.3T¿

t6l

174

335

380

8E.Eß

79

70

t49

297

5,0.2i4

104

r03

207

305

68.38

t50

t4t

291

547

53.zft

t73

149

322

374

66.1i¿

3E

53

9l

121

75.sft
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Table 7
I

985-86 (October/llay) lligrancy Statistics
Total

ln

l'lovers

Av.

Enrollment

Mobility

(ß)

121

107

226

565

62.5

90

t05

t93

226

E5.3

243

517

560

Et6

69.9

t27

r25

252

595

63.8

200

219

419

331

126.7

77

76

155

515

4õ.6

60

60

140

502

46.4

175

159

554

565

57.5

166

16 t

347

5õ4

90.4

24

2t

45

352

12.8

The figures compiled by the migrancy teacher at Stnathcona School are

to demonstrate the high rate of mobility in selected lnner City schools, and
the remarkable increase in this rate in just one year. lligrancy becomes

a

complex pnoblem because students are entering and leaving the schools

other than the traditional times of September and June. Specif ically ,many
immignant children do not arnive in the schools at the traditional entry

times either. Of the eight hundred and thirty six immigrant students who
arnived at R. D. Usher school between 1979 and 1986, only 55% arrived

during the month of September. There is the common belief among teachers
and

principals that a student who transfers from one school to another or

arrives part way tht'ough the yean experiences devastating problems nelated
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to academic and social development. lmmigrants often arrive part way
through the year and often move from school to sch0ol upon

first arrival

and

tnls coupled wltn language experlence compounds the dlff lcultles of normal
cìassnoom entry.

Tabìe B expìains to a large degree, why the Division adopted the

criterion of a language

spot<en

other than English as the slxth lnnen City

criteron population. This table shows the origin of people in the School
Division based on ethnic origin which provides an indicatlon of f irst
languages spoken other than English.

Table

B

Winnipeg School Division # I - Percentage

0f

Population by tthnic Origin

Basedon lgEl census
xno data are yet available from the 1986 census

British

37

Ukrainian

IJ

French

B

Jewish

6

Native

5

German

5

Pacific lslands

4

Polish

4

Portuguese

3

Italian

2

Scandinavian

2

Dutch

2

Chinese

I

lndo-Pakistan

I
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Other

6

Total Percentage

100

Note Other incìudes: lndo-Chinese, South American, and l'lixed Onigins.

(Statistics

Canada, I 9E

I

Census)

tsoth the Provincial Government ancl the School Division address the

problems associated with lnner City characteristics in sevenal ways. The
Statement of Priorities Reoort issuecl by the Superintenclent's oflice ol the

Division in September 1985, states that

it will,

as its

first prionity,

"implement strategies and action plans relative to the goaìs and objectives

of the lnner City." Pursuant to this priority statement four major
organizational categories are identifled as important areas of
consideration:

l. Deveìopment and lmplementation of Cumiculum
2. llanagement of Financial,Human and Physical Resources

3. Plannlng and Organization
4. Policy Development
0n June I 7, I 987, on the basis of this report, the tnustees

ratified

a

specific goals and objectives policy for lnner City education. The purposes
outlined in the policy range from the specific goal for the enhancement of
basic literacy and numeracy skills of lnner City students, to a more general

objective of identifying the educational needs 0f lnnen City students.
The Division announced publicly, at the miclrlle of June 1987,

its

intention to appoint an lnner City Superintendent by the end of the summen.
This is considered to be a senior administrative position with s0le

responsibility to the lnner City area. Trustee Anita Neville spoke to the
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mOtl0n at the school Board meetlng 0r June 2,1987 tnat "tne needs 0r lnner

City education are urgent ancl growing and more pressing as time passes,"
and that the new superintendent would be an "advocate for the lnner City"

School Board llinutes, June

The

2

1987).

I'lultlcultural Context:

Poì

lcy Orlentation

This study is concerned with the education of immigrant children.
However

it must be unclerstood that Government

and Divlsion personnel

refer

to the general blanl<et term of multicultural education, 0r ESL, when

referrÌng to students who were not bonn in Canada, as well as those who
were born in Canada and belong to an ethnic or racial minority. lmmigrant
students are usualìy cllscussed witnin a multlcultural context and fon that
reason the discussion of both the Government and the Division's

llulticultural pollcy is impontant at this time.
general reference to immigrants when
and

it

The Government makes

speaks of education

a

for cultural

linguistic development, while the Division's policy acl<nowledges

immigrants more specifically by stating directly that immigrant children

will

be assisted to acquire either one 0r both of Canada's

official

languages.(see poìicies outlined 0n following page)

ln l9E5 the manltoba leglslature passed Blll 50, The llanltoba
lntercultural Act, which established an lntercultural Council representative
of various ethnic groups. The bylaws identify its main function as the
recognition of cultural pluralism as a positive force and that the

contributions of all ethnic groups must be recognized and presenved for
future generations.
ln April of l986 the Plinister of Education released a discussion paper
based on

llulticultural education policy. lt asserted that educators, and the

public, have devel0ped a greater awareness of the cultural and racial
divensi

ty of llani toba:

llanitoba Education recognizes the multi-ethnic composition of
llanitoba. The cultural heritaqe 0f Planitoba has alwavs been one
which is rich and varied, com"mencing with the linqui'stic and cultural
dlversity of the indigenóus peoples aid rurther dlv"ersifled by the
wealth of the ethnocultural qroups which have chosen this province as
their home. Manitoba Educati-on believes that this cultural diversity
contributes positively to life in the province and Canadian society as

a whole.
The broad goals of public education stress the developmental needs of
all student"s. fducation that is multicultural in naturti must be
responsive to the cultural and linguistic diversity that chanacterizes
our society. lts place within the cunriculum acl<nowledges the need to
prepare all studbnts to live in a multicultural society. öbiectives that
seek to recoqnize and understand the main focus that culture takes, to
assist studeñts to develop and retain a personal iclentity through an
awareness of their own cultural and historical heritaqes and to
develop a understanding and respect for the cultural aîd historical
heritages of others, are integral to the school program in its entirety.
The Multicultural policy of llanitoba Education is refìected in three
maln thrusts ln the educatlonal system of the provlnce. These are
education for inteqration, education for cultural and linguistic
deveìopment and iñtercuìtural deveìopment.

At the divisional level in Play of l97B the Winnipeg School Division # I

ratif ied the following Multicultural policy:
The Winnipeg School Division # I recognizes the cultunaì diversity of
the city of Winnipeg and its colorfuì cultural herìtages, and accepts
the concept of multìcuìturaìism concerning the children and adults in
schools. The Division will make every effort to foster policies that

will:

l. Encouraqe multicultural enrichment proqrams
2. Assist iinmigrant children to acquiré eifher one or
both 0f Canada's official languages.
3. Emphasize that the student's cultural identity and
heritaqe are
not ieopardized
, M-:-&::l:^:-^^-.,.:aL
&L^ ^¡.L^:
.^:&:^^:^
q.
uul lllllulllLleÞ lll
l-lallìtalll llalsull wlLl I LllB ELlllllu
Winnipeq
5. Endeävoir to obtain grants for English as a Second
Language and culturaÏ preservatioñ programs
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The Government and the Division implement their respective policies in

several ways. For instance more and more ernphasis has been placed on the

creation and maintenance of English as a Second Language Programs.
lmmigrant Student support was established for the Division in
enhance the language development pnograms in K-12

l98l

to

for immigrants and

refugees. Since then the funding has been expanded to include Canadian

pupils who have not attended school in Canada, Canadian born students

in

K-

2 who come from homes where English is seldom spoken and recently

Hutterite Bretheren students have been added. The l"lanitoba Regulation 1/86
Section 26 defines an eligible students

l.

one whose

as:

status in Canada is that of a refugee, landed

immigrant, or a Canadian citizen who has not attended school in
Canada

2. one who is unable to receive reguìar classroom instruction
because

of limited proficiency in the English

Language

3. one who has been receiving instruction in the English language

in Canada for two years or less at the elementary level, or three
years or less at the secondary level and
4. one who is enrolled in kindergarten or grades

I to l2

All students who now enterManitoba schools for the first time and who
have

limited proficiency in English are eligible for

rr..r^^¿^
rul 'JLuugllL5
r--

trr:rL

vYlLt

ESL support. (ESL Suooort

r :-:¿^l
ñ^^á:^:^^^.,
l^ f-^li^¡nili'{^li^^^,
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vision refers to
ESL students as "those who are unable

to achieve success in regular school
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programs because thein language and culture are different from those of the
school system". lmmignant students at the elementary level may be placed

in any of the following arrangements: in regular classes 0n a full ¡me
basis,regular classes with withdrawal time to

E

s L, in E s L classes with

withdrawal to regular classes,0r in ESL classes 0n a full time basis. The
Division recOmmends that teachers assess the level of language proficiency
from 0 (low) to 4 (high). There are to date n0 formal procedures for
integrating students from the special cìasses into regular school prognams.
The government has demonstratecl a commitment

to its multicultural

education policy with projects such as the allocation of funds for

ESL

classrooms, l"lulticultunal Fesilvals, and the establishment of the

llulticultural

Resource Centre. The Division demonstnates

its commitment

to policy by program implementation such as the recent development and
piloting of a new ESL strategy called ESL Protocol: a ten tiered operation
ranging from ìdentification and dlagnosls, through to evaluati0n, lntegration
and monitoring of allESL students throughout the Division. The protocol is

still in the development

stage and is only functionlng at the leveì of

educati0n seminars in preparation for those teachers who

implementing

it

wiìl

be

later.The continuing arrival of new immlgrants has elicited

the development of

ESL

centres to accommodate students at a beginning

level who enter a school where no ESL classroom has been established.
Funding is provided for ESL students at the rate of $ JJO

for the

klndergarten child, and $660 for each elementary school child.
To further advance

its multicultural policy objectives the Division has

initiated in-senvice tnaining seminars for all staff,encourages the
multicultural activities organized Þy inclivìdual schools, searches for

and
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makes available appnopniate materlals fOr teachers, and also provldes

access to schools of various ethnic community groups.

it

is for the large part the schools in the

will

perceive and respond to policy, and its

However in the f inal analysis,

Division to determine how they

practice. ln addition they detenmine how immigrant children are to be
defined and taught. This is seen through the impìementatlon of the day by
day curriculum, the chanacten and environment of the individual school, and

the pedagogy and behaviour of the pantlcular teacher and adminlstrator.

therefore with the meeting of poìicy and practice, at

R.ts.

lt

is

Usher school, that

the study begins to establish its focus.

The Nature of the School
This particular school has been f irmìy rooted in the neighborhood
catchment area since the

first structure was built in 1906. The first

structure, a three story brick and limestone building was designed to house
an enroìlment

of four hundred and eighty nine students, and was built thirty

five years after the establishment of Manitoba's first school system. The
population of Winnipeg in 1906 was 100,000 and the new school was needed

to accommodate a very large inf lux of immigrants. The major tenet of
education at the time was the preservation of British values and the

inculcation of those values to the increasing numbers of immigrant children
as quickly and

effectively as possible.

The current building was completed

in

1974, and presentìy has 32

operational classrooms which house an enrollment f luctuating in the last
9¡.,^.
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administration to be "multicultural" since a large percentage of the children
ane immigrants or speak a f irst language other than English.
R. D. Ushen

is one of the 57 schools that is designated as an lnner City

school. There are 46 people on the teaching staff, I 2 teaching aids, 3 office

staff, 2 crossing guards, 4 custodians,

a half time nurse, a principal and

a

vice principaì.
R. D. Usher has

purposes of

alì the characteristics of an lnnen City school. For the

staff allocation, the Superintendent's Off ice fon the Division

ranks each of the lnner City Schools according to the characteristic lnner

City criteria of mobility, single parent families, level of education, family
income, minority status, and unemployment. R. D. Usher nanks among the top

ten in relationship to the greatest socio- economic need, based on the l98l
Census and transfers in and out of the school.

The llignancy Program

To respond to the lnnerCity characteristic of increasing rates of famiìy

mobiìity a mlgrancy program has been fully operatìonal in the school for
severaì years. The
one

first pilot

pnograms began

in 1980, and R. D. Usher has

of these twelve programs that are now fully operational. The l9E6

lligrancy Program Evaìuation Reoort outlined the objectives of the lligrancy
Program:

l. assess students who transfer into the school

and assign the

most appnopniate classroom placement based on that
assessment
2. establish a communication lintc with the previous school; and,
3. orient new students ancl their parents to the school program.
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necause lmmlgrant chlldren are new t0 tne communlty tney can become

part of the responsibilities of the migrancy teacher, that is

if it

has been

determined that they do not need ESL instruction. lmmigrants add to the

criterion of mobility because they do not all enter the school during the
traditional September period. (see table 9)

Table 9

D USHER
( I 979_ I986)

NUIIBTR OF IIIIIICRANT STUDENTS ENTERING R
SCHOOL IN IACH

JAN

FEB

IlAR

APR

IÐNTH

MAY

NOV

DEC
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The companison of new immignant transfers in

with the standard

mobility rate can be see in Tablel0.
Iable l0
Transfers ln and Out for the Yean 1986-87
R. D. Usher School

June

Feb

35

Transfers lN

Transfers

OUT

4l

in:
Total out:
Total

38

24

33

23

23

2t

t4

24

t8

t5

lmmigrants in: 27 (see table l3)

250

282

(R. D. Usher Records, 1987)

An adjunct problem to migrancy is truancy,
avenage

with the school reporting

an

of 20 new cases each month of which an increasing number are

Vietnamese immigrant children. The Pnincipaì neports that the school
records indicate that 120 active cases that have been neferred to the Child

tuidance Clinic as a dinect result of the social problems related to the lnner

City.

Fon example, 50 cases

of sexual abuse have been reported this year

from the school to the Child and Family Services office. (these figures come
from a proposal submitted by the Principal to the Division requesting

an

elementary counsellor, fYay, l9B7) The Pnincipal believes that not only

ane
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immigrants in

R.D. Usher

having language or academic diff icultles but as

well they are succumbing to the results 0f the pressures charactenistic of
the lnner City popuìation in general: poverty, family breal<down, and abuse of
many f<inds.

The lmmigrant Pooulation and the Criteria of English as a Second
Language

of the school as being "multicultural"is further

The perception

by the existence of two

fulì-time

ESL classrooms, one senion class

enhanced

with

a

registen accounting for 37 children at the end of June l9B7 and a primary
cìassroom accounting for 24 cltildren. ln additi0n, there are Henitage
Language Programs

Tables 11,12 and

for Portuguese, Piìipino,

and llandarin speaking children.

l5 illustrate demographic information of the origins

numbers of immigrant children

in

R. D. Usher.

and
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Table I I

First

Language of Students For the year: I 986-87
R. D. Usher School

No.

of

Students

Percentage of Total

English

3t9

3B

Pilipino

140

t6.E

Portuguese

71

8.5

Vietnamese

69

8.4

Cantonese

48

5.8

Cree, Saulteaux

76

9.1

Plandanin

25

3

Laotian

t5

l.B

Hindi

t4

1.7

Cambodian

l0

1.2

49

5.8

E56

100

Other (l tal ian, Gree[<,
Spanish, Punjabi, French,

Tamil)
Total:
(R. D. Usner School,l9E6)
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Table l2

Total Number of New lmmigrant Student Anrivals at

R. D. Usher

School 1980-1986
Country

of Or"igin

Numben

of New lmmigrant
Students

Belize

I

Cambodia
El Salvador
6reece
Guatemala

7

Guyana
Hong Kong

lndia
lndonesia
Jamaica

4
I

2
6

I

Laos

2
3
2
6

llalaysia

I

Poland
Por'tugal

2

Philippines
South America
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

2t

Total:

3
I
I

Õ

7B
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Table l3

Arrival 0f New lmmigrant students At

R. H.

usher, November

I to

June 30, l9B7
Country

of

Origin

Philippine

Itaty

4
I

Vietnam
lndia
Belize
Guatemala
Jamaica
Portugal
El Salvadon

2
2

Guyana

I

Thailand

I

Total

3

6
I

5
I

27

(R. D Usher Records, t 987)

The School ln Relation to the ESL Context

At this time the Division has published no data to relate the total
number of new immigrant children within the Division, or the number of

children born in Canada from ethnic minorities, although each school keeps

its own tally. However, in the central registry at the School Division office,
all the names of those children who need English as a second Language
instruction are listed for funding purposes. As of December 1986, 1,04J
children were listed on the Division's central registry and R. D. Ushen was
listed as having g5 chiìdren receiving English Language instruction, while in

fact

6276

of the enrollment speaks a f irst language other than English. This
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comparlsOn pOlnts out that not

all lmmlgnants are seen as needlng

Engllsn

Language instruction, and the central negistry figures cannot be used as

accurate indicators for the number of recent immigrants ìn the school

division, 0r even in an individual school.
The School in Relation to the Criteria of Unemployment. Family Status
and Low Family lncome
Census

statistics further verify the lnner City status of R. D. Usher

school. According to the dala2,OE0 persons in the catchment area, out of

a

total area population of 8,555, have less than a grade nine education. Also,
2l.E per cent of the children in l9E I came fnom homes where the head of
the family was unemployed. Based on the

l98l

school data,2l.B% were

children from single parent homes. The average income for each househoìd
based on the

l98l

Census was

$

14,077. The results of this low income level

are seen in the attendance at the breakfast pr'ogram at the scnool where

between 150 and 200 students are served every day, and additional
emergency lunches are provided. The school operates a clothing bank for
those who need

it, especially in the winter months. The principal reports

that immigrant, children, especially when they f irst arrive, need these
supports as often 0r more so than any other group of chiìdren.

The Character of the School

Standardized Testing and Pr0motion Procedure
By appearances R. D. Usher is a thriving, active and overcrowded school.
The off

icial philosophy of the school is published in the R.D.Usher handbook

and is based on four major premises: accountability, standardized testing
and promotion, decisi0n making and r0le modeling. Accountability

at this

particular school means that teachers are expected to teach to the
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pr0vincial curriculum s0 as to produce results that are as good as 0r better
than the average norm for standardized tests.The school follows all the

curricular requirements of the province f irst,after which expectations
content may be modif ied to f it the needs of individual students. This

and

premlse is lmplemented by the principal who distributes complete sets of

curriculum guides to all teachers ancl recommended material lists for each
gracle level. Grade level meetings ane held by the teachens to cliscuss and

share implementation techniques. ln -service days are organized to keep
abreast of new teaching strategies.
Results at this particulan school are measurerl by criteria based on
stanclardizecl tests during

faìl

and spning ln-school

testing programs.

Standandized testing conducted throughout the yean leads to "promotion

day"at the end of l1ay. The principaì believes that the majority of the
parents,most of whom are immigrants, have a keen interest in the academic
success of their children. These parents,he belleves,interpret success in the

traditional

mannen of pass,faiì and gradations in between, rather than on

anecdotal comments. For these reas0ns promotion day is prepared for

carefulìy throughout the entire year. Final promotion tal<es place at the end
of l'lay during a meeting between the principaì and individual teachers and is
fundamentally based on the standardized test scores for reading, language,

spelling, social studies, arithmetic, and science. Also taken into
consideration are the child's aggregate attendance, last basal reader
completed, heritage languages spoken,

ancl any

othen lnformatTon thought

pertinent by the teacher. Also considered are the basic principles of agegrade cor'respondence, but the promotional sheet which accompanies each

0ff icial Division report card based on the test results,allows for four

categories for placement the following school term: (figure 2)
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l. uncondltlonaì promoil0n to the next grade
2. conditional placement in the next grade but with the provision

that the child will be completing the previous year's skills in
the new year
3. the child

will remain in the present situation because many

0f the sl<iìls required to proceed to the next grade have not
been mastered; the chilrl

will

will

be assessed in January

remain at this grade level and

for a mid year promotion

4. the child must unconditionally repeat the grade due t0 a very
poor

skilì level in all

areas

This promotion procedure is unique to the Division,designed to attempt
to compensate for language def iciencies immigrant children have when
faced

with formal testing.

The Principal is very concerned about the test

scores and proud that his school does well relatlve to the other inner city
schools and the national norms, considering that the population is, in his
opinìon, handicapped due to transiency, lack of auditory and vlsual

stimulation in the home envÌronment, and since over62% of the pupiìs speak
English as a second ìanguage. He comments:

'l have some of the best test scores in the Division
l'll

and

use these scores to the best advantage... they keep
oettin0 better because mv teachers teach kids how to
[atce tðsts ... we teach thé test if we have to ... these kids
need to be test wise if they're going to get anywhere. lf I
am qoinq to follow the mandate of the Division,' l'll do it
welT...l'rñ not saying it's right, just practical."

The principal points to these

test scores as an indicator of how well

&r-^ ^^r-^^r .^^^^-^^
+^ +^^^1^ Í-^^:^ ^t.:It^ +^ ^ l^^-^t.,:*-:-^^^&
pulrur¿rlrurr.
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Table l4
6rade Foun Standardized Test Results For R. D. Usher
Canadian Test of Basic Stcills-Spring l9E7

vmbulary Rding

l'lath concepts l{ath problems llath computation

Score: 15.0 16
1Z.g
National8Rank 4
J
ll
Ond Equivalent 3.27
3.J4 j.66
Raw

g.g

r

s

23

3.SJ

7.3

3.86

6T

Table l5
Grade Four Winnipeg School Division s

Results
Vmbulary Rding llath

for l986
Concepts l{ath Problems t{ath Computation

Score: 19.2 21
15.2
National B Rank 3l
31
40
Ord Equivalent 3.87 3.92 4.07

1.0
28
3.95

Raw

Staf

I Standardized Test

f Decision

18.5

1

33
3.96

llalcing

A third maj0r premise for this school is that thene

will

be

staff input

into the decision matcing and the promotion of a team atmosphere within the
school. To this end a committee stnucture is in place that deals

with lssues

directly related to the school such as professional developmenl,
multicuìturalism, discipline, and student evaluation. All these committees
are nesponsible for the generation of new action plans and/or policy

suggestions and are expected to report to the larger staff body in the form

of written papers or oral reponts. For example the llulticultural Committee
was responsible for organizing the activities for tne week in llay designated
by the Division as llulticultural wee!<. Evenyone is encouraged to respond to

the ideas brought about by each individual committee. ln addition each grade
level has a representative whose responsibility

it is to keep colleagues

informed of events and issues related to their own individual group needs.

Role llodeling

A fourth major premise for the school is that

all staff

wor[< toward

positive reinforcement of good academic and social behaviour of the
students. The staff has recently ratified a school wide discipline policy to
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deal with disruptive behaviour in the classroom, and has established a code

of personaì conduct both in and out of the school. The process is a series of
negotiated steps designed to help the child understand why some behaviour

is inappropniate

and then

nOr occur, suspension

clearly defines the consequences. lf change does

from school for one or two clays may be the severest

outcome. llocleling is evident throughout the school, especially by the

principal, who believes

it

integral to his administration. This idea is

demonstnated in the unusual amount of neatness, courtesy, general

orderliness of the school, and the dress and demeanor of the staff. This is
largely a response by the Principal to accommodate to what the principal
calìs "old world " values which he believes immigrant parents expect and
appreciate.

Community lnvolvement
The school has a long

tradition of communlty and parental involvement.

0n the average thene are seventeen permits a weet< issued to community
groups to use the

faciìities. Permits range from activities

for- childnen,

youth and adults spons0red by City of Winnipeg Par!<s and Recreation branch,
to the Parents council and Outreach programs. Thene is also a viable

volunteer program in the school with thirty seven volunteers participating
this past year. They assist in the library, provide tutoring, enrichment

activities and ìocate special help as needed by the teachers.
There is a very active Parents Council, and according to the handbook,
"parents have a high level
of expectation for academic achievement for their

children" (R.D.Usher Handbook,lgE6) According to the principal and resource
teachers

it is not unusual for parents to demand that their children be given

more homeworl< in order that the student may succeed academically. The

majority of panents in this community also expect that their children will
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be able to learn to speal< theln own heritage ìanguage. The scnool offers

instruction in Plandarin, Portuguese,and Pilipino during regular school hours
on a

withdrawal basis.
Principal's Context

6emy

llelviìle

has been the principal of R. D. usher since 1974. His

previous twenty six years experience has all been wlthin the boundarles of
winnipeg school Division

sl, most of it within

lnner

city

schools. His

educational philosophy focuses on establishing a warm, humane,
environment dedicated to chiìd development while at the same time
emphasizing academic progress which he does not view as a contnadiction

but the appropriate response to the mandate of the Division. He states

emphatically that," I do not have the responsibitity to social wort< the
community." His pedagogy provides for children to learn by

drill

and practise

augmented by observatlon and modellng by peers and teachers. Through his

administration he wants the Principal and teachers to work co-operatively
in order to determine the values and character for the schooì. He admits that
whatever degree of success he has achieved is due to the use of a consensus
decision making model, by controlling staffing patterns and by ìoolcing for
sf<ilì oniented teachers who can work within a structure that can both be
planned effecilvely and arilculated well.
Gerry has designed a hiring matrix which includes such criterion as the

willingness to follow the provincial curriculum and nanges from the abiìity
to use a high level of chalf<board work to a high standards of oral and

written proficlency. Believing as he does that he should

do what he l<nows

best, which is to teach, he strives to be an instructional leader as well as
an administrator, but not a Social Worker. This attitude arises from his

observation that too many agencies are tripping oven each other. What he is
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intent on doing is to give children the sociaì and academic s[<ills needed to
bnealc

what he has coined as the slum cycle He is not content with mere

sulvivaì as a goal for the children as he wants them to "win". opposed to
"bìeeding hearts ", Gerry wants "teachers to open windows for children so

that they see alternatlves, have choices, become doctors and lawyers". This
he believes is accomplished thnough positive reinforcement ancl role

modeling.
As fon the school, he sets

the child. "We can feed them

limits for its responsibilities to the life of

if

they are hungry, we can bandage them when

hurt but we will notify the agencies when they are abused." There is room

for pedagogical innovations only
and organizational principles

if

they do not compromise the structural

that have been established for the school. His

style of administration seeks to encourage:
"people who know the parametens and have a business
like purpose.... teachers who say that they want to work
with.needy .kids .leaves me cold...l know what l'm doing
and the continuity of my staff is the net nesult ... I am
not afraid to say what I believe because there is no other
outlet fon this i'ssue 0r'any other... too bad but there is
little debate among my colleagues of what quality
education is."
Gerry sees immignant education and

its implications

as part of a larger

issue. He chose to begin his analysis of the issue of placement and
assessment of immignant children by discussing the issue of racism, and

how

it relates to both covert and overt pnobìems of the school:
'Sure, I see racism every day and iust the other day I was
accused of discriminatinq aqainst white kids for h'eavens
sake, yet I am the original !ü.4. S. p... the biqqest problem
is the cultural difference between the accepted Canadian
norm and the imported tradition.... Here l'm supposed to
start every day with the Lord's prayen and over 60 per
cent of the kids aren't even Christians .... l'll oive vou
another example... there is a biq shock anoundlere'when
Christmas is such a big holiday and Chinese New Year is
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nothin0 .... These l<ids are cauoht in between the cracks...
even tñe child nearing policieË are different ... Last year
some of my teachers were really upset when the Asian
kids were'cominq to school with bruises on their throats.
Thev thouoht thaÏ there was abuse involved... it turned
out that tñis is an ancient Asiatic remedy for sore
throats... apparently they rub coins oven the throat and
that causes the bruíses .... I even had Dr. Duz come to talk
to the teachers. They still don't like it. lf you watch you
will see that some df the oriental teachers will have
bruises on thein necks if they have a cold.... Not so long
aoo a kid brouoht a bao of raw rice to school as his
cöntribution tö a pantV snack ....This sort of thing doesn't
aìwavs oo over verv well around here ....Teachers are not
alwais äs tolerant'of these things even when they know
better. Kids in this area ane foreVer faced with a
dichotomy, iust a few bloct<s from hene are gambling
establishintínts and cock f ights fon h_eaven sakes, so what
do they do, go Canadian or stay as is?The school says qo Canadian, and if that is the case I
want them to'understand the pecking onder of Junior
Hiqhs for example, I want them to l<ñow that they have
aìt"ernatives arid rbal choices to make; they don't have to
qo the the dead end schools; they should bé able to get
ínto schools where they have a better chance of getting
into Universitv of Manitoba and not iust shuntedinto R. B.
orTech Voc....'This is my top priority and the nest of itwhat I caìl secondarv múlticuìturalism is nice but not as
important.... I am quïte clear on this: I will actively
encouraqe people to expness their traditions but only as a
secondaËv boai .. I iusf paid $100 to have the Dragon
Dance comõ throuqñ the school ... lt was qood for the
kids, alì of them, "especiaìly the Chinesekids, and was a
oood neminden to the teachers but it's not the most
ímoortant thinq that qoes on anound here ... it's the
modelinq and tñe acaðemics ... thein time is as well spent
readino äs that sort of stuff .... What I have done which is
more iÉrportant is consciousty and deliberately developed
a multicultural teaching and support staff... modeling is
very, veny important.

2 Dr. Joseph Du is a well known Winnipeg pediatnician and spokesperson
the Vietnamese communitY.

for
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Gerry's penspectives 0n the problems faced by immigrant chiìdren are

consistent with those lnner City criteria that relates to economic survivaì
and

its ramif ications:
"What I see as the biqqest problem is the hidden poverty
and the deqree of face savino that qoes 0n ... llany of the
Asian immiorant kids ane belter dn"essed than kid's in
River Heiqhfs for heaven sake ... this makes me wonder if
somebody at home is doinq without so that the kids can
look oood at school ... I al5o see from where I am sittinq
a lot"of inbonn fearof authority.... A tot of bad teaching"
qoes undetected because immiqrant panents are afnaid to
õome forwand. lt's too bad but I see that immigrant
schools seem to attract the pooner teachers ... Why? ...
because the whole school is often badly run and they hope
they can qet tost ... no one will notice their shot-tcomings
sfrall we Ëay ... Basicalty for me it comes down to the
fact that wê all cry tea'rs and we all bleed red... Teachens
must stop children from using ethnic sluns and what I do
is to deìibenately set classes so that there is an ethnic
mix.

His analysis continues with a comparison of immigrant and Native
children:
"What I see on the street anound here is that the pecking
order has the Native kids alwavs and continuallv on the
bottom and those on top will vâry from time to'time ...
Riqht now the Vietnamese appear to be more aggressive,
not so lonq aqo it was the Portuguese ... I think the
pecking orTeË is the way it is betause in most cases the
immior-änt kids are f iohters alreadv. thev have come
from Ëome bloody nevölution or sorhb otder horrible
cincumstances .... The parents of immigrant kids have
different expectations than Native parents .... Native
panents have lost their parenting skills, have no drive, no
structure anymore ... no competitive interest ... You would
never see a Portuguese or Filippino kid living on the
street because their parents control them at home ....
Native kids are on the stneets when I come to work early
at 7 4.11. and I see them late at niqht when I come back
down here fon a movie.... People riay not like to hear
this but I see it every single day....ïhey lnative
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cnlldrenl nave n0 r0le mOdels, tnat's why lt ls so
important that the school at least try tó provide them."¡
Gerry believes immigrant parents are interested in their chiìd's academic
program. He elaborates:

"lmmigrant parents want their children to stay in schooì,
l've had incidents where a parent will say that a child is
ten, when he's really eleven so he can stay in school
lonqer... I know for á fact that an unoff icial list of
sch"ools recommendecl by various ethnic organizations is
circulating among the immigrant community... This
school is r?ted vãry hiqhly...l t think it's beiause parents
know that their kids wìll'qet a fair deal and that the
academic standards are hi"gh ...you see, I have some of
the best test scores in thslnner City schools."
of his interest in helping children acquire more
He spoke at great lenqth
¿
than surüival

sl<Ílls:

I look hard for areas where these kids can get the
limelioht... Thev have been on Sesame Street more than
once añd have párticipated in big concerts in the concent
hall.... I do everythinq I can to support their positive
imaqe, not iust-the iinmiqnant kids, all of them... to do
thidyou haüe to be a bit õf a showrñan ... you have to put
across t0 the worìd that these immlqrant t<ids are an
asset and not a liability.... You don't-want to hide them

away but to publicize them every chance you get .... I
spend a qreat deal of time teaching manners and decorum
sb thev don't loot< like second clasË citizens.... I use
testinô to their advantaqe rather than avoiding them as
some o'f my principal cofleaques pnefer to do ..1. Here in
this school we teach the children how to take the tests
.... That is one of the reasons our scores ar'e so much
hiqher.... lf I am to follow the mandate of the Division,
l'lÏ do ìt well, and that includes the immigrant t<ids as
wellas all others... as long as they are inthis school
they will have the same opportunity and must be
encouraged to excel ... what I mean is that thene will be

5 0gbu has designed a typology which divides minor-ity groups

into three
types: autonomous, caste, and immigrant. Autonomous minonities do not
necessarily regard the majority group as their neference nor do they
necessarily want to be assimilated, (Jews and llormons) but there may be
competition and/or accommodation. Caste minorities ane the poìar opposite
as the dominant gnoup sees them as inferior in alì ways. Caste minonities
are kept subordinate and apart from the dominant group in aìl aspects.
lmmigrant minonities fall between caste and autonomous and although they
begin with little acceptance from the dominant group they often laten tend
to adjust to the norm of the dominant group.
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standards for these kids to achieve and models for them
to learn from and everythinq will be done to see that this
l.rqppens. I aqr not saying that the mandate is right but

it's practical"

6erny's enthusiasm fon his roìe as an lnner City educator was echoed by

the majority of teachers at R.D.Usher. The following quote typifies their
resp0nses:

" lmmigrant kids and the whoìe question of the

lnnen City

education ought not to be considered as an albatross... if
could be and should be an excitinq and vital place to be,
both for teachers and the childreñ."
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Chapten V

Reception and Placement of lmmigrant Children

Reception and placement are the

f

irst real life

immignant child's school careet-, and as such

will

expeniences of an
have implications of

immediate academic and social signif icance. lloreover,

it is likely to

continue to have an ongoing effect on laten life. This cnitical junctune makes
the nature and character of the child's reception and placement a matter of
some concern. Before the child arrives at an R. D. Ushen classroom door he or
she

will

have expenienced a placement process not involving the classroom

teacher. However, the results of this

initial

experience

and content, inhenited by the classroom teachen. For

will

be, in both fonm

this neason

important to examine the pnocedune befone the reaction to

it

is

it by teachens or

implications of it for teachers.
trickson ( 1975) states the importance of the process in this way:
"At various points in people's lives, decisions affectinq
social mobiìitv are made. The decisions are usuallv macle
iointly; individuals may exercise some deqnee of choice
óven their own futune,tjut qiven the scarciTy of positions
in some aneas of society,thein qualif ications are usually
evaluated by others whó decide whether or not they can'
do as they wish. The people who tend the qates are'often
professicinals with expenience and credentials in the
f ields they monitor. They are found in schools,colleqes,
employment agencies,and personnel offices on businÞsses
and qovernment. Where individual cases form
pattérns,such decisions may have consequences for
society as a whole,especial'ly if these patterns are
determined by nace and ethnÍcity. (p.45)

At

R.D Usher

the

initial

gatekeeping functions take place immediately

upon arnival and involves several of the school

staff. ln 1987 the

school
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registered 250 new students and 27 of these were new arrival immignants,
which in number is more than an avenage ennolment for one cìassroom. The
procedune and routines for'placement of

all new children are meant for the

entire school and are based on placing children in programs that already
function ìargely 0n an age-grade basis. The Principal plays a crucial role in
each new placement by making the f inal decision as to which classroom the

chiltl will eventually be placed. This is not necessarily a unilateral decision
because he

will

seel< advice, as need be,

from the secretary, migrancy

teacher and resource teacher.
ln this schooì the very
guardians

will

have is

first and direct

contact the child, parents and

with the school secretary. ln R. D. Usher the

secretany, Janice, has the desk near the door of the reception area.

lt

is one

of her primary responsibilities to'process'all the transfers in and out of
the school and as such is the finst person in the placement process
concerned

with reception

school Janice

will

and placement. When a new child arrives

at the

ask two preìimìnary questions: "What school, city, or

country do you come from and how much English do you speak?" Janice is the

first one to assess the child's ability to speak English and she uses
indicators developed through experience to determine whether the chiìd has
a moderate or severe probìem. For exampìe

if there are only short, one word

answer s to hen questions, a heavy accent, any evidence of confusion, 0r an

interpreter accompanying the child, Janice will gather these impressions
and report them to Gerry. She uses her

first

impressions to alert the

principal to the degree 0f language difficulty there may 0r may not be. She
expìains her interpretation of the Principal's role:

llelville is alwavs around so he makes the actual
decision as to whene he thinks the child ought to be
"11r.

7X

placed .... he does this by an informal intenview and by
looking at the passport'or other papers they might haVe
on them .... sometimes even when the whoìe familv comes
we can't f ind any clues because nobody speaks any
English .... so he'just makes the decisi'0n."
Her next tasl< is to f ilì out the prerequisite paper work: the student

description form, health card, record card and index card. She then expìains
to the child, 0n accompanying adult, that the medical form that she gives
them must be returned as soon as possible. (f igure 3)
The preliminary paper work is the same for each new child that enters

the school whether they are a new immigrant, 0r a child from another school

division in the city. There are foun prognam options at this school with
regands to placement and the Principal,

with some consultation in certain

situations, exercises these options. The Principal wilì decide whether the
chiìd will go int0 a regular cìassroom, to an ESL classroom, either half or

full time, to the Special Needs classroom

on

to the lligrancy program. The

Division has mandated that every new child to the school who is also new to
the community

will

spend a peniod of time

with the llignancy teacher for the

purpose of assessment and orientation.

All immigrant children quaìify for

the lligrancy program as mandated, but

if

Gerry decides that this particuìar

immigrant child needs t 5 L instruction the child

will

go

directìy to the ESL

teacher and bypass the lligrancy Program. Gerry expìaìns the criteria for
placement:

"lf

the chlld appears to have ìittìe or n0 difficuìty with
English l'll send him to a regular classroom as an aqegrãOe placement and it beco"mes a matter of which öne ...
f will check the class ìist forenrollment... see if the
room can handìe another one ... I also loot< for an ethnic
mix... also consider the personality of the teacher.... bunn
out factor too... lf it's appanent that he needs a lot of
holn in
Fnnlich l'll qonrl him tn nnp nf the twn FSI
¡¡vlìJ
¡¡r LrrYr
classrooms ... depending 0n his age ... we have a pnimary
and senior classroom in this school ... cut off date is
around 8... probably send him up for full time at first...
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lf he.'s not to 90..0 ESL l'll send him tollanion [miqrancy
teacherJ and she'll do some testing and orientâtioñ ...
observation for a day or two . the-n we'ìì sit down
together and decide where to put him."
Janice's next task in the placement process is to ask one of the off ice

clerks to take the child to his or her new teacher, or to call the teacher
down to the office to receive the child. The chiìd arnives at the actual

classroom door by one of several ways.

classtime a clerk

will

lf the placement

occumed during

accompany the child to the classnoom.

lf the

placement occurred outside of classtime the classroom teacher

will

be

contacted and asked to come to the office to collect the child.
one immediately available to accompany

lf there is no
the child, he on she will wait in the

office until a clerk is free or untila break occurs in classtime. Lydia,one of
the grade four teachens describes her reaction in this way:
"once in awhiìe you may get some warninq but usualìy
not ... there is a knock onthe door and sonieone is the're
with the t(id... oryou'll iust have qot your coffee and
thene's abuzz from the óff ice."

Janice, being the

person to see

first enter the school, makes these

they
f

first

irst

all the immignant children when
obsenvations concerning the child's

moments at the school:
"fean... s0 many of these kids are
scared to death.'tears...
thev
ç,ry.., not wailing or anythino usualìy but lots of
tney hang onto their parents-... The other thinq I notice is
lnat they are so often dressed inappropriatelü, no boots
or heavy coats in winter...this qets to be oìd ñát ... Oone
this lplacementsj f ifty or sixtf times this year alr.eady..'

The role of the secretary although not one of
neven the less an important

critical decision making is

role in the process of pìacement of immigrant

children. Janice is a pleasant, Anglo, fair haired woman of middle aqe who
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has been at R D Usher fon several years and who says,"l've seen hundreds of

thesellmmlgrant chlldrenl klds come tnrOugn nere.- Sne has ad0pted

a

straight forwand, soft spoken, business-li[<e attitude when she deals with
people who come to the

office and without exception, alì people are treated

in the same manner; although a stern voice may be addressed t0wards
children

if

there is need of disciplinary action due to an aìtercation in the

school yard for example and

if it so happens that the principal

in n0t there

to respond. For immigrant children who may be already disturbed or
intimidated by authority, she represents the first official contact with the
school. llarion,the migrancy teacher recalìs

this incident:

"one child from Vietnam scneamed bloody murder that

first time the uncle brouqht the kid to the doot'... couldn't
get the kid in the door... túrned out that the building
ferrif ied him...ìast time he saw a building this size-his
father went in and never came out...we fiqure must have
been a prison or something"
Even though Janice

is the f irst person with any off icial capacity to have

contact wìth new immigrants or any new arrivals for that matter, she does
not welcome them or spend any time making them feel comfortable. Partìy

this is because as she stated,

"Fnom where I

sit I think they're scared of the

big school...so much space and so many people at once...l agree that the thing

to do is to get them in the cìassroom as s00n as p0ssible and get a routine
golng". Her response to

this concern is to breat< the large frightening school

into a smaller manageable unit by getting the child into a smaller classroom
immediately and then by establishing security by way of the organized,

routinized classroom. To this end Janice has deveìoped an expedient method

for processing the new immigrant as quickly

and eff

iciently as possibìe

believing that aspects of weìcome and orientation are not part of her

function and would in fact delay the important classroom entry. The
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literatune regarding seìf esteem,culture shock and immigrant education all
reference to the importance of the psychological implications of what

ma[<e

is almost characterized as an "imprinting" process. (Jeffcoate,l9B0) At this

time at R.D.Usher a child may not hear a word of welcome on hear a question
reìated to how he or she feeìs until arriving at the classroom door. Even
then

it is not a guarantee because the child

may arnive in the middle of a

lesson 0r part way through a gym class,and the teacher may not be able to

stop immediately to spend time welcoming the child.
Schooì secretaries do have a role

well as a bureaucratic function

with important social implications

and the Division could include them as

as

well

as teachers in the attendance of cuìtural awareness seminars. ln that way

the child may be assured of both a sensitive reception and pìacement by
beginning to integrate the two aspects immediateìy in the off ice. The
second reason for Janice's attitude of expediency is one of time and enengy.

ln one year she may process over 250 transfens in and out,with
approximately onìy 30 of these being transfens in of new immigrants. There
are n0 specialized procedures mandated by the Division fon pìacìng

immigrant childnen so there are none to implement. The choice for treating
ìmmigrants in a unique way would be ìeft to the discretion of the off ice

staff

0n an individual basis

if

they beìieved immìgrants warranted

pneferentiaì tneatment. These factors accompanîed with all the other
problems associated with an lnner City school tend to leave this issue as
one

of low priority concern.
Placement and the Cìassroom Teacher

lmmigrant education is an all encompassing concept. As a result,
developing the appropriate environment for this education to occun has

implications for everyone involved in the educational environment. The
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degree of success

wilì

be determined by the

ability of those involved to

assume the approprlate ìevel of responslbillty. N0 wnere may

thls be seen as

more cruciaì than in the role of the attitudes and behaviour of the classroom
teacher. Teacher's play a significant roìe in the formation of childnen's

attitudes towards others of differing bacKgrounds.(ljaz,19E2;

Kehoe, I 979)

This literature also states that children bring negative bias and attitudes to
the classroom and when this happens

it is for the teacher

t0 develop

stnategies to change these existing attitudes into positive ones of
tolerance, and understanding.Oun present educational system depends to

a

large extent on the one to one nelationship between teacher and child, and as
long as this remains true the teacher's role is crucial to the success or

failure of program delivery, and mone to the point in this instance of
immigrant education. Teacher attitudes and behaviour wilì determine the
degree of expectations

for the immigrant chiìd which if too high or too low

can have a detnimentaì

effect on the child. Teachers, as a resuìt of their

own schooìing, bring to the classroom a set of bias and prejudice which

influence all aspects of classr-oom life. Teachers

will

will

also bring to the

classroom a sensitivity or insensitivity to different backgrounds which

will

determine how each individual child is interpreted and valued.
These factors

will in turn determine

how a teacher

wiìl

respond to the

issues of placing immigrant childnen. The ways in which an immigrant child

is placed into the classroom environment is likeìy to be cruciaì to his orher
academic success and social weìì being for the rest of the school caneer. ln
those

first few hours and the child will gather positive

and negative

impressions that may inf ìuence his or hen school career.
The new schooì environment

wilì

pr

ovide the f irst institutional setting

(other important settings being the street and the home)to develop and test
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the skills that

will determine what degree of control the child will

over his or her new environment.

lf

the child is encouraged in those

have

first

weeks to be independent he or she is more ìikely to develop that

characteristic the rest of the school careen. Perry nelates this to learned
helpìessness:

"..if a person experiences many situations in which his

actions do not produce the expected outcome,he may
and efforts do not matter,but
believe that his own ability.external
forces like luck or
rather that uncontnollable
fate have taken oven. ...the critical development is that
the ethnocultural child no longer expects that he will be
able, thr-ough his skills and work to succeed.....he has
learned to believe that he is helpless." (Perry,l9B2,p.l9)

This attitude of learned helplessness couìd possibly effect a chiìd's
academic achievement and social development and although this attitude

could increase or diminish over the yeans a pattern could be established
during those very important hours,days and weeks of the pìacement
process.( tserryman,1979) He also points to a well balanced sense of self
esteem as being a necessary factor in being able to ovencome culture

shock.(form of anxiety exhibited in such behaviours as anger,frustration and

isolation) He believes that cuìture shock begins immediately after the

initiaì period of excitement and euphoria over the newness of the new
environment has dissipated. This period of time corresponds to the time
when children are being received, pìaced and oriented to their new
environment. This awareness elevates the importance of the placement
process to one deserving consideration as a distinctly important issue

linked to the whole of immignant education but separate in the sense that
needs an individual investigation and a structured, methodological

orientation.

it
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The remainder of

this chapter contains separate accounts of how

teachers perceive the issue of placement and orientation

ol immigrant

chiìdren and how they matce sense of the issues involved.

lt became apparent

quite early on in the interview stage of the study that teachers did not see
the issues of reception and placement, assessment, and program
development as separate issues. The issues were seen 0n the whole as

interdependent and interrelated. For this reason some relatively long
segments of the transcript of the interview are included nather than only

those ìines which may be considered pertinent to the particular issue. ln
doing so

it

is believed that insìghts may be gathered about how the teachen

does in fact neìate this issue to other issues and to his or her own

panticular experience and behaviour. Fundamentally, each one of the
accounts could be considered on

its own as one separate

example of how

teachers view the issues related to the reception and placement,
assessment, and program development of immigrant chlldren.
The ESL Teacher
Each

of the chapters related to the presentation of data will begin by

considering the

E

5 L teacher. This account

will provide a context with

which to compare the regular classroom environment. Teachers often have

very littìe on no warning as to who may come into their cìassrooms, or when
tney may be arriving, or how many. The

E

5 L teacher is no exception but

unlike regular classroom teachers, she does have the option of moving

children who are almost prepared to move out into the reguìar classnooms if
space is needed for new arrivals. Regular teachers do not have this option of
sending children to another classroom, however the frustration shown here
by the E S L teacher would indicate that moving children anound expedientìy

is not a good solution for any situation. The frustratlon stems from the fact
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that there is no way to detenmine when immigrant children will amive or in
what numbers. The Principal must ensure that the new children be placed
equitably among the available neguìar classroom and speciaìly funded
program situations li[<e E S L. Gina, the ESL teacher expressed her own
concenn and

that of many classroom teachers as well:

"... iust this mid-February three Guatemalan children
were brouqht to ... my rodm was full ... I had to stop
everythinq-l was doiñq ... what I had planned .... There was
absolutelü n0 r00m foF them so I had to send out three
othens ... åome who were here lonqer that I thouqht could
manaoe in reoulan classrooms .... Iwas not haooü in doinq
this ..1had to"think too quickly ... sent them oút to below"
aoe orade level but felt thev could qet bv... I don't lit<e
ttiisbut what can you do ....'lf the GÚaterhalans hadn't
come I would have l<ept themlthe othersl longen."
The Regular Classnoom Environment

This is a tendency throughout the school to pìace immigrant children
into the regular classroom situation as s00n as possible and severaì of the
teachers commented on the this urgency. Laureen, one of the grade four

teachers, saw the evolution of the pìacement process and understands the
dilemma in this way:
"Seven or eioht vears aoo as I remember children were
kept longer ftitti the migrancy teacher ... f ive or six days
wdre wfrät I recall ... thãt was what was recommended'by
those teachers who piloted the new program .... This has
chanoed now because I don't think it was a hard or fast

rule ör anything... not policy or anything... it varies from
school to school and different administrations and their
priorities I guess ... t00, the kids want to get into the
classrooms -... Basically I think things are moved along
quict<ly because really... how long does that f irst testing
and paperwonk take ... can't stretch out the pnocess for
very long... really... it only takes three minutes to read a
passage ãt the grade three level ... they can do it or not.

The tone

for the urgency in placing children as quickly as possible in

their appropriate classroom situations is due in part to the pace set by the
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office

and the administration. ln pant the expediency stems from the

phiìosophy of the schooì whose emphasis is on academic acnievement and

the sooner the chiìd is learning to read, write and do mathematics the

better. Part of the expediency originates from the inability on the part of
the school as a whole to see the signif icance of the pìacement process as
more than a bureaucratic necessity. Thene wene however,a few individual

teachers who articulated a concern about the nature of the placement-

orientation process:
"The whole thing [pìacement and orientationJ is done too
fast... they migñt as welì not do it at all for all_the go_od
it does ... should be longer... less rushed."(Alice, Gnade 5)
These frustrations may be aìleviated

if

the process of reception,

onientation and pìacement of immigrant children were considened to be

integral to one anothen but worthy of individual recognition with regards to
delegation of responsibility and the development of strategies for effective
impìementation. To that end reception would become an entity onto

itseìf,it

would become someone's responsibiìity, a process would be established and
in that way every child would be assured of a weìcome into the school. Part

of this nesponsibility wouìd be to inform teachers that a new child wouìd

be

arriving the next day. This wouìd provide ìead time for teachers to think
about and prepare ways to integrate the chlld lmmediately upon arrlvaì at

the classroom door. ln part this is accomplished through the migrancy
program which provides some notif ication in order that the regular teacher
may prepare for the incoming immigrant child and there may be at ìeast

a

half day in which to do so.This can occur because eveny immigrant chiìd is
considered new to the community and there

with the migrancy teacher.

wilì

spend some period of time

8û

Reception. Pìacement:Teacher's Pedagoìogical Styles; Exoectations and

Attitudes Toward lmmigrant Chiìdren
ln part the methods used by individual teachers in the reception and
placement of immigrant children ref lected their teaching pedagogy and

attitudes and behaviours towards immigrant children. Cohen and llanion
(

1983) provide a typoìogy which outlines an analysis for understanding

teacher's positions towards immigrant childnen and the particular stage of
the developmental sequence in which they are located. Further research

(Ford,l979) demonstrated that teachers can be spread into the f irst f ive
stages. The sixth stage was added as a consequence of the study. The

typology is included here because

it

was a method used in the

initial

stages

of identifying what kinds of teacher behaviours were discussed by the
literatune nelative to immigrant and muìticultural education. The following
are the major characteristics of the typology:

Levels of Ethnicity

Stage

l. lndividuaìs internallze the negative views of his ethnic group

that are institutionalized within society at large; consequently experiencing

seìf-rejection and low seìf esteem. This may ìead to the avoidance of
situations that bring him in contact with other groups or he may endeavour
to become part of the dominant group 0ften aggressiveìy: demonstrating
some form of anti-social behaviouc. This has been labelled ethnic
psychol ogi cal captivi ty.

Stage 2. The individuaì participates primarily in his own ethnic

community (ethnic exclusiveness) believing that his group is superior,
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having internalized the myths of the superiority of thein group and the

innate inferiority of othens as a result leading lives of ethnocentrism.
Stage 5. This stage is characterized by the

cìarification of attitudes

and

ethnic identity, a reduction of conf licts, and development of positive

attitudes towards his own group: this self acceptance being a prerequisite
to responding positiveìy to other groups and is based on a genuine pride, free
from fear. This stage is usually accompanied with some degree of economic
and psychological security.

Stage 4. The person has the psychological characteristics and
openate successfuììy in his own group as

skills to

well as others. This particuìar

teacher's attitude is concerned more with the academic standards for her
students than the placement process.
Stage 5. lndividuals have a commitment to their group, an empathy for'

others, and a strong but refìective aìlegiance to the country as a whole and

to some ldeallzed values.
Stage 6. The individual has

all the above characteristics but now has a

balance of ethnic, national and in addition globaì vaìues.
Features of teacher behaviour that can be strongly infìuenced by

a

teacher's level of ethnicity are the expectations and attitudes towards the

children they teach. Ford believes that teachers are operating within the
parameters of one of these stages and also either consciousìy or
unconsciously pìacing the chiìdren they teach at one of the leveìs,most

often at the same leveì or lower than the one on which they are currently
situated. These expectations and attitudes affected by the level of "ethnÌc
awareness" incìude such aspects as whether a teacher is more concerned
about academic achievement than social development, for example.

lt will

determine whethen a teacher has a limited classroom view of immigrant
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educational concerns 0r more of a global or political perspective.
determine the emphasis the teacher

will

place on such things as

esteem and independence for the immigrant child.

lt will

lt will

self-

also determine

whether the teacher sees the need to change or adapt his or her program 0r
management style to

fit

the needs of the child and the degree of sensitivity

and empathy employed by the teacher.
Each

of the folìowing accounts is one response to the question of how

teacher's make sense of the issues related to the reception,placement and
onientation of immigrant children into their classrooms. Leah, one of the
grade four teachers began with:

"l don't believe in coddlinq in qeneral

... if vou exoect
nothing you get nothinq ...kids"frere [<now r,i,frat I want ....
Kids in my room will adapt themselves to my Þroqram
but I do make some chanqes... adapt a bit so't<idsöan
handle the program ... if fhey happen not to be on the
standard ... or the norm ... whatever... I don't see
immigrant kids having special problems neally... not a
separate issue in my room.. except for Enqlish.... l'll
ma[<e some allowances for differênt ìanquäqe abilities
and with math, you can do it or you can't"... rúv qoal for
aìì new [<ids, inimiqrants or- not'is to make tñeñ as
jndep,endelt.qs posÉible as s00n as possible ... immigrant
kids I treat the same as the others ... same behaviour
expectations ... same curricuìum ... same hioh
standards,those kind of thinqs ... kids are tõo reliant on
the teacher... should be mone-active in their own learning
,... The onìy thing that I do othen than the obvious thinqs
rs t0 set up a peer tutorinq system so the strono kidstan
help the weak ones.... thenäqäin it really doesn'f matter
if you're an immigrant or noT for that to wort< does it."

ln contrast, Alice, a grade five teacher with many years experience in

the lnnen city places hen focus more on the emotional needs of her students
when she said:

o?
ö.]

"l

recognize that there is not a whole lot I can do at the
beginning for these youngsters academicaìly for a whole
l0t 0f reasons ... l've had them c0me to me terrif ied ...
some of the stories are awful ... havinq to run to a plane
being shot at with the Red Cross comiñq alonq and
scooþing them up and throwing them on"the plane ...you
can't expect them to get oven that in a hurry .... What I do
is to at least try to make them feeì welcome ... always a
big smile... immediately make the child a part of the
group... I can always caìl on one child to buddy up... take
under thein winq ... children ane always willing to help
and welcome ne"w ones in this school'... my experience in
the South end was that children there were more cliquey
... maybe because they don't ever feel left out themselves
and doesn't occur to them ... no special placement
methods ... are going to make much difference to the child
until the hurt a-nd tñe trauma are gone.... this depends on
the amount of time between leaviñg the home country and
coming here to school ... also how tñey got here ... Some
of the Vietnam ones clinq to me I think because I am like
a mother to them ... I thiril( the overcrowded conditions
don't help either... they need some space and to be ìiked
for themseìves... not one of a biq qroup alì the time...
bottom line for me with orientafion and placement of
these youngsters is for them to see my noom as a place
where they are welcome and if we get any academic work
done at some point it's a bonus.... l've see hundreds of
immiqrant childnen come and go and lots of theories ....
the la"sting impnessions are gding to be whether or not
they were cared for long after remembering how they
came into the school and the f irst days and weeks."

There are also teachers who are to a ìarge degree indifferent to the
process of pìacement, the receipt of documents and other information that

is passed on to them as the result of the Principal's placement or the
mÌgrancy teacher's observations. Donna, one of the grade four teachens said:

"Basicalìv placement of the child beqins for me when
they brinþ him to the door and I see [he color- of his s[<in
.... I really don't know how he gets to me 0r what they do
in the off ice ... there will be a f ile with the child with
the usual blue form, transfer in sheet and maybe some
stuff from the mig.rancy teachen ... anecdo.tal things ... you
knnw ... ua nicfrrna
fhaf waq r{nawn
nnlnn
irlpntifieátinn
rrrr,
vvre¡
r rÞsL¡vrt,
P
pninting sample ... that sort of thing .... I may glance at it
but that's all usually useless unless I have lots of time...

E4

am qoinq to make up my own opinions n0 matter how
Üre Tile ls.
She responded to the issue

fat

of the importance of acquiring accurate

information relating to the child's origin and previous educational
background in regards to pìacement and orientation by replying:

"l don't see this lchild's previous filel

as being of any
signif icance really because my job is to teach" them'all
to read and write and this is not affected whether they
ane Vietnamese or Cambodian.... I will admit that I once
did mistake a Cambodian kid for Vietnamese ... found that
out when I finally decided to read the files thoroughly...
am not keen either on knowinq about uqly, bloody stuff in
the kid's past ... doesn't do them any qo-od but that's not in
the f iìe anvwav ... from where l'm sitlinq the monev and
energy put'intd placement would be bettér spent orí good
films, books and resource people who could come in....
Right now l'm doing a unit on shelter... something that
concerns all the kids no matter where they come from...
would love to make the point of how this need malce us
similar... we could make a quinsy hut outside in the
playground but there's never moriey ... there is too much
pap'e-r and process and not enouqh hands on for these kids
... no better way to pìace kids ol get them used to school
than by doing it... I guess the only thing I do really, that
first day or so is to not be as demandinq on the new child
for awhile because I don't know if she hãs the skill... and
of course my f irst priority is to make them comfortable
and at home and if there are anv reluctant ones ... those
who have not quickly formed arí attachment on that f irst
day... I will pick a more responsible child to be a special
helper for the new child... this is not a reward but a
responsibility."
I

There are then those teachers whose attitude towards this issue is
entrenched in an articulated holistic philosophicaì approach to education

that sees placement and orientation as only one smallaspect of a much
larger concern. George begins to elaborate this with these comments:
"Basicallv I am concerned with todav and tomorrow and
not the pást so placement and orientation start when the
[<id comes to my door... the school has policies and
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procedune to get them that far and they do their job and I
do mine... What I am interested in is what the tcid is
going to be able to do not what he's done ... s0 everybody
starts at square one with me and we g0 from there you
see ... What l'm interested in doinq is Creatin0 a
mechanism that will allow all im"miqrant kidË, reqular
kids, everybody to deal with developìnq to become the
best people they can be.... I don't do any thing much that's
special when a new kid comes... oh I miqht [oot< at some
of the paper for the basics and would try in the f irst day
or two to meet with all those people who had a sta!<e in
this and come up with some sont of a strategy ...
determine how much Enqlish he knows. oet some survival
Enolish ooino mavbe ... sÏons and svmból"s ... oive him a
ouð0y.... but fty níain conðern woulh be to get rrim plugged
immediateìy into the program."

The school

staff

has approximately one third

once immigrants. Many

of its teachers who were

of these teachers adopt more of a personal stance

than their colleagues and oftenview immigrant education as part of a larger

context. Penla, one of the Filipino teachers, began her commentary with:

"l

am sensitive to the feeìing of oppression that
immigrant children experience ... Thai ... that was one of
mv Vietnamese students isn't intimidated bv me because
wê are the same color... l'm not blond .... I know that
these children are intimidated by authority when they
f irst come to the school ... the detention room and being
punished for lateness frightens them ... I see the issue of
placement and reception of new children as only a small
part of the idea of llulticulturalism... it has got to be
more than lip service poìicy in schools... has to be part
of the whoìe Division ... the whole curricuìum ...
everything."

One

of the other immigrant teachers, Maria, remembens her own school

placement some twenty years

ago:

"We came from Portugal at the end of February ... was the
fincf
f ima l'¡{
êrrr\rÁr.,. fhana
af fha
a
urr yvt L in
I u eôôn
Jvutr
JttvYY
Lttut v II rr¡ac
vYuJ uL
Lttv ainnnnf
t¡t q
I tt JL Lttttv
pint< chiffon dress, patent leather shoes and a cotton coat
... I remember seeinq kids plavinq wearinq snowsuits ...
made them look likdfat littlé nd'lls... twö days later I
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went to school at Victoria. Albert .... The Principal found
out where I was from and took me straiqht to what was
called at the time basic Ensìish ... we leärned Enqlish bv'
repeatino basic words and þhrases like what is tïris...
thìs is abook ... I don't rem'ember any special orientation
that was it."
Now, some 25 years

later in her own grade three classroom llania

relates how her own experience enables her to empathize with immigrant
children when they are placecl in her r00m:

"well I can relate betten, I've been thene ...Portuguese
parents won't let the qirls qo campinq with the schooì so
i tr^y and explain to thém thät it willbe aìright,that
nothinq wiìl happen...doesn't aìways work because the
traditibn is stronq of keepinq qirls awav from the
world....l was calléd a Portccfoö when I was a kid,l t<now
what that was like...in my room we spend a lot of time
learning about other cultures...l'm stilì interested in the
Portuguese customs and I share that with the kids here"

Another ethnic minority teacher attempted to put reception and
placement into a socio-economic perspective in this way:
"no matter what I am able to do here to get the child
started ... ma[<e him weìcome... reception and pìacement I
think vou caìl it... all the oood done here will be a lot
undoné if there are probleñs in the home ... so many of
these kids are left to fend for themselves ... most ane fed
and clothed basically but there is littìe 0r n0 support or
stimulation at home ... the parents are too busy surviving
.... I have a stucJent ... l'laria, hen mother, is a Pontuguese
sinqle parent who works at menial iobs to support thern
... she has another one in day care ...-llaria thinks that her
mother hates her... she lllarial lashes out ... acts out with

the other kids something terrible ... always unsettled no
matter how hard we all wonked to qet her oriented to the
schooì ... see what has happened is ïhat traditionaì
Portuouese families are breakinq down where I never
saw tñat before...the pressures öf tryinq to make it here
... livino in second rate housino and iobs... I know what a
oood fa'milv life can do for tcids ... if shows qood up as
ötrong acadernics, positive irnage of themse-lves, no
behavìour problems, wilìing to cooperate ... things will
tat<e hold at the beginning if the home is okay."
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One grade

five teacher discussed pìacement

and orientation of new

children from an academic, management deveìopment aspect.

"l

assume when these children are pìaced in my room that
thev are readv to receive instruction or thev wouldn't be
herä.... They hâve already spent time in an ESL classroom
... I make a'point of qetting a verbal account from the ESL
teacher mybelf ... no: it's ríot policy to do that ... I just
happen to thint< that ìt's a qood idea... I watch a lot for
Uohy language ... watch forËiqns on the face ... try to be
peróeptiüe
.l Even if the clasË discussion is at a higfr
'l
ievel will include them in everything.... they will þet
thein fair share of time fnom me and extra help if they
need it ... on the whole I want to get them integrated into
the proqram as quickly as possibfe ... qet them-into their
qroups -. nice thinq about this schooì is the emphasis on
örouþinq... child is"not singled out that much... my first
örioÈity"is to treat all thethildren the same... I do this
as parf of my day by day routine... how?... by not singling
out as I mentioned ... a lot of mixing around ... seating
plan... switching groups... each group has a captain to
keep order and gìv-e assistance t-o the others ... everybody
gets a chance ... even the very newest ones."

A counter approach to the question of "treating them

all the same "was

brought forth by Vincent, a grade three teacher, himself an immigrant. The
response is consistent to other comments about the necessity of having

children psychoìogicalìy safe and secure as a necessary prerequisite to
leanning and stands in direct contrast to those who have adopted an attitude

of 'gettlng on with

it as soon as possible'

"No I don't treat them all the same, especially at the
beqinninq ... fon them I wilì loot< for suitable,'special
ma"tenial"s... what will fit their needs... at the btart l'm
qoinq to ma[<e the work easier... this will happen until the
inseñtion into the glogp ... this is important in enhancing
self esteem ... this is the most important part of learning
rnrrqf oetahliqh an irlpntitr¡ nn er¡pnr¡thinn eìqe ìq

ü'äiäËi - ;'oi' äii iriìririäiàiffs ärð iïid #äË sàïoüoon t
... Latin Americans tend tô be shy
more
open... one thing I d0 f0rall I
West lndians are

treat them the same

...

o0
oö

guess is to be fnìendly but not familian you understand ...
this helps overcome their fear of authority ... most of
them have that... l'll admit the school can ónlv do what it
can to help children adiust... still the tenden'cy is for
some to adjust to the School after a short timê and some
never d0... there are n0 two situations the same."
Any investigation of what develops as an argument based on equal

opportunity or treating of immigrant children the same or different,must be
made

within a political, sociaì, and economic context. As stated by Cheng et

al,l98l

an equal chance

is "essentially, a culture- bound concept, defined

relative to the domìnant belief system and political and economic
stnuctures."(p.1 40) They continue by stating that the basic tenet of
democracy is equal opportunity for

all which implies that we are all meant

to turn out relatively the same. Along with this comes some of the adverse
effects of equality of opportunity which can be seen as the perpetuation of
the notion of being ashamed of what you are, how you look, how you talk.
This shame may cause immigrants to 0n one hand assimilate as quickly as
possible or avoid the possibiìity entirely. The education system often tends

to view assimilation as the way to ensure equality of oppontunity. ln
response to the thought that immigrants were disadvantaged, compensatony
programs were developed to assist those culturally deprived children in

order that they could become an equal member of the dominant group.

Essentially compensatory education is based on the premise that the
problem lies within the ìearner and not the host society. Within this
argument there are those who believe that until society recognizes that

there must be a greater economic balance before there can be cultural
pluraìism. Teachers perceive and react to this dilemma of equality by how
they treat their children in the classroom.
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There are those teachers who view the issue from a particulan

methodoìogìcal point of view. Barbara, a grade three teacher with twenty
f

ive years of expenience ìooks back at her teaching experience with

immigrant children in this way:

"lt

doesn't matter how you place and orient these kids...
one way I see as the problem is the translation delay ...
These [<ids think in their own language for a long time
and they have to translate bit by bit.... this causes
incredible fatioue and fnustration which makes them
really vulnerable in those crucial f ir st months ... what
we nèed to do is place them and allow for an adjustment
period in their own language ... we'ne beginning to get
Cambodians in our school and there's nobody here who can
speak a word to them when they come in ... there are
teachers here who can speak another language ... but it's
only used for translation ... not encounagêd ... anyway ...
that's not what I mean ... I mean instnuction, paper work,
the whole thing... everything should be in the kid's own
lanquaqe for oh I don't know ... a few weeks, mavbe two
moñtfrs'or s0...yes I lcnow that this would be eipensive
and impractical sometimes ... for now I use a lot of body
language... eye contact, facial expnessions ... they are
readinq me a'll the time... I also beìieve in physical
contact .... ln my r00m orientation begins the ininute they
qet in the door ... I initiate the involvement ... I don't wait
Ior them to be ready ... games are a good way to do this ...
getting them to do things with others."

Sevenal of the teachers when asked to discuss step by step how they

organized the child's
pnocedure very

first

day and week

similar to this

if

they could plan ahead relayed

one of llania's:

"The first thino I will do is to conduct verv for^mal
introductions...l I explain to the class that'they have a
new friend... smiles are important so I smile a ì0t... they
loo[< at your face ... then I quickìy tend to their physical
needs... a desk... some supplies of their own... I ask for
volunteers to be their buddy ... for the f irst few hours I
let them play and wonder around the room ... I expect no
worlc ... immiorants are often in awe of machinerv so I
allow them tõ exnlnre the lannuaae master oroidctor... I
w i I I have one or ir'r' vïiünt;î¡i-råk*'ihäihï io' öåä ìour o r
the school ... one thing that is important ìs that I don't
interpret aggressiveness or defensiveness of the new

a
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child as a behaviour problem... I use my intuition a lot
because I was after all a immigrant myself ...you have to
watch for psychologicaì tnauma ... teachers should
recognize this ... social workers are called in too early."
At this point she began to talk about what she characterized as the ideal
nature of a placement and orientation pnocess:

"initially there must

be a very warm, very kind and
friendly greeting in the off ice ... ldeally there should be
an interpreter there ... some one from a similar
background, myself for exampìe could do it for my own
kind... this shouìd be done very slowìy... not like a snap
or mechanical ... someone could be trained ... the cost
shared by the community and the school or maybe part of
the job of a student teacher... ideally you'd use books...
other varied multicultural materials, stories ... ìegends
to let the child know riqht away that their culture is
respected and is not inferior to the dominant one ... you
have to aìwavs watch vour oestures ..-. thev mean
different thiñgs to pedple..lwait for a smíle...you wouìd
tt'y to encourage laughter... ideally you must take the
cfrilO for whathe is L. you wiìì ìet them eat what they
want not just Canadian snacks ... s0 now we have food
experience so why not show that taste may be different
but the substance ... the nutrients are the same ... noodles
arc a good one for that."

When asked how she would impìement her ideal process she replied:

"First you need strong administrative support with a
unif ied staff and encouragement.... lots of it ... and a good
level of consciousness regarding ethnic groups ... you
should say that some children lack energy due to poor
nutrition not that Chinese people eat too many noodles ....
also ìike the concept of time... there is a thing called
Filipino time I should know.... nobody ever comes to a
pantv riqht on time ... vou make a orand entrance ... but we
maké a difference ... we do this ori'ly for social occasions
not for meetings."

Celia: A Pìacement lncident
During a conversation

with the principal

a spontaneous opportunity

occunred when the placement of an immigrant child could be observed

9l
directly. The secretarybuzzed into the principal's offlice to tell him that

a

new chlld aìong wlth the famlìy was waltlng to see hlm. The flollowing
account describes the reception process.
6enry: 'Don't leave, l'll be right back, this should not take very long.'
It was at this time ten minutes to two on a Thursday aftennoon, the
first necess bell had just rung. Gerny proceeded straight for a woman's
outstretched hand and took a document fnom her. The first comment
came fnom hirn.

Gerry: 'Yes, this is a passport.' (looking at a young git'l he asked) 'are
you Celia Nanchez?' (The child nodded the aff inmative) Gerry
looked to the woman accompanying Celia, 'Are you the llother?'

llothen:

"Yes."

6enry: (looking dinectly at the accompanying male) "Ane you Celia's
Father?"

Uncle: 'No, Uncle.'
Gerry: (lgnoring the Uncìe

and speaking

to the llother) 'what grade

should she be in?'

llother:

'Grade f ive, grade f ive please.'

Thene was n0 response immediateìy, Genny continued looking
passport. After a moment he turned to the mother.

6erry:

at the

will have to go into grade six because I see here that her
birthday is Januany 21, and January I ìs the cut off date for

'No, she

grade six."

llother: 'l want her in grade five... grade five

please.'

Gerry: 'No the rules say that she must go into grade six and tomorrow
she wilì go to Mrs. Davies [mignancy teacher] who will show her
anound.'(Gerry then turned directly to Celia to say) 'Would you
like to stay here today 0r come back again tomornow?'

Celia:

'Tomomow.'
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Gerry: 'Don't buy any books or supplies because we'll supply them for
you okay... will you be staying for lunch?... here l'll give you a
lunch pass... (he went to a filing cabinet to pull one out)'... you
need one to get into the lunch room ... see you tomorrow and
don't fonget to bring Your lunch.'

At this point Celia broke away from the gr'oup and bolted towards the
front entrance and stopped just outside the door. No one in the office
went after the girl, 0r- commented on her departure.
Gerry: (looking at the llother)'The secnetary will help you fill out some
forms ... okay.' (he pointed to Janice) 'bye now.'
The Principal left the outer off ice and neturned to his own off ice. This
process had taken eight minutes. After retunning he explained the event
in this way:

"l don't think that these people are as p00r as some we

qet ... the mothen's clothes and henna hair treatment
loo!<ed expensive enough ... Ceìia was wearing a good pair
of ieans... makes me b?lieve that these are not þolitical
ref-uqees ... not as desperate ... the passport says that she
is fróm Guatemala... I wonder what that means because
we had another family not so long ago.
Gerry considered that for the most part his job was complete.
continued:

He

'l've done mv iob because l've made the decision where to
place her bi the book.... The mother wanted hen her to be
in orade fiúe but I can't do that because of hen age and
thi-s would qo aqainst division and govennment policY .,What l'll do-novi is to notify llarion [migrancy teacherJ
and she will do some inforrilal testinq a=nd th'en l'ìl decide
what qrade six class to put her in... l-realìy don't think
she ne:eds any ESL... her Enqlish, what little I heard
sounded pretty good but ¡u5t in'case l'll just have Plarion
come in ... Ofr úe"s and her passport said that she's been in
an ESL classnoom somewhere in Alberta fon a few
months, Red Deer t think it was.... So what l'll do is look
at the enrollments of aìì the qrade six classes, ethnic
composition, numbers and whó may be better equipped to
handle a new kid at this time, burn out, energy level, you
know what I mean.... Sometimes I have to think as much
0r more of mv teachers as the kids.... don't be surprised if
she doesn't côme back tomomow ... happens sometimes

...
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they shop around from schooì to school, hy llonday they
could be on the other side of town."

'

Summary

There was n0 formal or

hello, how are you,

or-

initiaì stage of introduction or small

talt< of

where are you from. There were no words of welcome.

The business at hand was begun abnuptly and pnoceeded very quickly. The

Principal was abìe to make a placement decision within ten minutes. 0n the
basis of thnee or four questions he was able to determine what probable

class Celia should be placed in and that hen English was likely satisfactory.
The mother may have been an example of the situation he described earlier

of immigrants attempting to have their children remain in school longer
lying about their age
Celia is a very

or^

by

requesting lower grade pìacements. ln this case

tall, physically maturing child

who may have

awl<ward and uncomfortable among the smalìer, less mature

felt very

fifth graders.

Celia was unhappy throughout the interview and bolted for the door as soon
as she was dismissed. No attempts were made to speak to her privateìy or

determine what may have been troubling her. At this time
proven very diff

icult to do as there were two other

it may have

people waiting to see

the Principal, and the secretany was busy with Celia's mother, filling out
the registration forms.
Since September the school had252 transfers in, with 27 of these
being new immigrants. ln a school the size of this one, pniority is not pìaced
on placement

of children at this initial stage. Placement was interpreted

an interruption by the administration and the off ice

staff,

and the sooner

as

it

could be dispatched, the rhythm of the school restored and the real business

of instruction begun, the betten. The intenview did not take place within the
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privacy of the Principal's off ice but in the ante r00m adjoining it. During the

interview several peopìe wandered in and out to use the phone and the copy
machines, 0r t0 wait for the Principal to be free. To further aggravate the

situation thene are windows 0n three sides of this r00m which open onto the
corridor and several times curious childnen peered in on Celia and the
family.
Celia. Orientation and

lnitìal Assessment:

The Role of the Pliorancy

Prograrn

Celia did not return on the Friday morning but arnived at nine o'clock the

following llonday morning accompanied by her mother. The off ice secretary
directed Ceìia and her mothen to llarion, the migrancy teacher. l"larion

first accounting for
that first monning:

outìined hen assessment and pìacement pnocedures by
how Ceìia came to be with her and what happened

"weìl you see she didn't come on Friday after all ... came
iust bèfore nine on llondav ... was with her mother ...

Éhe's a shv littìe one... I duess Gerrv decided on Thursdav
that she diOn't need ESL si Janice búzzed me in the staf f
r00m and said she was here ... I went to get her and we
came straight here to my office."

The migrancy teacher at R. D. Usher sees her main nesponsibility when

deaìing

with immigrant children as the elimination of fear.
" The first problem is the fear and anxiety I see in them
... so what I do f irst is spend time trying to deaì with
this ... I ìet things f ilter in sìowly with these kids."

This attitude dìffers somewhat from the more reguìar transients who
have moved several times befone and know what to expect:
much

"it's not fear

so

with the regular movers, it's more sorting them out as anything ... as

fast as possibìe."
Befone Celia's mother

left the school

Manion made sure

that the mothen

was aware of all the amenities of the school;the breakfast program,

traffic
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patrols, school bulletins, Heritage Language Programs, entry and dismissal
times, and the lunch program. The mother was given a copy of the Parent's
guide to the school act and Celia was given a

gift from the school of a

grooming kit.(brush,comb,toothpaste) The next stage of development was to
conduct some informal academic testing to determine Celia's areas of

strength and weakness. For neading assessment purposes llarion uses prepackaged

tests such as the Bader Reading Test, Gueen's Vocabulary Test,

Diego Schonel

List

and Spelìing Test and the Dolch Word

For llathematics assessment llarion

San

List. (Figure 4 & 5)

wiìì administer the Lundof f

Computational Ski I ls Test.
As soon as the mother had

left Marion took Ceìia across the hall to the

nunse where the child was quickly checked

for vision pnoblems or obvious

diseases that may have related to her skin, throat on hair. When this
procedure was compìete llanion took Celia on a tour of the school where all

the pensonneì and the programs were pointed out. At this time

it

was necess

and she quickly found a chiìd about her age to take her out into the yard.

During recess llarion discussed Celia's placement with Gerry and togethen

they decided what r00m was best for Ceìia and while doing so considered
teacher pensonalities, class atmosphere and ethnic mix, as welì as

enrollment numbers. lYanion collected Ceìia

af

ter recess and waìked with

her t0 the 6rade 6 cìass that had been chosen for her. There she introduced
Ceìia to the teachen and quickìy spotted someone to be her buddy. She
expìained that she

tries to choose

a buddy who was new him or herseìf

recently and is known to be reliable. Celia did not stay in the cìassroom
immediateìy but returned with llarion to the nutrition ro0m. This Plarion
relates as being the most productive aspect of the orientation and
assessment process:

"l

lit<e to give these kids a snack...

it wins

them over

e6

right away... it breaks the ice somehow and they relax so much mCIre." After
the snack Celia went with llarion to the librany where she was shown how

to choose a boot< and enjoy the library.Atll:30 She was once again taken by
I"larion to the lunch r00m whene she was introduced to the supervisor and the

ruìes of conduct.
Over the ìunch hour she graded Ceìia's tests and briefed the Gnade 5ix

teacher on the results. l"larion aìso made sure that Celia had the supplies she
was entitìed to and that she had a note to ta[<e home which gave information
regarding her teacher and her new classroom. ln the afternoon llarion
continued to spend time with Celia in a more informal way and at the end of

the afternoon took her to the art room to join a class in progress. The next
morning she took Celia to hen classroom one ìast time and asked her
assigned buddy to assist Celia in establishing in the housekeeping rituaìs
such as whene to store her things. llarion speaks of her roìe as beinq one of

expediency, adaptabiìity and fìexibiì ity:

"it was very unusual for me to be able to be one 0n one

with Celia today... couìd happen where I wouìd have l2 of

them at once ... immigrant kids and new to the community
kids all mixed together...you can see how tiny my r00rn
is [hen room is not a classroom but a small officeJ ... my
main goal for all the kids is to let them know and have
them believe that I am here for them if they need me...
onlv a few come back for direct contact but most wiìì
smíìe and wave and poke their head in my door... they
really don't forget this f irst experience ... especialìy the
immignant kids ... from where I am I see these kids as
very accepting ... you'd think snow for the f irst time
would be a negative thing but it's not."

llarion's biggest concern regarding her role as migrancy teacher is that
she is not able to communicate well with many of the immigrant children.
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0n her second day of school, Celia experienced an incident that upset her

greatly:
"Celia had a vellow bao stolen at recess vesterdav with
her bus pass'in it and ðhe was very upset'... it woúld have
been good if someone would have been abìe to speak to
her in Spanish and reassure her but there was n0 one here
to do it."
The f inaì responsibility towards Celia's placement and assessment was

to was pnovide a recommendation reganding her next few weeks and months
at the school. This recommendati0n was to provide direction for academic
program development and the possible need for resource assistance:
"my recommendation to Genry was that Celia didn't need
any liaison with the C.G.C. tChiìd Guidance Clinicl 0r any
other agencies like Chiìd and Family Services ... I
suggested that it might be a good idea to refer her to
resource for a bit of enrichment dependinq on the qeneral
framewort< of the cìass she was placed in-and deptinding
on the needs of othen kids"

As

it

now stands the Division does not have in place a standardized

procedure and a set of guidelines to assist the process of placing and

orienting immigrant children. The establishment of a pnocedure is the first
step in ensuring that all immigrant children who enter schools within the
Divlsion, wilì receive an appropriate and meaningfuì entry into the school
system. At present the reception and placement of immigrant children

consists of often ambìguous and contradictory practices. This is not the

fault of any one individual because the responsibility is shared haphazardly
by many depending on circumstance,time avaiìable,and simultaneousìy the
number of more immediate problems that develop. The reception and

placement of immigrant children at the school studied is not considered to
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be of

significant importance to teachens because they either believe it is

not within their jurisdicti0n or because there is no time to do so. As

result children are dispatched abruptly, believing that the sooner they
become part

of the mainstream the better.

a
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Chapten Vl

Assessment

of lmmignant Childnen

Assessment is a genenal tenm used when articulating the multi-level
process of appnaisal

with

negards to a child's

suitability fon,

and

achievement in,a panticular grade placement on pnognam. Although, within
the education ìiteratune the term langely refens to formal psychological and
standandized testing,

it

may also have sevenal othen evaìuative criteria

involving aspects such as the observation of behaviour, social development,
infonmal skills, interest, values and pensonaìity inventonies. Assessment at

all levels is concerned primarily with the diagnosis of ability and
achievement and is the fundamental method for evaluating, selecting,
gt'ouping and streaming childnen in the eìementany school.

Ability

and

achievement although langely of academic concern, do also consider social,

emotional and physical evaluation. The nesults of these tests are placed in
the child's cumulative

lile

and remain

for the remainder of his

on hen school

careen. Due to the important emphasis of R. D. Usher School on standandized

testing and high academic expectations, Division policy is included in this
chapten

for easy refenence. ln the newly drafted policy (June l9B7) Winnipeg

School Division # I def ines assessment as:
"The act 0r process of qatherinq data which evaluates
important elements involved in-education, such as
competencies or achievements in subiect areas by'
students, or the reìative effectivene5s of school
proqrams, or'the impact of certain instructional
variables. Assessment may focus upon any of these or the
relationship among them."'

1û0

The

will

draft policy also states that the purposes for assessment

become the foìlowing:

l.

Program planning

2.

Program evaìuation

3.

Placement of students

4. lnformation to students

and parents

5. Accountability to the public
6. Allocation of generaì resources
The

draft document continues by establishing six principles of

assessment that form the basis for the development and implementation of

student assessment policies and procedures. They are:

l.

Assessment should be a continuous process taking place as an

integral part of the teaching learning process

2.

Assessment should take into account the cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor domains, and the developmental level and learning

styìe of the student

3.

Assessment procedunes should be designed specificalìy to assess

particuìar and clearly articuìated instructional objectives

4.

The major emphasis should be on formative, rather than summative

assessment

5.

Assessment procedures should focus 0n pnocess, as weìì as content

6. Assessment instruments

should be as free as possible from cultural,

raciaì and socio-economic bias.
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To a ìarge extent assessment at R D Usher is conducted through the

process of standardized testing. The Division states in the draf

t document

the purposes for testing are:

l. To assist in addressing general issues with regard to student
perf ormance
2.

To provide the Board and Superintendents with summany statistics
as a generalized indicatlon of academic performance in the Division
and assist in the interpretation of specific educational patterns

within individual schools or Division

areas

'ÍJ.

To provide the superintendents

4.

To assist in identifying the needs of groups of pupils and

with informatÌon

on specif

ic schools

subsequentìy in planning of appropriate programs within individual
schools
5.

To assist indìvidual schooìs making nequests fon additionaì

resources, human and matenial, for the implementation of specif ic
pr0grams
6.

To assist in student transfers, so that appropniate programs could
be devised more readiìy

with refenence to the information received

7.

To pr0vide in depth diagnosis on individual students

B

To pnovide information regarding the implementation of the

objectlves of provlnclal curricula
Although R.D.Usher responds to every level of this policy the focus is

on

assessment as a tool to provìde in depth diagnosis on individuaì students
and to provide a basis for requesting additionaì resources as seen this past

year when the Principal petitioned tne School Division for an Elementary
School Counsellor.
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Aìthough the proposed draft poìicy is concerned with standardized

testing as the major assessment tooì, provisions are made for additionaì
methods, incìuding:

1. Classroom observations

2.

Performance testing.

3. lnformal reading inventories
4. Writing folders- wniting samples
5. Teacher

6.

Chect<

deveìoped tests.

lists/rating scales

7. Oral/ written examinations
8. Homework
During the past several years, Nor^th American educators have become

increasingly aware of the contradictions and ambiguities of testing

immigrants and minority language children. Several schooì boards have
abolished formal testing

until the child

has been in Canada

years (Tor-onto North York Board 1977).0n

for at least two

llay 12,1987 a motion was passed

by the Winnipeg School Board Trustees to suspend Division wide

standardized testing for one year because

it was determined the tests used

were not based on the curricula the children were taught, nor were they
normed on a student population

simiìar to that of other Divisions. The money

usuaìly aìlocated for the traditional testing procedure

will

be used to

deveìop a Division wide cniterion based testing program. The motion read:

it resolved that the Division wide testing program as
it is currently stands be suspended for- the year 1987-88

tse

school year and that the $2 1,500 included in budget item
no. 5251 for this prognam be utilized to develop a
cunricuìum based - Division wide testing program and
that dunina the review of the proposed poìicy on Student
Assessmeñt by the Board, the Administration provide
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information 0n the proiected costs and timeline for the
development of such atestinq pnoqram. (School Boand
llinute's Section 7.2Y1ay tZ, fdAlf.
The r-easons expressed

for the decision to suspend standandized testing

at the Division level stems from the possibility of the misuse,
inappropriateness and misinterpretation of the test results. The policies are

formulated by the Division, while most of the formal testing done in
elementany schools is conducted by specialists such as clinical

psychoìogists, and resounce teachers, with the more informaì testing being

left to the teacher.
This portion of the study
perceive and nespond to the

will

initial

examine how teachens at R.D. Usher
assessment of immigrant children and

their noìe in that process. Teachers attitudes

and concerns regarding the

assessment and intenpnetation done by others, affectthe attitudes of

teachers towards immignant childnen, and how they organize thein programs.
ln spite of extensive Government and Division policy and guideìines,

it

was seen that each teacher developed his or her own rationale and strategy
reganding the

initiaì placement, assessment

and pnognam development of

immigrant children.The next section contaìns separate accounts of how
teachens perceive the issue of testing and assessment

chlldren. At

R.D.

of immigrant

UsherScn00ì teachen's are to nespond to and be involved

with assessment at sevenal different levels.

Thene are

clinical

and formal

psychoìogical assessments done by the Child Guidance Clinic as well as
those tests conducted by the lligrancy and E S L teachers. Then there are the
assessments conducted by the classr'oom teachers under their individual
¡nn*nnl
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tests. A distinction is made by the teachens that assessment has
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categorically two purposes; one being initially for diagnostic purposes and
the other being standardized tests that are used systematically throughout
the system to evaluate achievement and ability. The difference between
achievement and

ability lies close to the heart of the controversy regarding

the testing of minority chiìdren.

TheESLTeacher
Once again the accounts

will

begin with the

initial context of the ESL

teacher to provide a basis for comparison with the regular cìassroom. For
those immigrant students whose

initial placement is the E S L program,

they

are likeìy to be subjected to a considerabìe degree of fonmal and informaì
assessment within the

f

irst few days and weel<s in the school. lluch of this

initiaì assessment for immigrant children occurs in the E 5 L classroom.
This process generates data

on the academic

ability of the chiìd and also

relative personaì information as wellas anecdotal reconds of a child's
physical and socio-emotional development. One of the ESL teachers, Gina,
began her discussion by

stating "l neally don't know how or what they do

downstairs that determines how they get to me...

it really

doesn't matter

I

don't think." She is also one of the majority of teachers wh0 choose to
ignore assessments or reconds that come fnom anothen school, either in this
on a

foreign country because she believes that most of the documentation is

not usefuì because

it

is difficuìt to foìlow, and the documents that

accompany a chiìd are not reliable and

for the most part the information is

useless. She expìains that being told that a child was a very good reader in
Spanish at a grade four leveì does not

tell

give any usefuì information other

than the fact that the child was perhaps a wiìling student.
The moment the child arrives Gina begins to
She builds simple

test the chiìd informally.

tests around activities that are occurring in the
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classroom. For example, as the class was doing a vocabulary exercise she

it to test the new child and did it without changing hengeneral
plans or calling it a test. She uses informal exercises to decide how
to
adjusted

group the child and to form her own opinions of where to begin. These

results are transcribed into anecdotal records she keeps for each of
students. She

wilì include comments

hen

rangÌng from how many of the colors

a

child can recognize, to obsenvations of the child's social behaviour, ìikes
and dislikes. Gina keeps a constant watch on the anecdotaì record system

she developed over the years, and finds that they assist in planning

skill,0r cOncepts,

she must reinforce and for which

for the

skilì or concept the

child has mastered. Gina also keeps canefully dated samples of the child's
wor[<,

with comments providing contextual information. she comments:

"nobody but me could understand

this record system

differently so sharing it with someone eìse is of

...

everyone does

it

no use."

From time to time audio samples of each chiìd's speech are recorded to

identify, for example, problems invoìving syntax and cadence. A test of a
mOre formal nature that is given is the R. D. Usher lnventory. (Figure 4). This
is an itemized checl<list designed by the ESL staff and resource teachers for
determining a pace, and strategy, for each chiìd regarding language
deveìopment.

lf difficulties arise

she cannot diagnose she

willuse

the

fYaculaitis test; a comprehensive ìanguage develgpment test made available
from Manitoba Education which she uses to extend or verify her own
diagnostic ability.
Gina sees her primary function as preparing immigrant children to

receive instruction in Engìish and prepare for the reguìar cìassroom, yet
there is relatively

little

procedure, formal or informal,to link the classroom

teacher and the regulan teacher during the

critical period of tnansfen

and
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transition. As much as she is concerned with assessing and developing
language

abiìities, social

important.

lf

and emotional development are seen as equaìly

the assessment determines that the child is neady to entera

full-time reguìar classroom, but is emotionalìy troubled,

Gina states that

she is:

"Reluctant to send him to the biqqen class even thouqh he
IESL studentj knows enouqh to cõöe... this is stilì thé
riqht place fon him untiì ñe acquines enouqh self esteem
...if I put him into a larqe class it wiìl huFt his eqo aqain
and he wilì go back to wÏere he was... unless it gËts loo
cnowded in liere I wiìl keep him longer"."

6ina's reluctance to send an emotionaììy unstabìe child to a regular
classroom even though he or she may be academically ready stems from her
own expenience as an immigrant and her awareness that immigrant children
need a secure and safe environment in order to recover from what she calls

culture shock.
shock she

will

lf she determines that a child is still
keep the child

suffening from cultune

with her until circumstances fonce a move 0r

until she beìieves the child able to leave confidently. ln pant henreluctance
to transfer some of her children is because a stnong attatchment occurs
very quickly between the immigrant chiìd and the

difficult forboth

ESL

teacher.

lt

is

Gina and the chiìd because often tìmes she does not have

tne chlldren wli,h her for the complete, natural cycle of the year; the

majonity of them come and go aften a few months at most because

mot-e

often than not they do not arrive in September. Neithen are there provisions

for her to shane the accomplìshments of her childnen after they have

been

placed in a neguìar classroom.
Gina considens hen job complete when a child can read and understand
common directions such as

"sit", "stand", "put it away". Not looking for a
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perfect assessment, but as she calls it "enough fon the child to float and not
submerge." Cummins ( l9E0) refers t0 the basic stage of ìanguage

acquisition Gina is referring to as tslCS or Basic lnterpersonal
Communication Skiìls which is basically Engìish for everyday survival

which Cummins believes takes at least twoyears. The subsequent leveì is
called CALP or Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency ancl is the use of
Engìish to learn which Cummins states takes seven years to be as
prof icient as others in the class whose
BICS leveì Gina expects

first

ìanguage is English. At the

that the child can write simple stonies depending

on

his or her grade level. For example, at the grade six ìeveì she expects the
child to write several simple sentences cohesively that are grammatically
correct, and then be able to read them bacl< to her. Cummins believes that
the transition period from BICS to CALP is the most stressful and
peniod of transition

for the chiìd because even though there is

difficuìt

enough

vocabulary to get by because there is not always enough structure to the
ìanguage to form concepts that are necessary

for abstract thought. lt may be

this stress that Gina sees in the emotionally unstable child who she fears
may "submerge' at

this time.

ln llath Gina expects from hen experience that most immigrant children

already have basic math skills of computation, but they will need practise
ln problem s0ìvlng due to the ìanguage dtfficuìty. ln thts case she

will

provide reviews in basic Plath and upgrading skills whenever necessary.
Her account of the transfer process suggests that the E S L classroom is

somewhat of an is0lated entity in this particular school with

little

communication between Gina and the neceiving cìassroom teacher. The ESL
classroom as

it

is str"uctured in this school serves more as a "reception"

program, rather than a "withdrawal" or "resource" program. Yet severaì ol
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the teachers believe that by the time the child enters the reguìarprogram,
English shouìd not be a probìem. There is no evident agreement or
understanding between the reguìar teachers and the E S L teacher, as to

whether the child shouìd achieve the CALPS level of ìanguage acquisition
before entering the negular classroom or whether

it

is suffice to have

mastered only the BICS ìevel.(Cummins) ln addition, there are n0

formalized transfer procedures; or mechanisms in place for the sharing of

all the invaluable information

Gina has gathered.

"when I have completed the assessment and done what I
can I first thint< of the personaìity of the teachers in the
cìasses for that qnade level ... I want to be sure that the
chiìd will be comïortabìe with that particuìar teacher...
f can recommend or ask for the teachen I want, but the
Principaì makes the decision... then I will teìl the new
teacher whoever it is what testinq I have done but that's
all neaìty... lf they ask for it l'll päss on other thinqs but
I won't push.... won't suqqest it even... some will dant it
but most won't ... I gues5"they don't want all the bulky
papen."

The Context of the Reguìar Classroom Teacher
An observation emerging from the interviews was that the majority of

the teachens were not overtly interested in the assessment advice of others.
As pointed to earlier the E 5 L teachen is responsible for eliciting a large
amount of documentation that for the most part remains useless after the

child entens the regular classroom. Lorna, a relatively new grade four
teacher spol<e for the majority of teachers when she said:

"l must f ind out for myself...one test or

even sevenal
fnom somewhere else'are not enough to know where a
child is at...l'm ooino to review anvwav...make uo mv own
mind...children chanöe so fast..wrrät sômeone eise tninks
is not really importánt...l may look to see if there is
some sont of emotionaì problems but as for academics I
rln fLr¡uL
haf rnr¡calf
uv
t¡trJL
tt

naal
I vgt lr.r"
tr

tû9
Vincent was another teacher who did not see the importance of
maintaining a liaison with the

E

5 L and refìected the attitude in this way:

"when a child comes to my door from E S L that's it..new
beginning...what happened'befone I don't realìy cane too
much about.. I assume that they know enouqh Enqlish to
get on with the pnogram in my'noom...some[imes"we IESL
teacher and himselfj talk about the new chiìd but not
usually..too busy

Another theme that emerged with regards to assessment was an overaìl
reluctance to use standardized tests which in turn brought to ìight the need

of teachers to be seen as independent agents in the classroom. Severaì of
the teachers either rationalized the use of standardized tests or diminished

their importance. Anna, a grade thnee teacher, expressed her attitude to
testing in this way:
"l1ost tests other than the ones I qive have no real
meaning for me, I assume that a löt of teachers feel this
way .. I give standardized tests only because I have to ...
giving them to immigrant tcids is ridiculous especiaìly
for thie f irst three yðars ... I teach the test ... l'read tde
directions ... test scones fnom other schools t may glance

at that's

aì1."

0ther teachers linked their understanding of testing and assessment

directly to what they viewed the needs of immigrant children to

be. For

example,the grade six teacher believes that treating aìl chiìdren

academically equal does not apply when

it

comes to the assessment ol

immigrant children.

"lt won't work because of the lanquaqe ... when vou're

tr^ying to do the same things witl-ialfthe stuOeóts, it's
because of the mãnv levels... some will find it
harder no matter how fair you are ... you wouldn't expect
the same from everyone."

difficult
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lnstead of ignoring the scores, or teaching the test lit(e some of her
colleagues, Leah prefers to assume control by using the scores for

interpretation and assumes that the results will be lower than the norm.
She uses the

tests to identify areas of strength and weakness, where she

can improve her program and aìter the established groups
sees standardized testing

if it

is needed. She

for immigrants as contradictory to learning

theory "ldeally we're not here to put students through a system of testing...

at least n0t so soon for the immigrant students but the reality is that they
all must do it." To mat<e sense out of this contradiction in hen own
classroom Leah adds her own unit tests and has established a set of criteria
and strategy

for what she sees as effective assessment procedures for

immigrant children:
"Fit st thin0 l'll do is to make allowances for Enoìish bv
readinq thdquestions to the students and by int"erpretínq
... I don.t ìooR for correct answens but for hints as what "
they know and don't know ... for Social Studies I don't
test or look at the reading... I wiìl as welì do oral
testinq ... hold conference-s with the new children often ...
I also óhanoe mv own teachino stvle a bit bv slowino
down ... t adiusf when I have t"o ...'l don't reìy only on"
testing for assessment ... ìook for pnogress.in their day
by day"work ... notebooks are a qood wãy to keep track bf
that .. I also keep folders of stùdent's wort<."

Realizing the Division has required the administration of standardized

tests to all children teachers continue to rationalize their existence.One
grade f ive teacher exemplif ied the

"lt's

majority of responses:

a qood thinq that thev're not reallv verv manv of
them. lhe C. T. B: S. lCanadian Test of dasic Srilldl is
only given here in grade three and six this year... then
there's the Gates test... that's qiven to aìl orades... it's
only a vocabulary and comprehe"nsion test ..lit's not so
bad... not as remote ... three quarters of the kids can do

ltt
well ... lt's done in October and llay and is kind of useful
in looking for progress.... really only good for those who
nave been nere all year.. pretty much useless for
immigrant [<ids esþecially at th'e start... a lot of them
come during the year too."

The few teachers who openìy

criticized testing rather than rationaìizing

it's existence related their argument to concerns such
for

as child development

one exampìe:

"l

qirl this past vear who was alreadv
phy"sicall!
developing
... she was fáiling in most areas óut
had a readiness to work ... in this case'l won't hold her
back a qrade ... I used my judgement and didn't qo by the
boo[<... úouìd be too haró dn h"er... she'd be awfüllv ôut of
pìace ... if she didn't have this readiness l'd say put her in
a special needs classroom ... what you'll have'it you don't
then is a phvsicallv mature qrade six student readino at a
grade thrèe'ìevel witfr I ittìdkids...the age-grade syslem
is not perfect."
had an immiqrant

The observations of the inconsequential attention paid by most teachers

to previous assessments built invariably into a central theme of teacher
autonomy. ln this instance the previous assessment of children,someone

else's opinions could be seen as a threat to the order and authority that
teacher's feel they need to establish within their own domain in order to

be

effective. Teachers often appear to view their "real" work as what goes 0n

after the children come to their cìassroom door and aften the classroom
door is shut. Common sees the issue this way:

"in the classroom they are perceived as the producers of
ideas because they are the maior authority and source of
|<¡oyvìe-dge for the students. Tñey a¡e expeþted to manage
their classrooms eff iciently and effectively,to be in
controì of their students. They deterrnine to some
siqnif icant deqree, what is riilht 0r wronq,qood and bad,
beäutiful and ügly,in the lives"of their stütfents. Teachers
mal<e serious and consequentÍal decisions about their

TI?
student's successes and futures. Because of this, when
the classroom door is closed, teachers believe
themselves to be powerful f iqures in the classroom.
Teacher's determine, they beljeve,the nature of the ìife
in the classroom, a life that is tampered with from the
outside very ìittle" (Common,I983, p.42)

Compared to other occupations, teachers undergo

relatively little

direct, day by day supervision so they can have, behind closed classnoom
d00rs, the opportunity to develop and express individuality between

themselves and the children they teach. Teachens do have, to one degree or
another, the opportunity to become quite autonomous people within the
classnoom domain,who may want to pnesenve and protect that autonomy at

every opportunity. This autonomy could become a jealously guanded

commodity to be preserved at times at the expense of co-operation and

information sharing.

The Suooorting Roìe of the Ethnic Liaison Off icer.the Vice Princioaì and

lhe Resource Teacher
The development of the theme

of teacher autonomy lead to the

investigation of how teachers made use 0r did not make use of the support
personnel in ways other than the obvious ones mandated by the central

administration such as all new chiìdren to the community see the migrancy
teacher finst or

if

the more obvious traditionaì ones such as

if

the child has

pink eye, teachers would send for the nurse. Support personneì were seen ìn

several general categories: the finst being the office staff, the second being
resource teachers, and the third being the housekeeping personnel, fourth
being the personal care people (nurse, nutnition staff),

fifth

being the

administrati0n, and f inally a sixth and relatively new category of ethnic
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liaison teachers. Each of these categonies of people were consulted by
teachers to one degree or another depending on the overt need and the leveì

of confidence and independence feìt by individuaì teachers. The exampìes
discussed in the foìlowing sections are exampìes from three of the general

categories, and how they ane utiìized by teachers and how this may indicate
the nature of their collective or individuaì autonomy.
The Vietnamese Liaison Teacher
The Vietnamese teacher has a wealth of

relative information regarding

Vietnamese immigrant children and the immigrant experience in generaì.

time of the study, however, lt was noted that the teachers did
not appear to acknowledge this signif icant resource potential. Teachers
were asl<ed about his roìe and the answer invariably was ìint<ed to the

Dur-ing the

understanding that he had something to do

with the community but not the

school directìy. Teachers did not see the his role entering the reality of

"actual" "real" teaching other than in a token, superf icial manner of showing
sìides or tall<ing about artifacts during llulticuìtural week.
The Vietnamese Liaison teacher,

for example,

SeeS the issue ot

assessment and testing of immigrant chiìdren fnom a more broader,

cultural perspective. His account bnings to mind the importance of
understanding the cuìtural background of immigrants and the signif icance of
hearing of this experience directìy from those who have experienced

it

themselves, and wanns of the potential danger of disallowing immigrant

children individuaì experiences. ln this instance he is discussing
assessment of Vietnamese children:
"Vietnamese chiìdren ane used to testing ... There is a
stnono tradition of testinq in Vietnam .... there are many
rewanTs for qood wor[< ... ðven off icial celebrations t0
honor good sfudents ... kids won't be traumatized by

tt4

'

testinq... ln Vietnam chiìdren learn bv memorizino and
the teSting is seen as a measure of wbrth and self
reìiance ... parents will pay fon a tutor s0 tnat children
can do well in the tests .. when they come to Canada the
testing is different ... the children rhart< their own work
0r that of their classmates ... another wav is bv checkino
the answers in the back of the book ... beiause thev wanË
to please the teacher they will cheat on tests eveir
though they don't see it as cheatin0 ... they lose respect
for the test because it's not seriou"s anvmore ... losè
respect for the teacher... so usinq thos'e tests with
Vietnamese children to tell whatlhey know is no good."
The Vice Principal

There are aìso teachers who articuìate the issue fnom a step by step
plan of action.One such individual was Sam, an immigrant from China

somel9 years ago. For many years he has been a classroom teachen until he
became the Vice-Principal of R.D. Usher school

just a few weeks

befone this

interview. ln this instance sam is displaying a form of autonomy that
allows him to reflect upon the "big pictune" because he is divorced from the
day by day operation of a classroom. ln

this way he brings an integrated

perspective to the issues neìated to assessment that regulan teacher's tend

to compantmentalize into their classnoom domain. Sam's account is included
here to provide that comparison and he begins to outìine his pìan:

"First thing you could do is to acquire as much

background infonmation as.possible ... as much history as
you can get from the parents ... next you would do a
cognitive assessment with the aid of an interpneten to
get an idea of the literacy level of the chiìd in theirown
language ... then you would begin to assess the level of
the chiìd's Engìish language literacy level ... you coutd
use picture cards, concnete objects for' idenfification,
Dolch word list for word recodnition... then vou would do
some very simple assessment*of writing skills and the
same orally ... with computational skillS you would go
through thé whole gambìt and continue urítil the upper
ìimiilad been reacheci ... for pr-oblem solvinq i"d üs'e an
j¡lgnp¡eter... also fon mitical thinking skillê ... thirdly
l'd test the psychomotor abilities ... you could call in a
specialist to check fon fine and grosb motor skills... then
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l'd arranqe for a thorouoh medical includino hearino.
vision, täctile discrimi-nation, stamina, laslty I quðâs l'd
arranqe some testinq of the affective ... not orobino in to
the dãrk recesses of-the child's mind but how do thäv
feel about coming to Canada ... l'd sticl< to an attìtudinal
profile which any carinq teacher or administrator could
administer... Thís prof iïe would provide clues as to the
security level of the child and the self image.... I would
only ask for a psycholooical assessment latler on if the
period of adjustment became maladjustment."
The reply to the question of who shouìd orchestrate this process was

met with the following: "of course
has

frontline ownership

...

it

should be the ESL teacher because she

working cìosely with the receiving teacher.'

The Resource Teacher

For a minonity of teachens consultation with the available resource

teachers formed a crucial part of the assessment process and in this way
the resource function played a pivotal role as a buffer between the
placement, assessment and prognam development for^ the immigrant child.
One teacher

put

it this way:

"When I have any trouble decidinq how to qrouo the new
kid or if there i's a particular skill qap lif"e sp'elìinq or
just in general to organize his program if it had to-be in
p.ny way different from the others, I may caìl on
l1at." Iresource teacherj

The Resource Context
The role of the resource teacher at R. D. Usher is to provide individuaì and

small group remediation for children who require it. ln addition, resource
teachers

will

design teaching aids and develop programs for specif ic

individual problems for use in the classroom. The second major function is
to collaborate with teachers in order to develop strategies to assist
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teachers, for example, with implementing provinciaì curriculum and
diagnosing behaviour problems. The third function is to act as a consultant,

or liaison, for teachens with regard to ancillary support agencies such as
the Child Guidance Clinic, and to assist in interpreting test results. lYat, one

of the two resource teachers at

R. D. Usher neaìizes

his roìe in this way:

"l work in classrooms with kids

... I am f irst and
foremost a classroom teacher who f inds himself Ìn the
role of resource... I don't agree with taking kids out and
f ixinq them ... as fan as immiqrant kids aré concerned f
deter"-mine some means of des-igning programs to help
with the language and academi"cs oË bonlinue to get the
things they nieed"

llat's experience as a Fesource teacher has ìead to observations

such as:

"Computational math skills are often not a probìem
because it's a show and tell sort of thinq.... problem
soìvinq is another matten ... here they ne"ed tb know and
of recõgnize what needs to be done ... there I need to
determine if it's a languaoe problem, a concept probìem ...
low ski'll problem... fiFst"¡on is to sórt it atì'ouÏ...
coìlectively we ... and the-expents who ever they are tend
to blame the lack of success on lanquaqe ... there is the
sky is falling attitude around... Theîe ðeems to be some
magic number somewhere fnom the research that says it
takes seven years for a kid to learn Enqlish...(this mav be
a reference to the work of Cummins) This I think is s'ome
sort of a rationalization because we don't have an
organized curriculum to help these immiqrant kids who
need it.... B.C has had one for ten yeans."
He has developed a

abilities of the child,

straight forwand method of determining the language

and applies the evaluation to devel0p pr-ograms to

meet the assessed needs. The

f

irst step is to investigate what type of

English the chiìd has acquired:

first of all I look to see how the chiìd is functioning
with basic classroom, sometimes called street, or
survival language, which can be determined by the degree
of success iñ fo-ìlbwing directions ... 'please cíet your Þen
out of the desk Celia'..lat this stage you wilÏ wátcfr for
"...
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cues and decide whether the child lootcs to others for
cues or if she does so automaticallv... is the child
functioning qt a more sophisticated leveì of sociaìizing
or conversation, "how are you today Celia"... "l am finethanl< you" woulh be considered an äppropriate response

at this leveì ... the final stage I call the level of

expanding vocabulany ... 'l am very happy today thank you,
would you like to see what my mother boughf me at
Woolcd yesterday' ... this assdssment is coiducted
basically as an intensive onal exercise... I look towards
that magic moment when yeah it's time to go into the
mainstream."

llat
and how

bases the degree of success 0n the number of children who need him,

well his calculated, intuitive judgement is working. He believes his

intuition works more often than not even with the element of ris[<
he is working

because

with no established guidelines.

"Criteria now is verv qeneraì ... would take a verv
skillfuì, perceptive teächer to determine a test for
relevant criteria to show ìanouaoe orof iciencv... rioht
now there are no appropriateleaËninq materiáìs eitTrer...
often we aìl oo wrono because we mùst ... we are obìioed
to by the Division ... t"o acquire and incorporate lanqua"qe
f irst and then be concerneb with the curi"icuìum ... TfriÉ
implies that lanquaqe cannot be learned in a vacuum and
thàt concepts anT sfructure and vocabulary of ìanquaqe
r r
ought to bé developed together, not separately."
Results are best achieved by determining what is reìevant to the chiìd.
Aìthough reìevancy has become a cliche in the past decade,
1t ls

stlll

llat believes that

ignored by many. He wouìd ìike to see more attenti0n paid to

aspects of child deveìopment dealing with how children acquire language:

"too much time and too much money is spent on reporting
how good we are ... when what we should be doinq is
ref le*ctinq on how childnen leann differentlv ... I ðee some
children learning to read by spelling out thê words... like
d-o-g, then they say the word... reading it actually... if
they don't know it they'lì ask and continue the process
and incorponate into their existinq vocabulary ... this is
not a conventional way of teachinfi children tb read but
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may work for those children whose alphabet may be
somewhat similar to English .... could be a method of
providing that,sparl< or úhat reading clinicians call the
encoding and decoding key."

This observation was possible because he asks himself where is this

child now, and what does he or she need? Assessment fonllat is more than
the cìinical or technicaì aspects of testing and evaluation. ln continuing to
define his role as a resource teacher

llat relayed his concern for the socio-

emotional needs of immigrant children:
" Why teach a Guatamalan kid about iqneous rocks when
he is dying inside spiritually..how offen do you think
teachers encouraqe their Vietnamese kids to talk about
their life over thëre... we iust assume that it's better
here ... not always so ... look ... a lot of these kids have
parents who were professionals ... now they're washinq
dishes iust to qet bv ... it's naive to sav thát thev've odt
to be hãppy her'"e... á lot of them come to Winnipéq frõm
small villaqes ... that's dÌff icult enouqh unden the best of
circumstan-ces ... teachers ... all of us"must taìk about
these things ... othenwise you can't gr'ow."

ln general all the

E S L and

resource teachens expressed a strong concern

for the need of a strong, healthy, social and emotional well being of
immigrant students. Whiìe psychological implications were a priority to
some degree for some classroom teachers

it

was not consistenily

recognized to be of major importance thnoughout. Both the ESL and resource

teachers are 0n the "frontline" of the receipt of new immigrants which may
explain their concern over the psychological aspects which

will

have

manifested themselves mone intently at the beginning and also because of
the fact that they deal with smallernumbers of childnen, so there may
mone

be

time and energy to devote to these concenns. ln part the roles of both

are mone of a transitory nature which allows them to focus rnore on the

immediacy of the diff iculties for new immigrants as opposed to regular
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classroom teachers who may see psychological impìications as onìy one
consideration of many that need attention. Regular classroom teachers are
not only faced with the problems of immigrant children but a host of others
as welì.

ln summation the

first

consideration was not to overlook the obvious.

The following discussion begins

with llat's observation that too often the

rules of common courtesy are neglected. Then he continues to generate
humanist ì c perspect ive:
"What would it take to learn to say heìlo in fifteen
languages?... it is a simple matteÉ of hospitality... How
come I can't f ind a simple dictionary so I could at least
say helì0.... that's so simple but so important ... somehow
it's not done... we should hiqhliqht the davs that are
important to these kids ... I öan'f f ind a good ethnic
calendar either... assumption may be thãt it is diff icult
to translate policy into action ... too much
aclcnowled.gment of multiculturalism and little enough
enerqv and resources doino it ... this idea of manv
cultuîes has qot to incorpõrated ... I mean inteqräted into
all aspects of,schooì life ... there has got to be"some
notion of sharinq... the idea of we'lì do it tooether rather
than l'ìl give yoüsomething... what has happ"ened is that
somehow a label qot stuck on the fact that we are not
one cuìture ... we Talk about many cuìtures ... so now that
we've got the label we have to continue the notion but
nothing practical is going 0n ... we need speciaìly
designéd le-arning.maleriäis and ìess resdarch of tfre type
that says if a chiìd is proficient in their own ìanquaqe s0
will they be in Engìish... I hear this sort of thinq"spo"uted
alì the time but l"never see the researcher to teÏt rire
exactly how this works ... how I can make it wonk ... I try
to test in the home ìanquaqe but you can't iudqe the ìevél
of home language prof iciericy because I doñ't tinow what
the expectations are ... an ethnic aid helps but there is
still a pro.bìem of conceptual congruity between me and
the aid... it's a great heip in some"cases but still only an
indicator... my bottom line opinion is that for the fir'st
six months 0r more a Ìmmigrant child shouìd be taught in
their home language ... t [<nõw that this is a nice theör-y
but totally impîactical financially... would never
happen."

a
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One

of his concerns is that teachers have a difficult time aìlowing

immigrant children to be independent human beings. The reason for this is

that teachers:
"prefer to be needed ... a certain teachinq personality
type wants kids to remain dependent .. they need thát
want to be patted on the back for^ persevering."

...

Believing that teachens must confront thein own attitudes towards
immigrant children, and that these attitudes can not be legislated in any
way he continues:
"What you have ane teachens that cover up 0r' iqnore their
preiudìces ... that way it is more danqerous beóause vou
can't identifv who thev ane ... thev cañ hide behind
dictated polícies... no'doubt it's óetter" to come out in the
open even if it's not a qood feelinq...even so, if you hean
a teacher say that Wesl lndians aie lazy it's best not to
oven neact because this is a danoenous thino... mavbe
that teachen was tired on fnustnäted ... easv"to make
judgements ... but at ìeast thene may be thé oppor"tunity
to taìk about it."
The assessment
hand teachens want

of immigrant children is a curious contradiction:

on one

their students to appear to be succeeding and

standardized assessment is the way this is curnentìy done, and on the other
hand

this standardized assessment is seen as being highly inappropriate in

detenmining the ability of immigrant chiìdren. Aìì other vaìuable incìdental
fonms of assessment done by teachers is considened inconsequentiaì and is

often not shared.
encour-aged

lf time was more readily

available teachens might be

to share the pnogress of thein students in a mone open way

this could develop into

one possible strategy

and

for eliminating some of the

heavy reliance on standandìzed assessment procedunes. Thene is an

established pnocedure called the Review of the Child which provides the

format for this type of sharing. This process involves a team approach,

tzt
problem solving approach to children who are at rist< for whatever reason.
The team consists of

all those involved ln the education of that particular

child. The classroom teacher brings the problem or issue regarding

a

particular child to the team and a solution and plan of action is sought
collectively. The team meets at the request of the teacher until the problem
has been resolved.

Areport is then submitted to the Principal

and the child's

fiìe. By its nature this appnoach demands a great deal of time and a
philosophical agreement regarding the reasons for assessment.
From the ethnic liaison teacher
do not

it

was learned that Vietnamese students

fear testing because it has been an essential aspect of their culture

and doing

well is a mark of seìf esteem.

f"lore use might be made of the

immigrant teachers as resource people during the assessment process
because immigrant teachers can relate the culturaì aspects pertinent in
desi gning evaluation procedures

relevant to

di f ferent baclcgrounds.

t2?
Chapter Vll

Program Development

for lmmigrant Chiìdren

Jean Burnett ( I 9E0) describes successful program development for

immigrant children as linl<ed to the overall concept of multiculturalism
along with a commitment to the vaìues of equality,variety and change.Other

authors such as l"lalìea and Young (19E0) and t"lock (lgEJ) have identified

preferred teaching outcomes in terms of ensuring that aìl children gain self
esteem and positive weìì being in their individual cuìture while
understanding that this is in part one aspect only of the vaìue Canadians
place on the total multicultural environment. t'1ock(lg8i) notes that all
programs seem to have some common denomìnators rn teaching skills,some

of which are s0 universal they are 0ften not specified: one of these is the
consideration of a healthy and safe psychological environment in which to
learn. Other required teaching skiììs as categorized by tlock (198J) may be

interpersonal sensitivity, planning and inrplenrenting curriculunr, evaluating

chilri progress, working with parents to promote home and school unity, and
classroom and behaviour nranagement. ln imnrigrant edur:ation interpersonal
sf<ilìs may be seen as crucial during the child's

first few nlonths at school

when both teacher and child are struggling to communicate. In order to

establish successful interpersonaì communrcation a teacher wilì acquire
nrany skiììs related to an understanding of how children qrow and deveìop,
aìong

with some knowìedge of how people communicate with

one another

fundamentally and what specif ic culturaì characteristics nray diff er.
A teacher

wilìalso

have to deveìop the necessary "people"skilìs of

interaction,empalhy,and fair play when dealing with these chiìdren

and

other teachers. Not all the data collected during this study supports this
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idea but ideally, according to llock the successful teacher

of immigrant

children is:

"fullv committed to the understandinq the individuaì
backþrounds,abiìities,arrrl needs of alf the children in the
class and to incorporating that understanding into
programming and teachinq strateqies that wiìl t"laximize

iear"ning"(Hotk,lgB3,p.BBJ

"

Not alì teachers are concerned with 0r prepared to confront the
backgrounds of each 0f their immigrant students choosing to begin the

reìationship based 0n how the child arrives at the d00r and not who the chiìd
was before. According to llock an empathetic and culturalìy aware teacher

will

be able to adapt and modify the existing curriculum to enable the

program to meet the needs of aìl the chiìdren. Hunranistic educators and
prCIgrailr deveìopers w0uìd to a large degree support

this idea by advocating

that there are universal needs for all chiìdren based for example,on
lïasl0w's hienarchy. l'lasl0w's theory states that chiìdren will not ìearn
unless they have acquired a positive sense of sell and weìì being At the
same time a teacher who would advocate such a position w0uìd also have t0
be committed to some notion

that each child is unique and as a result

attempt to understand the individual backgrounds and capabilities of each
child. This

will involve an understanding of knowing

when to distinguish

between I "treal them aìl the same" or l"treat them alldifferently"
The teachers at R. D. Usher articulated program deveìopment for

immigrant children as a multifaceted process, some aspects of which they
believed

fell within their jurisdiction

and some which they believed did not.

The term Program was def ined at several ìevels. Teachers would often speak

of program as something they owned or was generated by them ln that case
they would specif ically refer t0 the class reading pr'ognam as "my reading
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program" 0r in a more general sense you would hear them reìate to "our"

school's multicuìturaì program. Less personal terms were used to delineate
other educational agendas such as the Language Development Program that
was developed by the Resource teacher, to special areas such as the

Iligrancy Program, the Heritage Language Program and

ESL. The day

by day

planning and implemention of the classroom activities were believed by the

teachers, to be their major responsibility, whereas the generaì, overall

responsibility for curniculum development was believed to be the mandate
of the Provincial Government and the School Division
The provincial curriculum is an issue of great importance in R. D. Usher

school.

lt

academic

is seen as the most viabìe means for chiìdren to develop their fuìì

ability

and sociaì

potential in an equitabìe manner When a

detailed assessment or language development program was needed f or

an

individual child with speciaì needs,it was considered the responsibiìity of
the resource teachens. Orientation and testing of new students was
considered the responsibility of the migrancy teacher The day by day
pìanning and implementation for the classroom program was seen as the

responsibility of the classroom teacher. There was

distinct boundaries where one responsìbiìity

of ten, however, n0

ended and a new one began

This couìd lead to confusion, duplicalion of service, or gaps in organization
The weìcoming of new immigrants, as described in an earlier chapter, is

a

case in point
As stated earìier in the study, R. D.Usher is seen as a multiculturaì
schooì and teachers invariably referred to multiculturalism while they
discussed their overaìl programs for- their classroom. Aìso referred to were

special remediaì or diagnostic progranrs that were designed f0r individual

immigrant children, and in many cases the term was used when discussing
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the general program orientation of the whole school The teachers based

their interpretation of multiculturaìism on the poìicies agreed

upon by the

school Divìsion, and to a ìarge degree 0n personaì experience, preferred
expectations and outcomes.
To summarize the Division's approach to muìticulturaìism, the new

policy

will

be incìuded here. (more information

School Division

ln February

llulticultural

of l9E5 the Division adopted

which updates the

initial

document

is located in Chapter lV)

of

Pol

icy

a new multiculturaì policy

1978.

"Within the identif ied obìectives of the curricula
establisheÇ Þy the Deparfment of Education. the Winnipeg
School Division No. 1 recognizes that the concept of
muìticulturalism is integraì to the school proqram.
As def ined in the Admini-strative Handbook'of Ïhe
Department of Education, multicultural education is the
process of making education more responsive to the
culturaì and lingulstic diversity that öharacterizes our
s0crety
0b¡ectives

l) To assist students to develop an awareness of their
own culturaì and historical heritages.
2)To assist students to develop an understandinq of and
respect lor the cultural and historical heritagesbf
others
3) To assist students to lunction in one or both of
Canada's off icial ìanguages.
4) To provide the opportunity for students, where
feasible, to be taught other heritage ìanguages.
5) To maintain liaison with cultural communities within
the Winnipeg School Division.
6) To encourage positive attitudes of alì Division
personnel and students toward multiculturalism.
Commitment
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l)

Provide specif ic insenvice programs for alì personnel
reìated to multicultural ism

2) Encourage specif ic multicultural programs deveìoped
by individual schools

3) Provide appropriate materials to foster
multiculturalism
4) Encourage staff ing practices which ref lect the
multicuìturaì nature of the Winnipeg School Division.

5) Provide the opportunity for input from community
groups, where appropriate.
Personaì Experiences
One

third of the teaching and support staff of R. D. Usher are from

an

ethnic minority group background. Plost of these teachers have an
understanding of their role in program development based on ref ìective

personal experience. One of the more experienced of the Filipino teachers
spoke of how important
and made both

it

is for immigrants to have their past ìegitimized

intrinsic and extrinsic to program development. Her program

is based on this premise and she discusses it as the single most important
facton:

"l strongly believe that forgetting their past is denying
them an-identity we shouJd notässimiìate right dway

as teachers we should choose when to begin lto
assimilatel ... ln nry program I try to relate things that
happen in Guatemaìa to what goes 0n here, like Halìoween
for instance.... they come with dif ferent expectations of
what they will learn... some of them don't think they are
learning unìess they have a book in their hands .. they
don't undenstand that games can be part of a real program
for learning .. it doesn't f it their past ways of learning
so you have to help them make the transition... sìowly-...
it is so important not t0 pretend that they have no
connections to their home country... we forget that... it's
...

wrong."
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Another recent immigrant teacher adopted a more eclectic viewpoìnt
She believed

that there was n0 one single issue but a combination of

several:

"First of aìl there are very few good teaching materials....
reading for example ... The Expressways.series is
inappropriate becar.rse it has n0 connection to ethnic
peopìe. lmmigrant peopìe often don't know about Canadian
food so they have poor nutrition because they don't know
how to buy Canadian food to get a balanced diet....
program should start with that ... no use trying to teach
students with ìittle enerqy . in my proqram, especiaìly
Social Studies, I try to inïor-porate the ìdea of
universalities ... how we are more the same than
dillerent but that approach is difficult in this school
because the emphasis here is on skills, skilìs, skiì1s...
there is no time... it's not a priority... thene has to be
one unif ied program reganding immigrants for the whoìe
schooì not

just

one classroom or two".

ln part this response echoes the concerns of many of the immigrant
teachers regarding program deveìopment. llany see both the Division and the
Schooì in generaì as paying only lip service to the concept of

multiculturaìism while in fact the real emphasis is on the acquisition of
basic skills and the acquisition of values deemed important to the
preservation of the dominant society. This fundamentaì dilemma concenning
the role of schoois in society is in part, a concern expnessed by several
teachers such as Lorna:

"sure,l want my kids to score well on the tests...but not
at the expense of other things..lit<e what. well their view
of themselves and what they see as important...there are
more skilìs to life than adding and subtracting...we're
here to do both I think..the academics and the emotional

stuff

too"

Then there are immigrant teachers who saw the ìssue linked to cultural

differences and the need f0r professional integrity. These teachers
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emphasize the dif f iculties which concern the inability of teachers from

varying backgrounds to share their experiences. At a superlicial ìevel this
omission could be considered insensitivity, insecurity or indif ference and on
a deeper ìevel

it

could be viewed as a form of superiority, or even covert

racism.

"l think that tnere

has to be more tactful sharing of
information.... I know things that could heìp other
teachers with Fiìipinos but there is no way to share
this.... people keep what they know to themselves ... we
lethnic teachersl would share but nobody asks and we
were not brought up to be aggressive ... program suffers
... I don't know what can be done but there has to be some
kind of unity."
The frustration expressed here

is linked to the theme of teacher

autonomy developed in the previous chapter.

lt

is an exampìe of how the

need for an overabundance of autonomy 0r misunderstanding the purposes for

it,

can lead to a detrimentaì f0rm of isolation which serves only to hinrler

powerful teaching by denying unity and as weìl does nothing to preserve it.
Every teacher that was interviewed expressed some consternation over

the fact that each new immigrant amival created an upheavaì to one degree
or another in the classroom These disruptions forced teachers to accept
some particuìar

limitations on their teaching style,classroom management

routines and overaìl classroom agendas. This impingement inf luenced those

attitudes and behaviour toward immigrant chiìdren who appeared to be the
cause of these dif f iculties. One exampìe is the teacher who dirl not

determine that a child she believed to be Vietnamese was in fact Cambodian

until more than haìf way through the yean. This attitude has as its
conclusion the diìemma of whether to treat alìchildren the same or whether

immigrants warrant special consideration.

lf it

were not for the continual

upheaval of children arniving throughout the year; there could be more time
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and incìination

to lootc at each newcomer individually. For this same reason

teachers sometimes for exampìe, expressed irritati0n at some of the
mannerisms or voice inf lections of some immigrant chiìdren which under
ìess strenuous circumstances may have appeared inconsequentiaì.

This may be in part due to the fact that aìl teachers are not able to
successfuìly comes to terms with their own conscious

or-

unconscious views

of race relations. There does not appear to be many visible provisions or
opportunities for teachers to openly chalìenge and discuss these issues
aìthough some of the more recent literature believes this a necessary

prerequisite to effective program development. Hall writes:
"The commonsense racism that is part of the ìdeological
air we breath must be allowed to surface in our
classrooms, no matter how unpaìatabìe this might be to
those ìistening: it is better to hear it than not to hear
it....so we have to consider the problem of how to create
an atmosphere in which these questions lof racismJ can
be openly and honestly discussed" (Hall,l9B0, p.1 l)

Another teacher was critical of the school's approach to pnogram
implenrentation. She cited as an exampìe:
"Children in this school are expected to adapt to the
pnogram and not the other way around ... it seems to me
that the attitude is .'well they wanted to come here, we
didn't force them' ... the prognam is too much a set of
isolated, separate incidents .. p0ìicy talks of unity and
getting together in diversity but the actions hene ane
directìy the opposite."

There wene aìso teachers who recognized their particuìar version of

multiculturalism as not a distinctìy separate, or important issue. For them,
program development was based on the Provincial curricuìum and

skill

acquisition. t'lulticulturalism was only an issue of isolated signif icance;

if

it happened to seem appropriate to a specific unit of work or a holiday for
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example but was not viable or integral to the classroom program. The
reasons for this attitude varied

with

each teacher. Generaìly there appeared

to be a reìuctance by teachens to confront the past experience and cultural
backgrounds

of immigrant children. Severaì times this negation was seen as

a temporary necessity which often seemed to become the norm.

lris

has

fifteen years experience teaching in R. D. Usher and is from an ethnic
minority background:
"l'm not going to make a big deal out of this lissue of
multiculturaÏisml ... I want there to be no hoopla in nry
program as far as that is concerned... I can and do
sometimes integrate it into my Sociaì Studies program if
it's appropriate... maybe at some point it may be okay to
discuss the home country but for sure not at the
beginning... it's too hard on the kid... it could single her
out ... there are mone important things ... like clothes,
medical cale ... no cultural things at f irst in my room."
One

of the immigrant teachers believed that special considerations for

program deveìopment such as for multiculturaìism,0r of any kind were
unnecessary. He instead developed a program where

all immigrant students

wilì learn, and whene the cultural issue will take care of itseìf Rick was
one

of the minority of teachers who did not refer to his program as

multicultural or not muìticulturaì
entire concept, but dismissed

it

He was not adamantly opposed

to the

as "one more bandwagon from the Division"

His ideas are developmental by nature, and consider both form and content:
"The issue here for program as you

call it, is to find
suitable materials for the immigrant child.... you nrust f it
their needs ... that is what is important ... if that is
multicultural well that's good I suppose ... what I have
developed is what I call global methodology ... that's
building 0n a sequential modeì of learning .. in three
months I can put any immigrant child into a reguìar group
in my classroom... no need for special programs... Well
do this by teaching concepts not by book 0r page number
... the way I teach accommodates immìgrants... my
I
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method uses the deductive thinkino svstem ... hiohìv
structured proqram like textbooksiruón't work ..."1 viork
through assimilation, association, discrimination ...
analysis and synthesis ... what I do is to look for meaning
... teachers need to have their own plan, a strategy for
program ... creates conf idence so it will work."

Another opponent to the concept of multicultunalism came from Bob. His
response to the concept of multicuìturaìism was to avoid

it

as

imelevant"showy things ìike songs and dances, high profile and out of
context". He did, however advocate that he fosters a true

spirit of individual

differences by helping children develop a positive self image and then
teaching them to accept people for what ihey really ane. His concern was

that multiculturaì programs as he saw them, were artif icial because
situations are created and inflicted upon children, and do not emerge from
their own actual experience. ln this way multicultural program has got to
more than show and

tellbut

be

a genuine commitment to peopìe. Bob believed

that his energy was better spent of what he called the "front line "issues of
establishing a communication network between children, parents, and
teachers, acquiring badly needed resources, and dealing with ìndividual

children with severe learning and emotional problems. I'lulticulturaì program

will not solve what

Bob sees as the root

of so many difficulties children

face in the lnner City: "Solve the famiìy crisis and there

will

be less racism

and reduce the class size so we can do something more than play around

with

language deveìoprlerr[." He talked about his program development in

this way:
"oh yeah .. the program ... well it's based fundamentally
on the idea of conf lict resolution and rnaybe

assertiveness training.. l'm going to teach these kids to
accept responsibility so I'm giving them the tools so they
can do it.... the merrns for doing this is by using Centres ...
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I have a Science Centre, a math one, computer... one for
almost each subject area ... this provides the f ield where
kids have to work both independently and cooperativeìy
with their peers .. create their own'ìimits within a set
of expectations ... the whoìe idea is to learn to qet what
vou want and need within a set of rules... I canlive with
this because it can coexist with the existing tlanitoba
curriculum ... I want to see kids qnow completeìy into
whole persons not iust disembodied skilì types ... This
do by developing a heaìthy attitude towardå school
because if thev don't have that all the teachino skills in
the wonld ane þoing to do nothing.... making a big, speciaì
deal about an immigrant kid coming to the r00m is not a
good idea... lf you have a good, working program there is
I

no need ... okay-.. maybe with some adaptatiorì rTly r00m
is already a safe environment so an insecure immiþrant
can get what he needs... it's already there... lf somebody
wants to do something really useful they could f ind a
way where kids who have been here awhiìe could get
some sort of training so they could act as skilled
interpreters for their peers.... each school could have
some."

The ESL teacher reaìized that her emphasis was

Although not as comprehensively,

linguistic by nature.

its importance was accepted or dismissed

by severaì other teachers and brings into focus the argument that is based
on how quickly childnen must be exposed to rigorous language acquisition in

order to experience a successlul program in their new environment. The
argument forms on the one hand as "children need the acquisition of
language immediateìy as no learning can occur

until there is a basic

understanding of the ìanguage" or on the other hand "childnen need a period

ol adjustment, without the pressures of ìeanning a new ìanguage before the
acquisition of language begins, 0r n0 learning can take place"
"Program deveìopment for immigrant children has got to
pay more attention as to how they acquire language .. if
we don't understand that much, the rest of it is worth
very little... too much is left to chance... there needs to
be training 0r some other method of aìl teachers, not
just ESL ones to heìp children acquire ìanguage quickly
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effectively... until then I don't think
to plan program for them to learn."
and

it is of any use

There were a small group of teachers who reìated to multicuìturalism
and program deveìopment in a more general humanistic way.

lt was believed

c0mmendable by some teachers to achieve some expression of

multiculturaìism because it could buiìd recognition and awareness of the
schooì and the city's diverse population. These teachers spoke of

multicuìturaìism and

prCIgnam deveìopment as being dif f icult

to be

formaiized programmatically as in the instance of the Family Life Program
They expressed the issue more as an approach

to life, or a philosophicaì

ideoìogy. Plavis has taught grade four for twenty years and is one teacher
who viewed the issue as part of the human condjtion:
"You can point to any successful immiqrant adult
todaV
and he will show yoû one teacher, in oñe school, who
made him believe'that he could learn tnqlish.... this
teacher would have had faith in him andhelped him when
he needed it... l'll bet you that 90% of the time it was not
a great program or a carefulìy thouoht out assessment
and.placement that did it, or any laid out multiculturaì
poìicy either .. it was the person.. that's who did
no

program development
there to apply it."

will work il

it..

the right person is not

A small number of teachers saw program deveìopment as having an overt

psychological emphasis:
"So many

of the immiqrants come from unbeìievable
situatiohs.... you hearthe storics of young children having
top,ushtheir,parentoverboardbecau,setñeydiedonthe
boat ... how can you expect anyone to learn after that
r¡ght away... maybe for a yeai or two they will tceep
things inside but then oncê in awhile you beqin to hear
the ñomor stories .. this is qoino to affect their
acadernic performance ... They be"come preoccuþied
emotionaììy which takes away all their enerqy for
learning.... in shock is what they are ... often times they
are hiding their family origin b'ecause their parents dibd
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and they were adopted on the spot by another family ... a
big fear of authority of being found'out ... we don't even
discuss these things when we are planning program ...
we've got to deal with the trauma first before anything
eìse happens .. some would disaqree but I think it's oui
responsibility because we're with them every day."
R D Usher has a student population

first

of aimost two thirds that speak

a

language other than English, yet when you waìk through the school you

would not know it. Except for l1uìticultural Week and the odd activity, there

is little overt physical or material evidence that expìains why the school is
considered by the teachers, administration and community to be

a

"multicultural" school. 0n the whole the school, guided by the principal, does
not place a heavy emphasis on a multicuìtural curriculum and related

activities. The focus at R.D. Usher is

on academic achievment and

skill

development and multiculturalism is considered as a special event or

treated in an incidental manner pr-ogrammatically.
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Chapter Vl
Conc

I

I

lusion

Throughout, this study has been concerned with meaning, more

specifically with why teachers do what they do in relat-ionship to

a

particular issue. The assumption is made that the process of identifying
concerns that teachers have, along with why they do what they do, and why

it is important

to them, belongs in the same analytical breath. Human beings

in general seem to make sense out of their lives by deriving meaning from
the things around them they beìieve are important, and teachers as a

collective are no exception.
At the beginning thene were interpretations that appeared to be common
to all thnee issues of placement, assessment, and program The semantic

interpretations (Tables 2 &3) organized thernseìves around two general
categories. A semantic interpretation is a "translation or paraphrase, a set
of words having a meaning equivalent to those being expìained but more
easiìy understood."(Kapìan, 1964, p.327) (aìso see l{ethodology Chapter

)

(Tables 2&3) The philosophical themes that were common in the majority of

teachers were related to humanist educatlon and to the egalitarian
argument of whether immigrant children should be treated in the same way
as others. A methodoìogical concern that appeared rn

all three areas of

reception and placement, assessment, and pnogram development for

tmmigrant children, was that of the relative importance and implications of
how chìldren acquire ìanguage.
Teachers did not see the issues of reception and pìacement, assessment,
and program development

for immigrant chiìdren as discrete issues but
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continually discussed them as being interrelated and interdependent. Both
the ìiterature and the School Administration tended to view each issue as an
individual one;but the school does in practice compartmentaìize and
separate the issues into different rr.llcs and responsibilities. The secretany

wiìl

process the paper, the Principal

teacher

wiìl place the child,

the t"ligrancy

will initially test and orient the chiìd and s0 0n Teachers tended to

integrate the issues of pìacement, assessment, and most aspects of program
planning , for the most part, as "what happens out there before the kids
come to my door." To

this end previous records or documentation was most

often seen as unimportant or delegated to the realni of "reading it when

I

have time." With some exceptions most teachers focused on what happened
when the child arrived at the cìassroonr door and not what happened before

or after.
The data showed that there were prrmariìy three basic categories of

teaching behaviour. The

first category

was coined as the "hug them and ì0ve

them" approach which couìd be equated in the literature as Humanistic and
was characterized by a sensitive perspective to the whole child,
backgrounds and individuaì needs, The second category was seen as the

"schooì of hard knoctcs" approach or "we are here to teach not do social
work." This approach was characterized by the emphasis on rapid stcill
development, acquìsitìon ol appropriate social behaviour, and upward

mobility. The third category was seen as the"l treat them all the same"
approach which was characterized by the attìtude that no matter what
happened before a child came to the classnoom d00r, the most important

thought is that each

child must

and

wilì receive the same standard

education as defined by the Province of llanitoba.

lt would be overly

simplistic to state that each teacher f itted neatly into

one

of these
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"hard
categories. Fon exampìe one teacher who was seen to take a general

knocks" approach to expectations

Humanistic stance

to

for immigrant education, took a more

incidental classroom routines

There are in fact many ìayers of thought and behaviour attributable to
each individual teacher relative to

"l

"l
do my job", I think about my job" and

think and do my job" Teachers cannot simpìy be ìabelìed as "thint<ers"
preoccupied only with phiìosophical concerns, 0r as "doers" concerned onìy

with methodoìogical matters. One such example comes to mind with

one

informant's response to the placement questions. This particular response
began

with an almost passionate declaration that she treated all her

chiìdren the same even to the extent of not bothering to find out whether

a

new child brought to her r00m was Cambodian or Vietnamese After what
could appear to some to be a rathen alarming statement she went on to

relate a veny interesting, carefuìly articulated design fon curriculum that
would take into account how we are the same and different.
ln the f inaì distilìation ol the data two recognizable sub-patterns

to deveìop: "l have no control over what happens outside nty
classroom" and "l have no control over what happens outsìde my ciassroom
began

and therefore I do my own thing". These categorÍes do not account

for all

aspects of the interviews but were identif ied as simÌlar within a majority

of responses; enough evidence to see a recognizabìe pattern." I have no
control over what happens outside my classroom" was considered to be a

direct or indirect result of powerìessness felt by leachers beyond the
domain of their cìassrooms. This was characterized in generaì by teachers

not being interested in the assessments of others or rationalizing
standardized testing against their better judgement. "l have no controì over
what happens outside my classroom and therefore I do my own thing " may
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be the result of a sense of powerlessness, the difference being that

"l may

have no control over what happens outside my ciassroom door but I can

counteract this by developing alternative methods within my own domain of
the classroom".

"l

have no control over what happens outside my classroom", manifested

itself with the issues of placement,

assessment and program deveìopment

by being linked with factors outside the jurisdiction of the classroom and
even the schooì. Placement, as one exampìe ,was seen as being part of

a

societal probìem, not only within the perimeter of the School or Division. ln
one exampìe one teacher exclaimed

that alì the good and proper orientation

that was done in the schooì would amount to naught

if

the child

felt

insecure and abandoned at home. An example of the hoìistic elements of "l
have no control over what happens outside my classroom" was mosl

articulate with the account of the one teacher who said outright that you
can not teach a child anything
Those teachers who

after he has recently buried his mother at sea

felt they had no control over what happened

outside

their cìassroom and therefore did their own thing tended to stress program
development as a means of estabìishing some sense of control inside their

individual classrooms

It was anticipated that the semantic interpretati0ns would organize
themselves around the concepts of theory and practice (melhodology and
phiìosophy) because the literature and the experience of the researcher

during participant observation anticipated that

it

might. The ìiterature

spoke of teachers relating what should, could 0r ougnt to be done in

classrooms as one thing (theoretical, methodological)

anO

how teachers

actually cope with day by classroom situations as another (philosophical)
Several contradictory interpretations began to appear in the data collected
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during the study. For example,teachers made damming statements about
standardized testing and then in the next breath exclaimed how proud they
wene that R. D. Usher had some of the highest test scores in the lnner City.

ln part, this is a simpìe act of taking pride in some recognition of the fact

that teachers are doing a good job.
because the pressure

lt

i:-r

also an expression of frustration

is there to produce academic excellence but with

other viable means to evaìuate

it

no

other than the sanctioned standardized

tests.
Teachens would state that they were opposed to the concept of

l.lulticulturaìism yet joined in the festivities as willing as any of the
advocates. This may be in part because teachers have different versions of

tlulticuìturalism than that of the Division 0r as interpreted by the schooì or
because teachers come from many

experiences.

lt

differing culturaì backgrounds

and

is aìso in part the understanding that in order to survive and

be successfuì in a varied school setting theory

wilì sometimes give way to

practice, principìes sacnficed for practicaìity for the

sa[<e

of being able to

coexist with others. The need for survival developed as a very strong
motive among the teachers at
compìex concept

R.D. Usher.

Although survivaì is a highìy

it couìd expìain why the teachers coìlectively

measured

their success on culturaìly biased tests. The need t0 feel and l0ok
successful and competent in this case rationaìizing their motives
The primary data coììection

for this study was through interviewing

tweìve teachers whìch seems ìike a reìatively straight forward process in
theory. ln practice, however,
have a single time

it

was not. ln order to have the 0pportunity to

slot of one hour, interviews were often cancelled

and

rescheduled a half a dozen times. This speaks to the ìevel of time demands
and

restraints placed on lnner City teachers who are under constant stress
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from both the physical demands pìaced on them in terms of constant
interruptions, continuaì crisis management, the inability to plan ahead,the
severing of routine and often complete lack of predictabiìity and
consistency. These factors coupled with the high migrancy rate, the
apparent poverty and alienation of many of the parents and children, create
a high pressure situation.

All this leads to the need for the deveìopment of

some coping and survivaì mechanism that might explain the need for

rationaìization, and the need to impose some sense 0f order, at least, behind
individual classroom doors. This particular attitude does

little

to promote

c0lìective solidarity but rather one of isolation. ln part the idea of isoìation
couìd be seen as an act of survival and sell preservation for teachers.

lf

are part of a larger collective problems may surface more readily. Even
you hear of a new probìem and by so doing acknowledge
you are expected to act upon

it,

even

if

you

it

its existence,then

the solution is a monumentaì task.

tsehind the closed door expectations can be more manageable as def ined by

the individual teacher As an e>ranrple,

if

the children are clean, happy anrl

involved in whatever has been deenred as worthwhile by the teacher, and the

test scores are adequate, the classroom quaìifies as a success.
One

of the fundamental r-easons why teachers do what they do is

connected to their reìative

ability or inabiìity to ma[<e decisions regarding

their teaching behaviours. The classroom is not

of ten viewed as

part of

a

much larger context and in a sense teachens often inherit only parts of the

big problems 0r just one smaìlpiece of a much ìarger issue. ln addition the
nature of the schooì dictates that there are many people involved in its
environment who have more control over the decisions that affect teaching
behaviours than teachers do themselves The level of autonomy that

teachers experience is one of the most crucial aspects lo affect teaching

l4t
behaviour both inside and outside the classroom.

lt determines how teachers

perceive issues and problems and as a result what actions they
and how ef

wilì

take

lective they wiì1 be. Goodlad ( l9B4) supports Common's ( lgEJ)

view which says that according to his data that teacher do perceive
themseìves to be quite autonomous. He saw teachers beìieving that they

were in control of what they taught and how they did so. H0wever, beyond

their own preparation and experience, as well as students' interests, alì
other influences were seen as reìativeìy insignificant ln R D Usher this was
not true of aìl the teachers as there were those who saw that the ìarger

society aìong with its probìems had a powerful inf luence on the classroom
and there were those teachers who believed

that they had no autonomy what

s0 ever. Finalìy, the majority of the R.D. Usher teachers believed that theìr

only autonomy ìay behind closed cìassroom doors. Goodlad goes on to say

that teacheFs saw themselves generally as having less consistent controì in
areas beyond thein classrooms in relation to f iscal management and
personnel decisions which in fact proved t0 be true for the majority of

teachers at R.D.Usher. ln contrast Goodlad states that teachers teìt potent in
the areas ol curriculum, instruction, student behaviours, and parental
comminication. This appeared to be reìatively true of the teachers at

R

D

Usher At R.D Ushen the principal did not perceive his staff as a coìlective
but strictìy as individuals or smaìl groups of individuals Although the

Principal has a very strong leadership presence throughout the entire
school, many teachers exercised

strict

autonomy behind cìosed cìassroom

doors.

llany factors contribute to the quality of the school environment and
teacher behaviour is only one of these. lnfluences such as the schooì's
adm i ni

strat ive pol i c i es, phi I osophy, parental and communi ty

i

nvo

lvement,
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stability of the teaching staff, the nature of the school
the case of R.D.Usher

its lnner City characteristics

and

and population (in

l"lulticultural nature)

all play a significant role. lt is simplistic to beìieve that teachers carry
with them the totaì responsibility for effective education but
simplistic to believe that why teachers

it

is not

do what they do (whether

it

immigrant education or some other area) is an important aspect of
complex issue

be

a

.

ln part teacher's behaviour is a reaction t0 the oppressive institution
which they seek to serve. Even though education nray seet< fundamental
values of liberation and freedom from oppression

it is constantly directed

to other interests and priorities. Teachers either consciousìy or
unconsciousìy are caught in a dangerously deceptive paradox.0n one hand

they are charged with the responsibility of educating children to enable the
advancement of knowledge necessary to build a principìed and democratic

society, while on the other hand teachers represent a system for
perpetuating and legitimizing a society characterized to a ìarge degree of

social and economic inequality

in which they are powerìess to affect any

significant change on control.
lluch of what constitutes teaching is often a discussion of behavioral
nranagement, often at the expense of how such an approach covertìy

prepares chiìdren to become ìnitÍates of the donrinant society. ln fact the

cìassroonr

itself is characteristic of other agencies who exercise

s0cial

controì for the purpose ol domination Teachers behaviour is either
developing this attìtude or nesistinÇ

it: both ìn one form or another

and to

¿

more or less degree. Given the opportunity teachers may be wilìing to
examine their behaviour in a more

critical

manner and develop

a

reconstruction of educational pedagogy to establish a methodology that goes
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beyond reaction and survival, to one of human communication, the creation

of praxis, criticaì assessment of the relative worth of knowìedge and child
development. This attitude is advocating that teachers must f irst want,
understand, and know how to deveì0p and use a ìevel of personal and

collective autonomy. This demands an eìement of risk and the need for
teachers to decide for themseìves why they do what they do.
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The purpose of this reseanch study is to examine the ways in which selected teachers
in WinnipE

Schæl Division No.
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respond to the issues related to the reception, assessment, and ongoing

educational needs of immigr'ant children. The study
governmentaì and division levels but

will

will explore this question

recognize the influence of

at both the

the teacher as the primar y

focus of the research. The data

will

be collected through a serìes of inter^views and

to two general categories. The

first

being how the classroom teachen adjusts her/his behaviour to

accommodate the

initial

will

be directed

assessment end onientatìon of the new child. The second being how the

teacher adapts the pr.ogram to meet the needs of the new child.
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understand the nat-ure of my invoìvement in this

neæarch pt^oject. I nealize thot the nesults of the neseanch

llaster of Education thesis. I have been
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assuned that my particìpation

wiìl

in the nesearchen's

be kept confidentìal and

that no nômes wiìì be used in the presentation of the results. I under stand that I have the r^ight to
withdraw at anytime and that after the completion of each interview, I have the right to

for^b

jd the

useofanyinformationlhavegiven dur^ìngthecourseoftheinteview.Bysigningthisfonmbelow,
I give consent to be interviewed four times oven a period of one month and have the materiaì
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THE WINNIPEG SCHOOL DIVISION NO.
STUDENT DESCRIPTION FORM
OFFICE USE ONLY
School No

Form 5-54(86)
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School Name

------_l

t_l_11
Grade/

Homeroom

Year

Program

t-l
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R

Nurse's Use Only

esident
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To Be Completed by Parent,/Guardian
Last Name

S

First Name
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Street
Address

ï
D
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Sex

Second Name

Postal- Code

E
C

N
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T

Date of Birth

Place of Birth

f-lIT-t

School attended last year
Home Phone

Mother/Female Guardian
N¿ûìe

Lasr l'lâme
P

A
R

f; xo-"

.

Bus. Phone

A Place of Employrnent

E R
N D

T

Poslal Code

Address

Home Phone

Father/Male Guardian
Nanle

Last Name

I

Postal Code

4 Home Address

.

Bus. Plrone

N Place of Employment

Languages spoken at home
give two emefgenc
lN cASE OF EMERGENCy, if the pafent(s) cannot be reached the School must be able to conlacl another person. Please
contacts. if possible.
Frrst Neme

L¡st Name
Re

lat ¡onsh ¡p

to student
Horne Address
Frrst Narne

Last Name
Re

Home Phone

lat ¡onslì ip

to sludent
lephone

Student s Dent¡st

Te

Student's Doctor

Teleplrone

Manitoba Health Services Registration No
School lnsurance

Coverage

No_-

Yes

Specral Health Concerns or lnslruclions for Emergency Siluatrons

EROTHERS AND SISTERS ATTENDING WINNIPEG SCHOOL(SI

Name

PLÊASE NOTIFY

Age

i*t

aarioo.

"
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A*y cHANcE t" tHe o"oue
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Grade
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o

Lift

tì-re

10.
16.
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Can use colmnon vocabulary 1n casual conversation.

Ìf
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jrr

senLences aupropri-ette

l-7.

iìecognizes al-phaì:eL

"

.
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November Check

1"

List

Recognition

Name;

of Letters.

- A B C D EFG H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
Case - ab c d e f g h i j k I mn o p qr s t uvvr xy z

Upper Case
Lorver

2"
1"
4.
5.
6"

Recites Alphabet

Initial Consonants:
baby car fox dog swing road table

gate

Rhyming:

hat cake box rain ca.r fire
Counting to lOO (r¡ith help on 50? 60 etc.)
Recognition of Numbers:

5?L2 1- 4 t82 L1 ro g 6 18 20 24 57 83 4g
7

"

Recognítþn of Colours:

red green white yellorz purple blue black orange

B.

Recognition

9.

Prints

10"

Knor.zs

of Shapes:

Triangle

Circle

Name:

Address:

Age:

Birthday:

Last
Can

name:

Tie Shoes:

L2" Cutting Skills:
Lt"

brolvn

Square Rectangle

Phone Number:

I1"

76

Social- Ðevelopment :

(Classroom Teacher)
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Gibson'sle T yÞology
Iab

Category
I EducaLian ot-

culLurally dilferent
benevolerrL

multicultur¿lism.

ll

Education about

cultural differences or
cultural understanding

1

Characterist.ics
Equali:in'¡ educalirrnal oppoLuniLy lor
children not of the dominent capiial
Anglo cultr-rre - children are considered
to have unique learning handicaps.

Directed at all students - teachers and
children will value culLural diflerences in

Objectives
To increase home and
school compalability
and in turn improve

Critiqué
tlo emperical
evidence lhat
achievement is

children's academic

Íacl inproved -

success, sell image,
¿nd moLivation.

paterneli sti c.

\{ill

decrease racism

and prejudice

order to understand meaning
- Schools will enrich cullures.

Danger of leachers
becoming cultural

relativists

-

over

emphasis of culLural

difierences - nol
evident in Lexts and
maLerials.

lll Educati¡n for
cultural plurelism.

lV

6 icul L'.¡ral educaLion

Based on rejection of culLural assimilaLion
and meiting pot - programs are Lo serve
needs of ethnic communitv.

To produce lea¡^ngn= wfro have
competencies in Lv¿o dillerent cult-ures fosLer^ing ûf biculLuralisrrr wiLh emphasis
on reciprocity

lÍainlain cultural

For culLur'¿l

diversity - decrease
the porver oi Lhe

pluralism to exisL sc

majLlrity Lo crppness the
majocity.

pluralism

LearnerE who gre

equally comiorlat le
and commiLed to two

rr¡uch sLruclurel

Tendency lor elitism
whiLe anglo culLure
s[ill dominenl

-

culiures withoul
nejecLiorr of uriginal
cul Lure

\,/ [-lulLiculLucal

education as the

normal human
experience.

- a process t'hereby
a learner deveìopes compeLencies in
multiFle sysLems ol stand¿rds ior
percievinq, evaluaLing, believinq anC
doinq.

Anthropological base

ïo

develop a mixed

bag of culLursl LLrols
rvhich can be used in

aDFrlrpriåte si Lu¿Li,-rn¡

\{ho rvilì decide
which Lools are
infact useÍull and for
what reason.
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Table 2

Flacement : Semant ic Int erpret at ior¡ Chart
Semantìc lnterpretztion
Response
#l

#2

#j

Procedure is disruptive

Process is conducted too quickly

lmmigrant children need no speciaì treatment

Can't do nruch for them at the begìnning

#5

l'm going to make up nry öwn mind, do my own process

#6

l'm interested in now, not what has happened before

#7

I ldentify with lmmigrant kids

#B

Pìacernent is part of ìarger concerns- home

sg

I treat thern alì the same
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